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The majority of communication between humans is comprised of nonverbal

cues. Visual cues, such as expressions and nodding, are not readily accessible

to the blind. Our team has developed an assistive device based on computer

vision, which relays facial recognition and expression information to a blind user

and is designed to store images of people the user frequently interacts with and

analyze faces for expressions. The control a user has over his/her surroundings

while receiving real-time feedback contributes to a unique device. In order to de-

sign a device suited best to the blind user’s needs, we engaged sighted and blind

participants in surveys and interviews to understand their views and preferences

regarding the availability of a computer vision system that, in real-time, can pro-

vide information about identity and expressions of humans. This thesis discusses

the development methodology, the selection of algorithms for recognizing faces

and expressions and physical designs of the device, and the results on subject

tests with blind participants to gauge the effectiveness of our design.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

A face provides genuine insight into expressions and emotions. The distances

between facial features and rapid variations provide more reliable cues than ver-

bal communication. Thus, human communication can be divided into two parts:

verbal and nonverbal. Here, nonverbal communication is described as the pro-

cess of communicating through facial expressions, eye contact, and nodding in

addition to nonverbal aspects of speech such as tone and volume. Over 80% of

all communication is carried out through these nonverbal messages [1].

For the visually impaired, a face provides little to no insight into a person.

According to the World Health Organization, there are about 284 million people

in the world who are visually impaired [2]. This visually impaired population

is at a disadvantage when it comes to communicating since its members are not

able to interpret most nonverbal messages [3]. Humans rely on visual cues when

interacting within a social context and for those who cannot see, this interferes

with the quality of social interactions [3].

Previous studies have shown that non-verbal communication is integral to

maintaining social interactions. Since the majority of non-verbal communication

is comprised of facial gestures and expressions, which are visual cues, interper-
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sonal communication is compromised [3]. This societal disadvantage can best

be addressed through an application of science and technology; we propose the

implementation of computer vision to provide realtime feedback of facial identi-

fication and expression for the visually impaired.

Through this study, we seek to answer the following question: how can

computer vision technology effectively convey nonverbal, and otherwise inacces-

sible, information to blind individuals in face-to-face interactions with sighted

individuals? We believe that the use of computer vision to analyze and relay

nonverbal messages in an interaction will improve the quality and ease of face-

to-face communication for the visually impaired. Our use of computer vision

involves developing an assistive device capable of analyzing faces, providing real-

time feedback, and conveying the facial cues of those with whom the visually im-

paired interact. Idea generation and accuracy and subject testing of the software

package can then be conducted through focus group studies and user feedback.

In this thesis, we examine whether realtime feedback of facial expressions can al-

low visually impaired subjects to communicate more effectively, and we share our

work with hope that it may inspire future research in the field of computer-based

handicap assistance.

1.0.1 Visual Impairment

According to the World Health Organization, there are about 284 million people

in the world who are visually impaired; 39 million of this population are blind

[2]. In Maryland alone, the site of this study, there are over 100,000 individuals

who are legally blind or experience total blindness [4]. Typically the main causes

of visual impairment include refractive errors (myopia, hyperopia, astigmatism),
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cataracts, and glaucoma. Although anyone may be at risk for visual impairment,

the risk increases with age; nearly 65% of visually impaired individuals are 50

years old or older [4].

It is crucial to understand the nature and definition of various classifications

of blindness before designing an assistive device. Currently there are four clas-

sifications of visual acquity: normal vision, moderate visual impairment, severe

visual impairment, and blindness. Within the category of blindness, there are two

main forms: congenitally blind and non-congenitally blind. Congenitally blind

individuals are those that have been blind since birth or an illness shortly follow-

ing birth, whereas noncongenitally blind individuals are those that became blind

later in life due to a variety of factors including macular degeneration, strokes,

etc.

For non-congenitally blind individuals, the Social Security Act defines the con-

firmation of legal blindness as those that have a visual acuity of 20/200 or less in

both the right and left eyes, even when wearing glasses or contacts. In addition, if

the overall field of vision is less than 20 degrees, the individual is considered to be

legally blind. Approximately ten percent of those who are legally blind have ab-

solutely no vision; the remainder have varying degrees of light perception. Those

that have absolutely no vision are described as having total blindness. Despite the

varying types of visual impairments, there are currently no differences between

how the congenitally blind, noncongenitally blind, and sighted perceive emotion

cues and expressions [5]. Thus, the prototype can be designed to recognize facial

expressions in the same way for all users [6]. However, the prototype must allow

a user interface through which a user can select whether facial expression and

recognition are applicable in their everyday lives.
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An assistive device designed for the visually impaired population must focus

on age and technology proficiency segments. The device must be useable by both

newcomers and those familiar with assistive technology. This requires a sophisti-

cated algorithm which is user-friendly in both hardware and software design. In

addition, the prototype should be widely applicable to visual impairments while

especially targeting the older population segment.

1.0.2 Computer Vision

Computer vision is the machine extraction of information from visual feedback.

Computer vision systems may be configured as mono-vision (one camera) or

stereo-vision, which involves multiple cameras placed apart to allow distance

and depth perception. Computer vision can be used in industry and quality

assurance, medical image processing, and military and surveillance operations

[7]. Currently, computer vision applications in facial recognition are limited to

security applications. Since computer vision technologies have not typically been

applied to handicap assistance, our study will provide insight on the feasibility

of computer vision as an assistive technology. [8].

Further information on computer vision systems is detailed in the following

Literature Review chapter, along with overviews of facial recognition, and ex-

pression recognition algorithms. The methodology of developing the design of

hardware and software for the completed prototype, the surveys and interviews

conducted for idea generation, and the experiments conducted for quality and

accuracy testing are also detailed in the following chapters. Finally, this thesis is

appended with transcripts and Internal Review Board documents detailing the

particulars of testing procedures.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

The challenges that arise in designing a portable computer vision system include

the need of a stable light source, the need for stability for cameras, power and

processing requirements, and possibility of damage to the equipment. Current

innovations in the field of computer vision yield many different solutions. The fol-

lowing projects all use unique combinations of hardware and software to develop

a solution in an effort to address these concerns and the needs of the visually

impaired community.

2.1 Past Computer Vision Systems

Gemstone Team Vision integrated a GPS chip, an inertial navigation unit, and a

low-resolution USB webcam with audio and haptic feedback to provide an easy-to-

use navigation and object recognition package for visually impaired individuals.

Team Vision mounted the USB camera onto the bridge of a pair of sunglasses,

and wired the system to a laptop computer running Windows XP [9].

In 2008, McDaniel et al. [10] created a haptic belt to convey the location of a

person relative to the user’s field of view using vibrotactile signals. This type of

feedback is more effective than auditory cues in communicating location because
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it takes advantage of the sensitivity and reliability of a visually impaired indi-

viduals sense of touch. In addition, vibrotactile signals are not open to variable

interpretation and do not interfere with other activities of the visually impaired.

Researchers from Arizona State University, created a facial recognition proto-

type using a pinhole camera in a pair of glasses for their system [3]. The analog

CCD camera took video that was converted in the digitizer, which transferred the

video into a digital format that could be interpreted by a laptop computer. When

the computer was able to recognize a face and put a name to that face, Microsoft

Speech Engine was able to give the user verbal feedback, converted from text on

the laptop. In their conclusion, Krishna, et. al. [3] discussed the potential for

future work using a camera of better quality and alternative computing elements

such as PDAs or other handheld devices.

Each and every one of the aforementioned studies have used a single camera

for image acquisition. However, stereo vision has been used in other research to

provide better accuracy and versatility when gathering facial data as compared

to monocular vision. This method allows for 3-D face tracking and recognition of

faces and expressions with improved robustness than a single camera setup, and

has not yet been applied in an assistive device for the visually impaired. Stereo

vision can also help to stabilize a video feed that comes from a camera that is

not mounted on a tripod [11].

2.2 Prototype Design

While creating different potential prototypes, we looked at the strengths and

weaknesses of prototypes that were the focus of other computer vision research

in recent years.
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In 2005, Krishna et al. [3] developed a wearable face recognition system. They

used a pinhole aperture analog CCD camera mounted in a pair of sunglasses. The

analog feed was then converted to digital video format through an Adaptec video

digitizer. A tablet PC with an Intel processor was used to process the images

and implement a text-to-speech converter to inform the user of positively matched

faces [3].

Treuillet and Royers system utilized a single body-mounted camera, as the

main focus of their prototype [12]. Although these researchers focused on nav-

igation using global positioning system (GPS) sensors, their prototype is still a

very helpful concept. In creating their prototype, the researchers aimed to cre-

ate a device that would be wearable, inexpensive, and mobile. Inspiration for

their design came from wheeled robots, capable of autonomous navigation. The

camera used in this prototype was an AVT Guppy 044B camera with a 2.8 mm

lens. A body mount held the camera at a diagonal angle, allowing it a 120-degree

view field, and connected it to a computer, located in a backpack. The body

mount positioned the camera in the center of the body over the ribcage. In the

conclusion and future work section, the researchers shared their plan to test a

second prototype design, which includes a camera mounted on eyeglasses.

Johnson and Higgin’s system transformed information received through the

video camera back to the user through physical tactics [13]. Their system pro-

vided tactile feedback to the abdomen for the systems user. The video is taken

through two webcams attached to a belt on a firm platform. There is a fixed

angle between the cameras, with their lines of vision converging at ten feet in

front of the user. The researchers specified that their materials entirely consisted

of off the shelf components. The tactile feedback portion of the system is made
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of several small vibrating motors. In their discussion, the researchers explained a

plan to overhaul the tactile feedback system, replacing it with VLSI vision chips

and an electro-tactile array, which will be less cumbersome and power-hungry.

However, there is no mention of modifying the video platform for the prototype,

despite their use of inexpensive webcams as a method of obtaining video.

While there are advantages and disadvantages of every system, we took all of

them into consideration as we designed our own computer vision system. In ad-

dition, we obtained feedback from the visually impaired to make a more realistic

system.

2.3 Facial Recognition

In the last twenty years, the computer-based facial recognition field has expanded

rapidly. Several algorithms have been introduced and improved to the point

where computers can rival humans in accuracy of facial recognition [14]. In order

to develop our product, we need to understand how we identify faces, and to

understand and evaluate the different existing facial recognition algorithms and

examine existing applications of this technology.

Sinha, Balas, Ostrovsky, and Russell outline nineteen basic results regarding

human facial recognition, including many of the methods that humans use to

identify faces [6]. They show that the study of human processes involved in facial

recognition and the artificial algorithms being used for facial recognition systems

are inextricably linked together. The human brain can recognize faces in 120

milliseconds (ms). In order to achieve a useful system, the algorithm we choose

must have near realtime feedback.

Several real time algorithms have been developed in recent years. Ross Bev-
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eridge of the Colorado State University evaluated the efficiency and accuracy

of the algorithms, Principle Component Analysis (PCA), Linear Discriminant

Analysis (LDA), Elastic Graph Matching (EGM), and Bayesian Intraperson-

al/Extrapersonal Image Difference Classifier (BIC) [15]. A study by Krishna,

Little, Black, and Panchanathan also evaluated these algorithms with respect to

changes in illumination and pose. The LDA and PCA algorithms were found to

be superior. LDA was fastest while PCA was the most accurate [3]. We will be

evaluating the four algorithms (PCA, LDA, EGM, and BIC) to determine what

works best for our purposes, as our conditions may be slightly different than those

of previous studies. Another algorithm recently developed is Luxands FaceSDK,

a facial recognition system that supports recognition for still images and real time

video streams. It is mostly used in the entertainment industry to create real time

animations.

As outlined by Zhao, Chellappa, Phillips, and Rosenfeld [16], these algorithms

may be susceptible to several well known challenges including pose, illumination,

and resolution. However, over the past several years, major improvements have

been made to these baseline algorithms. In an experiment by Alice J. O’Toole,

seven facial recognition algorithms were compared with humans on face matching

tasks. Out of the seven algorithms, three were better at recognizing faces than

humans were [14]. Though illumination still presented problems, O’Toole’s study

shows that current algorithm capabilities compete favorably with human ability

to recognize faces.

Another challenge to consider is the movement of visually impaired subjects,

which may cause the acquired faces to be blurred. We need to develop image

deblurring tools and feed the restored face images to the recognition algorithms.
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Systems for recognizing faces do currently exist. However, many of the exist-

ing facial recognition systems are created for security rather than for the visually

impaired [17]. Even so, these systems show that it is possible for a recognition

system to recognize faces acquired under controlled conditions at a recognition

rate of 99.2% in near realtime. One system, developed by Krishna et al., uses

a PCA algorithm and was designed with the visually impaired in mind [3]. Kr-

ishna’s system does not use stereo cameras, nor was it tested on visually impaired

users. Krishna’s system also did not have a facial expression recognition feature.

Our system will be designed with the advice of the visually impaired to provide

a facial recognition system that would benefit them the most.

2.4 Expression Recognition

In order to use facial expression recognition algorithms to improve social in-

teractions among the visually impaired, we need to understand the biological

underpinnings and universality of facial expression, as well as research existing

algorithms.

Paul Ekman and Wallace V. Friesen [18] identified six universal facial expres-

sions in an experiment conducted among a group of New Guinea tribe members

who had been isolated from foreign cultures. They found that the subjects were

able to accurately identify certain expressions happiness, anger, sadness, disgust,

surprise and fear depicted in pictures of different facial poses. Their findings sup-

port the theory of the universal correspondence between certain facial behaviors

with certain emotions [18]. These expressions are characterized by the facial ac-

tion coding system which uses 44 small facial movement action units (AU), each

of which encodes a specific facial muscle action [18]. Since the expressions stated
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above can be recognized cross-culturally, the primary focus of our computer al-

gorithm will be on detecting these six universal expressions.

Experiments have also been conducted where motion in the major facial areas

(the mouth, eyes, and eyebrows) was selectively frozen through videos. Multiple

studies concluded that in some expressions, single movements could play the de-

cisive role in differentiating facial expressions while, in other expressions, multiple

movements were necessary in differentiating facial expressions [19].

Takeo Kanade, Jeffrey F. Cohn, and Yingli Tian compiled a database of

2105 coded facial expression images using FACS [20]. This database consists of

thousands of different faces, all with various expressions, poses, and illuminations.

We will test the chosen algorithms and final system on this facial database to

ensure accuracy and efficiency.

One prominent expression detector is a parametric optical flow-based algo-

rithm that analyzes facial expressions in realtime. It was developed by Yacoob

and Black in 1997. This algorithm employs facial tracking and facial feature

tracking, checking changes against thresholds established by existing databases

[21].

Another expression algorithm that is available in the market is FaceAPI, a face

tracking technology developed by Seeing Machines Limited. FaceAPI provides

real time face recognition and facial feature tracking by tracking X individual

points on the face in the xyz plane. The algorithm is able to detect head position

and has a freedom of +/- 90 degrees for head orientation, allowing more freedom

for the user of the camera to move around during the conversation. FaceAPI is

also able to calculate distance of a person without the use of dual cameras (a

stereo system), but rather by calculating the size of the face and determining the
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distance using that measurement.

Having code to detect different expressions is essential to creating a feedback

system, which shares such information with blind users. Shafiq ur Rehman at

Umea University in Sweden wrote his doctoral thesis on emotion recognition feed-

back through vibration [22]. After focusing on the importance of recognizing and

understanding emotions in everyday conversation, Rehman proposed a method

to communicate such information without vision. He created a chair with what

he calls a vibration actuators matrix located on the back of the chair. Distinct

sequences of vibrations represent different emotions, and the user therefore knows

which emotions their communication partner is exhibiting through memorization

of the vibration pattern. Rehman believes in the value of tactile perception and

incorporates his feedback systems mainly with tactile functions such as vibra-

tions.

To make our system reliable, we need to pick and develop algorithms best

suited for face and expression recognition. The method in which the system

communicates with the user is also important. Unlike many of the other studies,

we will implement a design with the preferences provided by blind individuals.
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Chapter 3

Methodology

Our team of researchers was composed of undergraduates at the University of

Maryland, College Park, enrolled in the Gemstone Honors Program. Gemstone

is a four year research program that selects students based on academic excel-

lence and interest in research and forms multi-disciplinary teams that direct and

conduct research. Each team includes faculty mentors to assist research and de-

velopment during the four undergraduate years, and a number of experts in the

field to vet the research conducted. Due in large part to the support and funding

provided by the Gemstone Honors Program, we were able to choose a Product

Design cycle to develop a computer vision device for the visually impaired.

A product cycle consists of four phases. The Idea Generation phase requires

internal review of ideas and past literature, and external review of designs, specif-

ically through survey/interviews. Following idea generation, the Design and Pro-

totyping phases involve the design of software, hardware, and the overall device.

The Troubleshooting or Evaluation phase then allows for review of designs and

prototypes before returning to further idea generation.

To outline our methodology, we first brainstormed possible basic ideas for our

code and for product design based on the literature review and opinions from
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potential blind users. Once we decided upon a basic design of our prototype,

we continued our surveys and interviews. During this phase we communicated

with both sighted and visually impaired people to observe the social response to

our prototype and gather data to help us improve the social acceptability of our

prototype design. We then proceeded to the product design phase, where we took

into account the results from the surveys and interviews. After developing the

software for face and expression recognition and finalizing a hardware design, we

physically produced the prototype using the available resources and materials at

hand. Finally, we moved on to evaluation, where we conducted subject testing

with visually impaired users to test our device in a controlled environment. After

obtaining data on the accuracy of the system and feedback from the test subjects,

we analyzed the feedback for future revision. The cycle then restarted, and we

began again with idea generation to redesign our system.

After examining the literature, including the work of a former Gemstone team,

Team Vision, we formulated several ideas for mounting the hardware so that it

worked with our algorithms and is convenient for the user. Following an internal

review and agreement on several different components for the final device, these

ideas were put to members of the Technological Evaluation Team at the National

Federation for the Blind (NFB). As part of the National Federation of the Blind,

this team is well informed on current technological advancements in devices for

the visually impaired. By evaluating our designs with the Technological Team,

the device is uniquely developed for the user.

An initial idea for the camera mount was to attach a small camera on a pair

of sunglasses, as done for other assistive devices for the Blind [9] [3]. This would

put the camera at head height, which is ideal for both recognition and expression
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analysis algorithms. However, the problem with this approach was the size of the

cameras needed for our application. In order to have the needed resolution, the

camera would be very visible on the glasses. We decided to purchase a remote

head camera from Point Grey, so that the lens could be mounted on the glasses

and the larger circuit board could be mounted elsewhere. These ideas and others

were presented during our meeting with the NFB.

Several members of the Technological Team with limited visual impairment

were concerned that a sunglasses mount would hinder their ability to use their

limited sight. They were also concerned about the conspicuousness of wearing

sunglasses all the time. A pendant concept was also reviewed and discarded as

being too obtrusive and noticeable. As shown by researchers at Arizona State

[23], negative attention due to “being different” is a main factor in whether an

assistive device is used by the target population. Keeping this in mind, the

mount selected as most unobtrusive and light was to have the camera mounted

on a white cane, as suggested by members of the NFB.

The white cane idea seemed to be the most practical idea. The blind users

already carry around a cane on a regular basis. This way, there is no need

to carry an extra device. The top of the cane is generally at eye level, which

makes orientation for the algorithms simple. Mounting on the cane also provides

stability for the camera. The cables could run along the length of the cane and

connect to the laptop relatively easily. For these reasons, we decided to pursue

the white cane mounted camera design.
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Chapter 4

Survey/Interviews

4.1 Blind interviews

Our main objective in interviewing blind individuals was to gain insight into their

interactions with both blind and sighted members of society, and to garner feed-

back about specific aspects of our proposed device. While we realized the extent

to which their societal experiences and opinions would differ, we wanted a more

complete idea of the limitations that they have encountered in societal interac-

tions to better tailor our device towards their needs. We interviewed nine partic-

ipants from the Columbia Lighthouse for the Blind, the University of Maryland,

National Federation of the Blind, and other associates. Of the nine individuals,

eight were completely blind and one had light perception. All interviewees were

between the ages of 40 to 70 years. The first question asked the participants to

describe their social interactions with both blind and sighted people. All of them

answered that they had experienced no problems interacting with blind people,

with one individual saying “because we can identify with someone with [the] same

disability.” However, their experiences and comfort interacting with sighted in-

dividuals varied greatly. Some claimed that it was no different than talking to
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a blind individual, whereas others cited that the lack of certain factors, such as

eye contact and facial expression, detracted from their conversations.

Interestingly, although these variables are also absent during blind-blind in-

teraction, participants only cited these as causing problems in blind-sighted in-

teraction. (In the case of eye contact, this may be due to the blind individual’s

heightened self-consciousness and/or the sighted individual’s unease). One partic-

ipant stated that the sighted are “uncomfortable with the lack of eye contact. . . so

that’s an issue.” Another participant explained that, while the blind have learned

to recognize the nuances of tone to deduce the emotional state of sighted con-

versational partners, “it [would be] good to know before you talk to them, what

they have on their face.”

In order to assess the current assistive technologies available to the blind,

we then asked participants to describe any assistive devices that they used in

social interactions. Several indicated that they used the white cane for mobility

purposes. A couple said that they used the Job Access With Speech (JAWS)

software program, designed to help them navigate the internet and computer

applications independently by reading aloud everything on the screen. Other

devices that the participants use include a note taker (e.g. daily planner), digital

recorder, Braille display, and gadgets (e.g. cell phone, watch, calculator) that

speak out loud.

The third question asked participants to rate how important it was for them

to be able to recognize emotional cues in their daily social interactions. On a

scale of one through five, one being the lowest score and five being the highest,

five participants responded with an answer of four or above, three responded

with an answer of either 3 or 3.5, and only one responded with an answer of
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between one or two. The individuals who gave a rating of four or five said that

being able to recognize emotional cues would enhance intercommunication and

personal safety. Those who gave a rating of three or below claimed that being

able to recognize emotional cues was not very important to them since they have

already lived without the ability to do so for so long.

In our series of questions, we asked participants to rate their interest in a

portable device that could convey facial identities versus one that could convey

facial expressions. The majority of participants was enthusiastic about the idea

of being able to perform either one of these tasks, but when asked to give their

preference, most showed a stronger interest in expression analysis over identity

analysis. One of the participants stated that being able to “pick up on these cues

. . . could be a matter of safety.” Another participant pointed out the advantage

of being able to recognize facial expressions on any individual versus only being

able to recognize the facial identity of an individual whom the blind user already

knew (and had input into the database). As another interviewee explained, while

blind individuals are able to discern certain emotional cues based on the voice

inflections of someone they are familiar with, they cannot recognize the emotional

cues of someone whom they do not regularly converse with because they are not

familiar with the individual’s voice signature; thus, a device with the ability to

convey the facial expression of this individual would be useful in such situations.

The only participant who expressed a stronger interest in identity analysis said,

“since I’ve never had the ability to [recognize emotion] . . . visually, it really doesn’t

matter all that much. I’d rather have facial recognition.”

One particular interviewee who lost his sight later in life explained that the

nature of his blindness contributed to his stronger interest in expression analysis.
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He claimed that “people like me who’ve seen. . . for facial recognition, that’s a

curiosity of totally blind people [people who were born blind], to know what your

faces look like. For me, it’s more the expression of their feeling because I know

what their face looks like.” While not enough information was collected on the

nature of our participants’ blind conditions to assess the validity of this statement

in our first round of interviews, we want to explore his contention further in future

interviews.

Thus, from our interviews, we have gained more insight into the current state

of interactions between the blind and sighted, and the idealized state of soci-

etal interactions from blind individuals’ perspectives. Some blind say that their

interactions with the sighted are no different from their interactions with other

blind; on the other hand, others explain that interactions with the sighted are

sometimes uncomfortable and/or lacking certain factors. While we cannot restore

their vision, we seek to enhance the blinds societal interactions by enabling them

to recognize facial identities and expressions, like the sighted, with our proposed

device. Ultimately, we want to combine the identity and expression analyses

functions into one portable device, so that blind users have the option of using

one or both to their preference.

4.1.1 Results

The participants of the interviews hailed from a variety of backgrounds and had

varying degrees of visual impairment. The nature of the visual impairment be-

comes apparent in the preferences of congenitally blind, and noncongenitally blind

individuals.

• Interviewee 1: congenitally blind, ranked identities higher
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• Interviewee 2: nature of blindness unknown, ranked expressions and iden-

tity equally

• Interviewee 3: lost sight later in life, equally enthusiastic about both

• Interviewee 5: lost sight later in life, ranked expressions higher

• Interviewee 6: lost sight later in life, more interested in expressions

• Interviewee 7: congenitally blind, ranked expressions higher

• Interviewee 8: light perception, ranked expression higher

• Interviewee 9: lost sight later in life, would prefer expression

Congenitally blind individuals enthusiastically hail both the identity and ex-

pression recognition systems, whereas participants who lost their sight later in

life have a greater preference for the expression recognition system.

In response to the importance of facial recognition technology, users shared

the following insights:

• “Being able to recognize faces and [interact with] them and know who they

were based on just that real quick “Hi Jane,” without them telling me who

they are. That would be more important to me.”

• “That would be really cool. Then you could interact with them. You would

know who they were and maybe theyd be somebody youd want to talk to.”

In response to the importance of facial expression recognition technology,

users shared the following insights:
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• “Like I said, it is very important. Especially if we don’t have the visual

acuity to really see the facial expressions . . . so in order for us to be able

to comprehend things, make good decisions and live life to the fullest, it’s

important if we can’t see it, we should be able to feel it or hear it or

experience it through a different outlet just like someone’s sight.”

• “You’d go ahead and say, “Hello, how you doing?” or you ask them a

question, and say they’re in a very depressed state . . . we’ve got to be able

to pick up on these cues. It could be a matter of safety. Safety should be

number one in everyone’s case.”

• “You don’t know if someone is upset by what you’re saying or reacting

negatively. You could just make the situation worse by not recognizing

that and changing your communications accordingly.”

• “I think it’s important to understand where people are coming from, so

you can have a better connection with peopleif you can sense, if you know

they’re sad, or happy, or uncertain, or troubled, or whatever.”

• “I lost my vision 14 years ago. I miss seeing people’s faces. To see if they

are angry, happy, or disgusted. I don’t care about the color of the person or

if they are attractive or not. It used to make a big difference to me. I want

to see if what I said upset them or made them happy or sad. Sometimes I

can tell with tones but not all the time. But anybody can fool anybody.”
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4.2 Sighted Surveys

We conducted online surveys with sighted participants to gain an understanding

of how the sighted community would perceive blind individuals using our device.

The sighted communitys opinions of our assistive device are relevant for two major

reasons: (1) they influence the blinds comfort with utilizing our device, and (2)

they affect the behaviors of both the blind and sighted engaged in interaction.

By gathering feedback from sighted individuals, we aim to develop a prototype

that fits the use for blind-to-sighted communication in addition to blind-to-blind

interactions.

Survey participants were recruited via email listservs at the University of

Maryland as well as emails to personal contacts. Responses were collected from a

total of 98 participants ranging in age from 18 to 63. The mean and median ages

lie within the 20-29 range. 36 respondents (36.7%) were male while 62 (63.3%)

were female. Our sample does not accurately represent the general population,

but we believe that the responses can nevertheless prove insightful for recognizing

basic trends in attitudes towards the proposed device.

The first question of our survey asked participants to identify the frequency of

any interactions they have or have had with the blind. Possible answer selections

were “never,” “rarely” (about once every five years), “sometimes” (about once

a year), and “often” (at least once a month). The frequency distribution was

heavily skewed towards fewer interactions with the blind. Thirty four percent of

participants claimed to “never” interact with the blind while forty seven percent

did so “rarely.” “Sometimes” and “often” were selected by fifteen and four percent

of participants, respectively.

When asked if they thought there were “any societal stigmas associated with
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the blind,” 73 sighted participants (74.5%) said yes, 22 (22.4%) said no, and 3

(3.1%) said the question was not applicable to them.

Of the participants who believed there were societal stigmas, 28 provided

comments centered on the theme that blind people are seen as incapable of taking

care of themselves fully. For some, this meant that the blind could even come

across as a “burden” or “unemployable.” 18 participants expressed the belief

that most people tend to ignore the blind because they are uncertain of how to

behave in their presence. The fear of being offensive and/or feeling awkwardness

is seen as a reason for distancing oneself from the blind. Five sighted participants

went as far as to suggest that society associates blindness with partial mental and

social deficiencies. The sighted community’s perception of the visually impaired

and blind is not well-documented in the literature and, therefore, we hope that

our survey findings can offer some additional insight on this topic.

Next, survey participants answered a two-part question regarding their level

of comfort in response to hypothetical events involving our proposed device. The

first part asked, “How would you react if you saw a person carrying a cane

mounted with a camera, which connects to a laptop in a backpack?” Seventy-

nine percent of participants responded that they would be “intrigued” by some-

one carrying such a device. Eleven percent selected that they would be “initially

uncomfortable,” indicating that their opinion might change with time and famil-

iarity. “Uncomfortable” and “neutral” respondents comprised four percent and

six percent, respectively.

Then, the second part of the question asked, “How would you react if you

knew that such a device was analyzing your facial expressions and identifying

your face?” For this, fifty-two percent of participants selected “intrigued” while
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thirty percent picked “initially uncomfortable.” Ten percent identified with “un-

comfortable,” and the remaining eight percent selected “neutral.” The shift in

the data between these two questions depict a society that is interested in and

open to general assistive technologies for the blind, but the introduction of facial

expression and identity recognition capabilities correlates with increased caution.

The final survey question asked, “Would such a device negatively affect any

interactions you may have with the blind?” Due to the vagueness of the word

“negative,” we accepted open-ended responses instead of posing multiple choice

selections. The majority, 65 percent, of participants made clear that they did not

think the device would adversely affect any interactions they might have with

the blind in the future. Five percent predicted that it would, however. The

remaining thirty percent of participants gave responses that we categorized as

“others.” These participants were either unclear or unsure of how their behavior

would be influenced. Many of those who said the device would bear no negative

influence as well as those who fell into the “others” category expressed the desire

to learn more about the device, suggesting that their feelings would likely improve

with increased knowledge and familiarity. On the other side of the spectrum were

those who expressed unease and suspicion. Several asked whether the device

would store information about their faces without their knowledge or consent.

Others questioned the accuracy and reliability of the device.

For every question in the survey, we allowed the sighted participants to expand

on their responses. The following are prevalent themes among the open-ended

responses. Most of the sighted individuals who had expressed comfort with and

even support for our project were hopeful of its potential benefits for the blind.

One participant wrote, “I would be fascinated and would support any device that
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might aid the blind.” “[The application of the device] would be similar to another

person looking at me and analyzing my facial expressions with his or her sight and

trying to figure out my emotions or opinions,” wrote another sighted individual.

On the other hand, several participants argued that a lack of knowledge about

the device could lead to initial and/or long term unease and concerns about

privacy invasion and potential computer misinterpretation. One wrote, “[It is]

always a bit disconcerting to feel like you’re being recorded without permission.”

“People don’t even interpret others’ expressions properly so it would be hard for

a machine to,” said another. Contrary to their suspicions, our device will not

save any facial (or any other private) information. A third group of participants

pointed out that the presence of the device might affect the way they behave. One

participant replied, “It might make me more self conscious about my mannerisms

than I otherwise would be.” Another said, “I may be more aware of how I act

towards [the blind user], and my expressions may not be genuine, for better or

for worse.”

4.2.1 Results

While we understand that our ad hoc survey respondents are not representative of

greater society, we still find it important to note how seldom sighted individuals

interact with the blind individuals. As shown, the frequency of interactions is low;

it is unclear however whether this is due to the lower number of visually impaired

individuals encountered by our respondents or due to communication difficulties

precluding visually impaired individuals from creating a greater societal presence.

Overall, the survey results show that many sighted individuals would be com-

fortable with the blind using our assistive device, if not immediately, then with
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Figure 4.1: In this graph, “rarely” represents interacting with blind individuals

approximately once every five years, “sometimes” represents approximately once

every year, and “often” represents at least once a month. The data are in ac-

cordance with our hypothesis that visual impairment creates a barrier between

mainstream society and the blind community.

time and familiarity. However, when not clearly understood, a system that tracks

and analyzes facial features will raise concerns of privacy invasion and misinter-

pretations caused by computer inaccuracy. Our third finding is that a sighted

persons awareness and knowledge of the device can cause a reflexive alteration in

their behavior. The social stigma associated with assistive technology can only

be decreased with increased awareness of technology and the equality which it

can provide.
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Figure 4.2: The majority of sighted participants in our survey believed that our

device would not have negative implications on interactions with blind individu-

als. Those who responded with “other” thought that there would be no negative

effects on interaction as long as they knew what the device was doing, and pro-

vided that the device was not storing images of their faces.

4.3 Survey on User Preferences

Our main objective in conducting an online survey among blind individuals is to

gain further insight into whether there is a correlation between onset of blind-

ness and preference for a specific aspect of our prototype (facial or expression

recognition).

Through our pre-prototype blind interviews and post-prototype blind experi-

ments, we have found that all of the noncongenitally blind participants preferred

the facial expression recognition aspect of our prototype, while those who were
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Figure 4.3: Society seems to be open to the general idea of assistive devices for

blind people. However, the novelty of our device is accompanied by unfamiliarity

and a shift in attitude. Those who indicated that they would be “initially un-

comfortable” attested that they would probably become more comfortable given

more information and time.

congenitally blind were enthusiastic about both the facial recognition and facial

expression aspects of our prototype. Here, facial recognition is defined as the

ability to identify a face and match the face with a name, whereas expression

recognition is defined as the ability to see faces that convey happiness, sadness,

surprise, etc. Though our sample size was relatively small, with nine intervie-

wees and five experimental participants, the preferences have been in unison. We

hypothesize that the congenitally blind are enthusiastic about both facial recog-

nition and expression, as they have never been exposed to either ability and thus

would like to experience both characteristics of the sighted. Furthermore, we
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hypothesize that the noncongenitally blind prefer expression recognition because

they have been exposed to expression at birth and thus have become more reliant

on the ability to see expressions to gauge emotions.

We generated a hypothesis based on the results of our previous interviews and

experiments to test on a greater sample and wider audience of blind participants

through an online survey. After obtaining IRB approval, we sent out the online

survey to recruit as many blind participants as possible from the Columbia Light-

house for the Blind, the University of Maryland, National Federation of the Blind,

and other associates. Questions were targeted at determining the correlation be-

tween time of blindness and technical preference. Thus, questions asked the blind

participant to indicate the time at which they lost their sight, the extent of their

blindness (i.e. ability to sense color, light, see outlines of objects, etc), and pre-

ferred recognition (expression or facial). We also included some other questions

regarding their comfort level of using the device, so that we could identify po-

tential confounding variables in our data set. Therefore, questions also asked the

blind participant to indicate how often they use assistive technology and what

they primarily use the technology for (i.e. navigation, object recognition, etc).

We had 40 participants, 20 who were congenitally blind and 20 who devel-

oped blindness later in life, were noncongenitally blind. As predicted, congeni-

tally blind participants responded that they preferred the expression recognition

and facial recognition technologies equally. Participants who developed blindness

later in life generally preferred facial recognition over expression recognition tech-

nology. Due to a small sample size, however, we cannot claim that this presents

a significant relationship. Further studies are required to formulate a definitive

conclusion as to whether there is a correlation between the nature of blindness
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and preference for expression recognition.

The following table relates the percent of our participants that reported fa-

miliarity with a variety of assistive devices, promoting the need to further studies

in the usage of assistive technologies and how they impact social interactions.

Table 4.1: Assistive Technologies used by Respondents

Assistive Congenital Acquired Total Percent of

Technology Blindness Blindness Users Respondents

Communication 18 21 39 95.10%

Object Recognition 7 11 18 43.90%

GPS Navigation 4 3 7 17.10%

In team experiences of conducting subject tests and conversing with blind

individuals, we observed the tendency of the sighted team members to revert to

non-verbal communication cues such as nodding, followed by a quick correction

to ensure the blind participant received a response. Another hypothesis that can

be explored in further studies is that with a device translating non-verbal cues,

sighted individuals might find greater comfort in conversing as accustomed.
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Chapter 5

Product Design

The ease-of-use, effectiveness, and reliability of the white cane has led to its ubiq-

uity in the visually impaired community. Our device is designed to supplement

the white cane carried by many of our target population. Mounting the camera

on a white cane decreases bulk and the need for users to continuously maneuver

and adjust. It is also a stable platform around eye level for most users and elim-

inates the need for the user to carry another device, as they are already carrying

a white cane. The mount itself must be sturdy and must not upset the balance

of the white cane as a user walks with. In addition, it should be easily removable

when not in use, and re-attachable without difficulty.

5.1 Previous designs

The original prototype idea involved mounting the camera to a pair glasses, sim-

ilar to Krishna’s design [23]. While sunglasses are commonly worn by blind indi-

viduals, those with limited vision prefer not to obstruct their sight. Having met

with such individuals, we discarded the idea of mounting a camera to glasses. In

addition, the weight of a camera with adequate power for our application would

cause it to be heavy and uncomfortable on glasses. Glasses also increase the
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obtrusiveness of the device, and will possibly draw greater attention to the use

of assistive technology.

To increase mounting options for users, a pendant design was created where

the camera would hang around the user’s neck. However, this does not control

for the height of people a user might be interacting with, and requires the user to

adjust for height. It would also present difficulties with aiming the camera and

the stability of the image.

A potential idea for mounting on the torso was to mounting the camera to a

shoulder or chest strap. The chest is stable and allows for a more complicated

camera setup. However, the chest is not at eye level and people of different heights

may experience difficulty with capturing a face. Although a chest mount decreases

the range of movement allowed to the camera, the mount can be designed to be

attached to various mounts, including a cane and the shoulders or chest.

Another issue in creating the mount is how the camera should be mounted

and supported. We considered attaching a wooden disk to the top of the cane to

house the camera and associated hardware, foam spheres to provide security and

support, and a standard 4-20 camera mounting screw so it can be taken off the

cane and screwed onto a standard tripod for use while sitting.

The type and number of cameras used in the system is a major factor in the

design. We considered using two cameras mounted a specified distance apart to

implement stereo vision. This presented a problem with the size of the device

become too large and heavy to be unobtrusive. Using a remote head camera

(the Point Grey Dragonfly 2) could alleviate some of these issues. The small size

allowed us greater flexibility in the location of the camera, but created difficulties

due to the size of the associated motherboard and the optical resolution of the
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(a) Front View of Mount (b) Back View

Figure 5.1: The casing for the final mount prototype consists of a plastic shell

which clicks together, providing support, safety, and venting to the camera

camera. Due to the smaller size, the resolution of the camera was on the lower

end. The remote head proved to be difficult because of the limitations of ribbon

cable length and the inflexibility of the ribbon cable.

5.2 Final Design

For the final chosen design, we mounted a camera to the top of a white cane. The

cane is also marked with a raised bump on the side of the cane which corresponds

to the front of the camera. The blind are still able to use the cane for its original

purpose and can also use our device, eliminating the need to carry another piece of

equipment. The rigid white cane we used also places the camera at approximately

eye level and provides a stable platform for the camera.

The camera selected for the final design was a Flea2, also from Point Grey.

This camera is fully integrated. It is more stable and has a better optical reso-

lution than the Dragonfly2. It has a Firewire connection to the computer. This

camera also comes with a mounting platform for a tripod screw /citepointgrey12.

The camera is mounted to the cane with a standard 4-20 tripod screw. This
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allows the camera to be easily attached and removed from the cane. The camera

can also be removed from the cane and placed on any standard tripod. This

allows the user to place the camera on a table for use in a different setting.

In order to protect and disguise the camera, there is a plastic shell surrounding

the camera. The plastic is lightweight and aesthetically pleasing with a vent on

the side to prevent the camera from overheating. The shell is a snap fit design

so that the shell may be removed to access the camera. The shell was created

using rapid prototyping with ABS plastic. The final shell for the device can be

fabricated through injection molding with an impact resistant plastic to better

protect the camera.

The camera is connected with a Firewire cable to the laptop. A nine-pin

Firewire cable was chosen due to its speed and flexibility. A locking cable from

PointGrey was used to prevent the cable from being pulled out due to motion

of the camera. The laptop is housed in a mesh backpack with some measure of

insulation and padding. This protects the laptop from possible damage, but also

allows the heat to escape, since the computer algorithms are processor intensive.

5.3 Prototype testing

The prototype was tested in experiments with blind participants, selected to test

the device in its entirety. The participants were invited to familiarize themselves

with the device and provide opinions on the balance, ease of use, and simplicity

of the design. The blind participants were able to accurately point the cane-

mounted camera at a person using the raised dot. The prototype was also tested

with NFB participants. They found very little difficulty using the white cane

for walking with the camera attached, with a negligible change in the balance
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Figure 5.2: The final prototype consists of a digital camera screw mount on a

white cane and a plastic shell casing. This mount is easily detachable and can

be attached to a camera tripod as well

of heavier canes. There were some concerns about the distribution of weight,

though all participants reported that it would not dissuade them from using the

device.

5.4 Future work

Re-prototyping the plastic casing requires investigation of the casing, with pos-

sibly adding more layers of protection. Plastic injection molds must also be

designed and the process evaluated. Different plastic materials would also be

carefully considered for their ability to survive a fall. The mount must also be

able to attach to a variety of canes, whereas it currently is only used with one

rigid cane. Canes are selected based on width, and can be foldable, telescoping,

and adjusted for height, as a matter of user preference. The camera must be

able to integrate with all of these types of canes. The mechanism with which the
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camera attaches to the cane could also be redesigned. By adding a clip which

allows the camera to attach to a backpack/shoulder strap in addition to the cane

increases ease of movement and gives users freedom in selecting how to use the

device. Adding user controls to the cane, in addition to voice-activated selection

of user preferences, can allow the user to turn the device on/off when desired.

A button could be implemented in place of voice commands in order to make

the device less obtrusive. There is also a possibility of including a light on the

camera to provide illumination of the subject, which will increase the accuracy of

expression and recognition. This could make the device more obvious and merits

further consideration.
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Chapter 6

Software Design

6.1 Face Recognition

One major problem our device addresses is that of face recognition. When a

person walks into a room, a blind user should be able to use the device to find

the identity of that person. In order to do this, we had to attempt and evaluate

a few different facial recognition methods.

6.1.1 Choosing an Algorithm

Method 1: OpenCV and Principal Components Analysis

The first method we attempted to use was that of Principal Components Analysis,

or PCA [24]. PCA is used in many areas of computer vision, but the idea behind

it is to reduce a large dimensional space, for example, the space of many pixels

in an image of a face, into a smaller dimensional space where comparison is

more economical. In the context of face recognition, PCA takes an image of a

given query face, and represents it as a combination of “component faces,” or

eigenfaces generated from a training data set. These eigenfaces represent the

principal components of the space of all faces. PCA has a database of faces for
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which this representation has already been calculated. By comparing the query

faces representation with the database faces’ representations, PCA can return

the face that best matches the query face.

PCA was fairly easy to implement, but there were also a few major drawbacks

which ultimately led us to decide to look for other methods for face recognition.

First, PCA has no way of telling if the image given to it is a face or not. To

address this issue, we tried to use OpenCV to detect faces for us, since OpenCV

has an implementation of a face detector. But in practice, we found this face

detector to be slow and not as robust as we had liked. PCA was also heavily

influenced by the illumination of the query face given. Depending on the way

shadows fell on a person’s face, PCA could identify them as different people,

which was not acceptable for our purposes. Finally, for PCA to work, a face had

to be given at a completely frontal view. For our system, we wanted faces to be

recognized at many angles, so again, PCA was not acceptable. While we did not

quantitatively test the PCA algorithm, it did not meet our qualitative standard,

so we chose to look for other methods of face recognition.

Method 2: Local Binary Patterns

The next method we considered was that of Local Binary Patterns (LBP) [25].

The LBP method of face recognition divides the face into small regions, and

then calculates a local binary pattern histogram for that region. These local

binary patterns should be the same regardless of illumination conditions. The

algorithm then takes these many LBP histograms, and combines them into a sin-

gle multi-dimensional vector. To implement this method, we found an existing

implementation of LBP code online. This code would take an input image and
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output a vector, essentially computing the LBP for us. The problem then became

how we could match or compare these vectors. Again, we made a database of

known faces, and calculated the LBP vectors for each of these faces. A linear

search using Euclidean distance as a metric would have worked as a method for

comparing faces, but linear searching requires each query vector to be compared

against every other vector. With a large database, linear searching is very slow.

Also, because there could be noise in images, and the top result of a linear search

could be incorrect, we wanted to get the top five matches as opposed to the

top one. In other words, we wanted to find the five nearest neighbors to a cer-

tain query image. By finding more neighbors, we could return the identification

which was the most common in the top five, making us more robust to noise, or

misidentifications.

With these constraints in mind, we decided to use a Kd-tree [26] to facilitate

a k-nearest neighbors search, with k equal to five. A Kd-tree is a data structure

used to organize multi-dimensional data, perfect for the multi-dimensional vectors

returned by the LBP algorithm. The Kd-tree structure makes returning nearest

neighbors easy, since the data is already organized. If we gave the Kd-tree a single

query point, it could quickly return the nearest neighbors, greatly improving

speed over a linear search.

Unfortunately, in practice, we found LBP to be lacking. While it was fast, it

was not nearly as accurate as we had hoped, and we had to search for another

method.
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Method 3: FaceSDK

After considering PCA and LBP, we found a commercial software development

kit with its own proprietary face recognition method called FaceSDK. The per-

formance seemed to be exactly what we needed. It was robust to illumination

changes, seemed to work in real time, and correctly identified people at various

poses. Instead of trying to develop our own algorithm, we decided to purchase

FaceSDK and use their proprietary method. Using FaceSDK was not as simple

as we thought it would be. While most of the methods for face recognition were

documented, because we were using FaceAPI for feature tracking for facial ex-

pression recognition, we had to create additional methods to convert images from

a FaceAPI format into one usable by FaceSDK. Once we accomplished this, we

ran into further roadblocks. FaceSDK saves images as face templates which are

then compared against. This meant that every time the device would start, every

database image would have to be loaded into memory before it could be used.

Finding face templates is a computationally intensive task, and the device could

take minutes to get ready before being ready for use. To solve this problem,

we decided to preprocess the images. Initially, we loaded each image into the

program, and computed the face template each time the program was run. In-

stead of doing this, we created a pre-processing program, which took each image,

calculated its face template, and saved that template to a file. When the device

ran, it could then just load the face templates directly instead of calculating them

every time.

Another difficulty we faced was the searching method used in FaceSDK.

FaceSDK only allows for linear searching. This means for each query face, we

had to calculate its face template and then compare it against each and every
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face template in our database. While the demonstration application for FaceSDK

worked quickly using this method, in practice in our device, we experienced 2-3

second pauses every time the device tried to recognize a face - the device was not

running in real-time. Since real-time face recognition was one of the goals of our

device, we had to address this problem. In order to do so, we decided to separate

recognition into a separate process thread, taking advantage of the multi-core

processor on our hardware. Through separating recognition to another thread,

not only could we recognize faces without causing a freeze, but we could also run

recognition more often.

Similar to LBP, even the proprietary method of FaceSDK was susceptible to

misidentifications. Despite being forced to use a linear search which was slow,

because of our decision to use threading, we also decided we could keep track of

the top five results in recognition as opposed to only the top result. By using

this k-nearest neighbors approach, we greatly reduced the number of misidentifi-

cations.

The end result was real-time, robust facial recognition. When our device

recognizes a face in an image via FaceAPI, it performs facial recognition on that

image every 30 frames. By doing so, we guarantee the user will receive an accurate

result from facial recognition.

6.2 Software Topography

In its final state, the device software can be represented as in 6.1

We have two distinct parts of the program the application part, written in

.NET c++, and the DLL, which is written in C++. The application handles

displaying of data in the GUI and audio feedback, and the DLL contains the face
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Figure 6.1: Software Overview

recognition and expression recognition code. The application can trigger these

face recognition and expression recognition sections of code via public functions in

the DLL. This relationship allows us to use voice commands to perform expression

recognition and facial recognition. The DLL also has to pass back information to

the application, which it does through getter functions. Whenever the application

wants to know a persons expression, it must call one of these getter functions,

and the DLL will return the identified expression to it.

6.2.1 Tracking Points on Faces

Using FaceAPIs ReceiveFaceData callback function in C++, we were able to

read the coordinate information collected by the FaceAPI engine tracking the

face within a series of images. We supplied the FaceAPI engine with a constant

30 frames per second stream of images collected directly from the Flea2 camera.

FaceAPI Face-Texture coordinates were tracked for all 40 points shown in Fig.

6.2. As the program was executed, the coordinates were stored in memory and
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were organized by Identification (ID) number. The points are described in Table

6.1

Table 6.1: FaceAPI face landmark standard

Landmark Identification Number Range Group Description

0-99 Reference

100-199 Outer lip contour

200-299 Inner lip contour

300-399 Right eyebrow

400-499 Left eyebrow

500-599 Nose contour

600-699 Right eye

700-799 Left eye

800-899 Mask

900-999 Glasses frame (if wearing glasses)

For the purposes of determining the proper baselines and expression classifiers,

10 human subjects consisting of members from the research team (6 female, 4

male) were asked to carry out a simple expression procedure in front of the

camera. Each subject was given the following instructions:

• Hold a neutral expression for up to 2 seconds

• Smile and hold for 1-5 seconds

• Return to a neutral expression and hold for up to 2 seconds

• Smile and hold for 1-5 seconds

• Return to a neutral expression
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Figure 6.2: Points tracked on face. The numbers shown are the ID numbers that

are referred to throughout this work

The instructions, specifically the definition of a smile, were left open to in-

terpretation by each subject in order to account for any cultural or personal

differences among the sample population. The Face-Texture coordinates were

written to the computers Solid State Disk drive in a comma-separated value file.

After data acquisition was complete, the comma-separated value file was

imported into Microsoft Excel for analysis. The x and y Face-Texture coordi-

nate data for each of the 40 tracked points were plotted against frame numbers.

Changes in the coordinate values were noted where there were changes in expres-
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sion from neutral to smiling.

A similar approach was taken for the analysis of surprise, anger, fear, sadness,

and disgust expressions. The same 10 human subjects were instructed to show

the specified expression in the previously mentioned sequence. The x and y Face-

Texture coordinate data for each of the 40 tracked points were plotted against

frame numbers. Changes in the coordinate values were noted where there were

changes in expression from a neutral state.

6.2.2 Expression Classification

Using the results of the tracking, we turned to classifying facial expressions in

real-time. One classic expression detector is the parametric optical flow-based

algorithm developed by Yacoob and Black in 1997 [21]. This computationally

intensive algorithm tracks facial features in a sequence of images to detect the

presence of expressions. Many traditional expression detectors, including Yacoob

and Black’s, have been too slow to be used for real-time detection. In an effort

to increase usefulness, our device has been developed with a focus on speed.

From the baseline tracking, we determined that a consistent baseline could be

calculated for each of the 40 tracked points by averaging the coordinates of each

point as it appeared in the first two frames of a sequence. This is demonstrated

in equation (6.1) below.

B[i] =
fc[i][0] + fc[i][1]

2
(6.1)

Equation (6.1) calculates the baseline coordinate, B[i], for each landmark with

IDnumber given by the integer i. fc[i][0] refers to the coordinate for landmark with

ID number i at the first frame, and fc[i][1] refers to the coordinate for landmark

with ID number i at the second frame of the sequence.
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In the tracking data we observed several common trends among the expres-

sions of different individuals. The data is discussed in more detail below. Here

we used the trends to setup amplifiers for each of the six expressions studied.

Smile

As shown in Table 6.2, in smiles, 7 points contributed positively beyond the

baseline, and 5 points contributed negatively beyond the baseline.

Table 6.2: Coordinate addition/subtraction arrangement for smiles

Description ID# Axis Description ID# Axis

Left Corner 5 X Bottom Mid Right 105 X

Upper Mid Left 102 X Upper Mid Right 100 X

Bottom Mid Left 103 X Right Corner 4 X

Upper Center 101 Y Bottom Mid Right 105 Y

Upper Mid Left 102 Y Bottom Center 104 Y

Left Corner 5 Y

Right Corner 4 Y

Equation (6.2) was used to calculate the Smile Amplifier that we introduce

in this study.

SmileAmplifier = Σ(fcs,a[i][z] −B[i]) − Σ(fcs,s[i][z] −B[i]) (6.2)

Where fcs,a holds the landmark points that are added for a smile, fcs,s holds

the landmark points that are subtracted for a smile, i is the ID# of a given

landmark point, and z is the current frame number, the Smile Amplifier performs

a single-step calculation. The Smile Amplifier subtracts B[i], the baseline, from
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the landmark point coordinates that are subtracted for a smile. This difference is

summed for all of the points listed in the right half of Table 6.2. The result of this

sum is subtracted from the sum of the differences between the points established

for addition (the left half of Table 6.2) and their baselines.

To classify an expression as a smile, we compare the Smile Amplifier calcu-

lation to a set threshold. In reality, the Smile Amplifier gives a reading of the

intensity of a smile. For the purposes of our work, we considered only its ability

to detect the appearance of a smile by crossing a minimal threshold value.

Surprise

In classifying surprise expressions, we took a similar approach. Using the results

of the tracking, we developed a list of landmark points on the face that increase

above the baseline during a show of surprise, and we developed a list of points

that decrease below the baseline during a surprise. These points are shown in

Table 6.3 below. A total of 13 points on the eyebrows and on the outside of the

mouth were used.

Equation (6.3) was used to calculate the Surprise Amplifier that we introduce

in this study.

SurpriseAmplifier = Σ(fcsrp,a[i][z] −B[i]) − Σ(fcsrp,s[i][z] −B[i]) (6.3)

Where fcsrp,a holds the landmark points that are added for a surprise, fcsrp,s

holds the landmark points that are subtracted for a surprise, i is the ID# of a

given landmark point, and z is the current frame number, the Surprise Amplifier

performs a single-step calculation like that of the Smile Amplifier. The variables

holding the landmark points are populated with values from Table 6.3.
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Table 6.3: Coordinate addition/subtraction arrangement for surprises

Description ID # Axis Description ID # Axis

Top Inner Lip 202 Y Bottom Left Inner Lip 207 Y

Upper Mid Left 102 Y Bottom Inner Lip 206 Y

Upper Center 101 Y Right Corner Inner Lip 204 Y

Left Corner Inner Lip 200 X Bottom Mid Right 105 Y

Left Point Right Brow 400 Y Bottom Center 104 Y

Top of Right Brow 401 Y

Right Point Right Brow 402 Y

Top of Left Brow 301 Y

To classify an expression as a surprise, we compare the Surprise Amplifier

calculation to a set threshold. Like the Smile Amplifier, the Surprise Amplifier

gives a reading of the intensity of the expression. For the purposes of our work,

we considered only the ability to detect the appearance of a surprise by crossing

a threshold value.

Anger

Similar to the previously described expressions, a list of points was developed for

the determination of anger. These points are listed in Table 6.4.

A qualitative analysis of these points shows that they follow the expected

pattern of lowered and drawn-in eyebrows for the expression of anger.
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Table 6.4: Coordinate addition/subtraction arrangement for anger

Description ID # Axis Description ID # Axis

Left Point Left Brow 300 X Top of Left Brow 301 Y

Top of Left Brow 301 X Right Point Left Brow 302 Y

Right Point Left Brow 302 X Right Point Right Brow 402 X

Top of Right Brow 401 X

Top of Right Brow 401 Y

Left Point Right Brow 400 Y

Disgust, Sadness, and Fear

Contrary to the conclusions drawn by the work of Ekman and Friesen [18], our

preliminary work suggested that disgust and fear might not be universal expres-

sions. Our attempts to determine common trends in the movement of tracked

points proved difficult. Another complication arose when trying to induce these

expressions. Subjects who were asked to express disgust or fear often had diffi-

culty doing so on demand.

Our attempts to classify sadness were impaired by the tracking ability of

FaceAPI. In most cases, a sad face involves the lowering of the corners of the

mouth and the raising of the center of the lips. This configuration proved difficult

to track in real-time.

6.2.3 Baselines and Classification Strength

The tracking experiments showed meaningful results. We were able to see consis-

tent motion in several distinct points on all but 2 of the smiles that were tracked.

We observed that the coordinates of points 5.x, 102.x, 103.x, 101.y, 102.y, 5.y, and
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4.y increased in value during a smile, and the coordinates of points 105.x, 100.x,

4.x, 105.y, and 104.y decreased during a smile. These results allowed for the

determination of accurate baselines and classifiers that were extended to a larger

sample of subjects. As shown in the Figure 6.3, the Smile Amplifier, showed a

nearly 10-fold increase in intensity over the signals from individual points.

Figure 6.3: Results of smile tracking for one subject. The subject produced two

smiles with about 1 second in between. The lighter lines track all the positions of

the standard landmark points on the graph. The Smile Amplifier (bold red line)

is superimposed on the graph, showing a nearly 10-fold increase in intensity over

the individual signals.

We were interested in learning whether the Smile Amplifier could be used

to detect poorly tracked faces. We retrieved a recorded series of poorly tracked
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smiles from one subject, and applied the Smile Amplifier to the acquired signals.

As shown in Figure 6.3, the Smile Amplifier was able to produce a weak (peak

intensity = 0.063) yet observable signal from the data that originally did not

show any detectable signs of a smile.

Figure 6.4: Results of smile tracking for a poorly tracked series of smiles. The

subject produced two smiles with about 1 second in between, but the signals for

a smile were not distinctly seen in the standard landmark points (the lighter lines

on the graph). The Smile Amplifier (bold red line) is superimposed on the graph,

showing a weak yet observable signal.

The 20 smiles of the initial 10 subjects were tracked with the Smile Amplifier.

The baselines for the smiles were set at 0, and the start and end frame numbers

were normalized between 1 and 2, respectively. As shown in Figure 6.4, all

but two of the tracked smiles produced clear signals in the Smile Amplifier and

exceeded 0.1 in value for the duration of the smile. 0.1 was selected as the value
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for the systems detection threshold in this case.

Figure 6.5: Smile Amplifier results for 20 distinct smiles. The baselines for the

smiles are set at 0, and the start and end frame numbers are normalized between

1 and 2, respectively. All but two of the smiles showed significant Smile Amplifier

values, exceeding the 0.1 mark.

A similar approach was taken for the tracking of surprised expressions. The

results of the tracking for one subject are shown in the figure below. We were able

to see consistent motion in several distinct points for the surprised expressions

that were tracked. We observed that the coordinates of points 202.y, 102.y, 101.y,

200.x, 400.y, 401.y, 402.y, and 301.y increased in value during a show of surprise,

and the coordinates of points 207.y, 206.y, 204.y, 105.y, and 104.y decreased

during a show of surprise.

The Surprise Amplifier was calculated and superimposed on the raw data in

Figure 6.6, showing a 4-fold increase in intensity over the largest of the individual
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signals. This presented a clear and detectable signal that exceeded a threshold

value of 0.1. The result was demonstrated to be repeatable with all 10 subjects.

Figure 6.6: Results of surprise tracking for one subject. The subject produced

two surprised expressions with about 1 second in between. The lighter lines track

all the positions of the standard landmark points on the graph. The Surprise

Amplifier (bold red line) is superimposed on the graph, showing a 4-fold increase

in intensity over the largest of the individual signals.

Similar results were also seen for anger. However, as previously noted disgust,

sadness, and fear were far less reliable.

6.2.4 Filtering

The real-time classification of expressions was unreliable and subject to influence

by signal noise. In order to provide more reliable expression classification for

users, a low-pass moving average noise filter was included.
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For each frame, the previously described Expression Amplifiers were calcu-

lated. If the Anger Amplifier exceeded the established threshold, the expression

for that frame would be set from Neutral to Angry. However, if the Surprise

Amplifier exceeded its threshold, then the expression would be replaced with

Surprise. Furthermore, if the Smile Amplifier exceeded its threshold, then the

expression for that frame would be set to Smile. In this way, Smile is given

priority over Surprise, which is given priority over Anger. If no Expression Am-

plifier exceeds its given threshold, then the expression for that frame remains at

Neutral.

A running history of expressions over 30 frames (about 1 second at 30 frames

per second) was maintained with this arrangement. In addition, a running history

of activity/noise (represented by a sum of absolute values of deviations of all

points from baseline) was maintained for the same duration. Each time that the

current expression was read by the user interface, two operations were performed.

First, the most common expression in the running history was found. Then, if the

values in the activity history were within +/-30% of the first value of the activity

history for more than 20 out of the 30 frames, the most common expression

would be returned as the current expression. Otherwise, the current expression

would be set to Neutral. This filtering provided the added advantage of allowing

the analyzed person to talk (have lots of facial activity) without triggering rapid

changes in the detected expression.

6.3 Graphical User Interface

We created a Graphical User Interface (GUI) to provide real-time metrics for

debugging and improving the system. The GUI was written in the .NET user
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interface application. By using the Windows Forms library in .NET, we cre-

ated a Form and placed labels on it. The labels show the calculated Expression

Amplifier values, the current expression, the currently recognized person, and

head pose data among other metrics. Additional labels can be added to increase

functionality.

6.3.1 System Interaction

Users are able to interact with the system through audio feedback and voice con-

trol from Microsofts Speech Recognition Engine and Microsofts Speech Synthesis

Engine. System interaction is accomplished by using a Bluetooth headset as it

has an in-ear speaker and a built-in microphone.

Audio feedback is mainly given in narrative form, but can also be toggled to

use Microsoft system sounds for expression feedback. When a face is found, the

system will alert the user by saying “face found.” The system will also output the

name of the person recognized when asked, or “no one” if the system does not find

or recognize a face. Recognized commands will also be repeated back to user for

confirmation of the recognition and execution of the command. If an expression

is recognized, the system will output the expression to the user in either narrative

or sound form, based on which feedback mode is set. In narrative form, “Smile”

is outputted for happiness, “Surprised” is outputted for surprise, and “Angry”

is outputted for anger. In sound form, an ascending sound (Sound On.wav) is

played for happiness, an exciting sound (tada.wav) is played for surprise, and

a descending sound (Windows Hardware Remove.wav) is played for anger. The

default expression feedback setting is sound mode.

Moving on to how to control the system, the system recognizes commands
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Figure 6.7: The interface is capable of indicating when a face has been found,

who has been recognized, the expression data, and the rotation and pose of the

head. These values are used to indicate expression shown and whether a shake

or a nod of the head has been detected
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Figure 6.8: The interface is capable of identifying a face and maintaining tracked

points as the head is rotated
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Figure 6.9: Here, the GUI indicates the person as well as the recognized surprise

expression
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that are part of enabled command sets called “grammars”. Enabling different

grammars at different times allows the system’s speech recognition to be more

accurate. The system currently has two grammars: a grammar for recognition

commands and another grammar for changing the feedback mode.

To give the system a command, users must address the system as “computer,”

and then follow with one of the preset commands. As mentioned above, the sys-

tem will repeat back to user the command it recognized, if any, to confirm the

recognition and execution of a command. The two main preset commands include

“Computer, who was recognized?”, and “Computer, change feedback mode.” The

first command is used after the system has told the user “face found.” The sec-

ond command will turn off the recognition grammar and enable the feedback

grammar, allowing the user to choose from either words (narrative) or chimes

(sounds) for expression feedback. While the feedback grammar is enabled, users

just have to say “change mode to words” or “change mode to chimes.” After

the system has notified the user that the feedback mode has been changed suc-

cessfully, the feedback grammar will be disabled and the recognition grammar

re-enabled. Finally, the command “Computer, stop listening” can be used to

stop the application from running. This allows the user to turn off the system

when it is not needed.

6.4 Accuracy Testing

6.4.1 Picture Database

A database of pictures was created in order to test the accuracy of our system

in both recognition and expression situations. The database used during testing
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Figure 6.10: Horizontal angles ranging from -30 to 30 degrees

Figure 6.11: Expressions include a smile, two neutral pictures, and a surprised

face

consisted of 260 total pictures, twenty pictures of all thirteen of our team mem-

bers. The pictures for each person were all taken at a distance of three feet, and

had a neutral expression except as noted. Pictures were taken at angles ranging

from -30 to 30 in 5 degree intervals.

At an angle of 0, four pictures were taken two neutral pictures, one picture

with the subject holding a surprised expression, and one picture with the subject

holding a smile. Pictures were also taken at pitch angles ranging from -10 to 10

in 5 degree intervals. The total number of pictures for each person is then twenty.
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Figure 6.12: Pitch angles ranging from -10 to 10 degrees

6.4.2 Accuracy Testing Methodology

In order to test the expression and recognition accuracy of the system, the fol-

lowing procedure was used. First, the test subject stepped into the frame of the

camera at a distance of two feet and with a neutral expression. Then, the system

was given twenty seconds to recognize the test subject. If the test subject was

correctly identified for the duration of the twenty seconds, the trial was marked

as a success. If the test subject was not identified in the twenty seconds, then the

trial was marked as a fail. If at any point during the twenty seconds an incorrect

person was identified, the trial was also marked as a fail.

After the first twenty seconds had concluded, the test subject was asked to

hold a surprised expression for ten seconds. During these ten seconds, two vari-

ables were recorded: the person identified by the system, and the expression

recognized by the system. If the correct person was identified for the duration

of the ten seconds, the two feet recognition category was marked as successful.

If, during the ten seconds, the wrong person was ever identified, the two feet

recognition category was marked as a fail. If, for the duration of the ten seconds,

the correct expression (surprise) was identified, the two feet expression category
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was marked as a success. If, at any point in the ten seconds, an incorrect expres-

sion was recognized (anger or happiness), the two feet expression category was

marked as a fail. After the ten seconds had expired, the test subject was asked

to return their face to a neutral expression. The ten second test at two feet was

then repeated two additional times for angry, and happy expressions.

After the test had been repeated for angry and happy expressions, the test

subject was asked to remain looking at the camera with a neutral expression while

they stepped back to a distance of four feet. The test subject was instructed to

maintain their neutral expression and the system was again given twenty seconds

to identify the test subject. If the correct person was identified for the duration

of the twenty seconds, the trial was marked as a success. If an incorrect person

was identified during the twenty seconds, the trial was marked as a fail.

After these twenty seconds had concluded, the test subject was asked to hold

a surprised expression for ten seconds. During these ten seconds, two variables

were recorded: the person identified by the system, and the expression recognized

by the system. If the correct person was identified for the duration of the ten

seconds, the four feet recognition category was marked as successful. If, during

the ten seconds, the wrong person was ever identified, the four feet recognition

category was marked as a fail. If, for the duration of the ten seconds, the correct

expression (surprise) was identified, the four feet expression category was marked

as a success. If, at any point in the ten seconds, an incorrect expression was

recognized (anger or happiness), the four feet expression category was marked as

a fail. After the ten seconds had expired, the test subject was asked to return

their face to a neutral expression. The ten second test at four feet was then

repeated two additional times for angry, and happy expressions. These tests
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were conducted on every person included in the database, for a total of 182 trials

14 trials per person.

6.4.3 Accuracy Testing Results

Overall, the testing was considered a success. Facial recognition rates were suc-

cessful 92% of the time, as shown in Table 6.5, and expression recognition rates

would have also been successful 92% of the time if facial features had been

tracked correctly in all tests. Unfortunately, many times facial features were

poorly tracked during our trials, resulting in a much lower expression recognition

success rate of only 65%. When the test subject was at the close range of two

feet however, the expression recognition success rate, even when accounting for

miss-tracked features, was a more acceptable 77%, as shown in Table 6.6

Table 6.5: Accuracy Testing for Recognition

Recognition Success - 2 Feet Recognition Fail/Inconclusive - 2 Feet

96.15 % 3.85 %

Recognition Success - 4 Feet Recognition Fail/Inconclusive - 4 Feet

88.46 % 11.54 %

Recognition Total Success Recognition Total Fail/Inconclusive

92.31 % 7.69 %

6.4.4 Accuracy Testing Conclusions

At this point, we believe that recognition rates have reached a level of success

that is acceptable for our application. Expression recognition rates however, still

need to be improved upon before everyday use could be considered.
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The main problem with expression recognition seems to be the tracking of

the features of the face. As a team, we believe that the quality of the camera is

not the limiting factor. We believe that the limiting factor is the facial feature

tracking algorithms utilized in faceAPI. As the tracking algorithms become more

sophisticated and accurate, the expression filters we designed should be accurate

enough to permit everyday use for the blind community.

We would also like to clarify some discrepancies between our results as com-

pared to the results of Xiao and Yang [17]. Xiao and Yang stated successful facial

recognition rates of 99.2%, which is about 7% higher than our results. We believe

that this difference can be accounted for with the fact that our system can not

only calculate facial recognition, but can also calculate expressions, all in real

time. We believe that if our system had been designed to only calculate facial

recognition similarity, and had not been running in real time, we could reproduce

similar success rates of 99%.

For future testing, we would like to conduct similar tests using a different

number of pictures in the database for each trial. Twenty pictures of each per-

son, at specific angles relative to the camera and with different expressions, is

not feasible for a blind user to collect. Future tests should use an incremen-

tally smaller number of pictures in the database in order to determine what the

minimum number of pictures per person should be to maintain a high level of

successful recognition rates. In order to improve expression recognition accuracy,

we believe that faceAPI must either be abandoned or improved upon so that a

more accurate tracking of facial features can be accomplished. With more ac-

curate tracking of facial features, expression recognition should become accurate

enough for blind users in real world situations.
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Table 6.6: Accuracy Testing for Expressions

Surprise Success - 2 Feet Bad Tracking Bad Identification

92.31% 7.69% 0.00%

Surprise Success - 4 Feet Bad Tracking Bad Identification

76.92% 15.38% 7.69%

Surprise Total Success Bad Tracking Bad Identification

84.62% 11.54% 3.85%

Anger Success - 2 Feet Bad Tracking Bad Identification

84.62% 7.69% 7.69%

Anger Success - 4 Feet Bad Tracking Bad Identification

69.23% 30.77% 0.00%

Anger Total Success Bad Tracking Bad Identification

76.92% 19.23% 3.85%

Happiness Success - 2 Feet Bad Tracking Bad Identification

53.85% 38.46% 7.69%

Happiness Success - 4 Feet Bad Tracking Bad Identification

15.38% 61.54% 23.08%

Happiness Total Success Bad Tracking Bad Identification

34.62% 50.00% 30.77%

All Expressions Total Success Bad Tracking Bad Identification

65.38% 26.92% 7.69%

2 Feet Total Success Bad Tracking Bad Identification

76.92% 17.95% 5.13%

4 Feet Total Success Bad Tracking Bad Identification

53.85% 35.90% 10.26%
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Chapter 7

Subject Testing the Prototype

In order to test the prototype and elicit feedback from potential users, five blind

participants were recruited from various listservs and contacts. Four were female

and one was male. All were above the age of 50. Some of participants had

previously expressed interest in participating when they were interviewed last

year. All were local and traveled to the University of Maryland campus, where

the experiments were held.

Our primary objective in conducting experiments with blind individuals was

to garner their reactions to our existing prototype, gain an understanding as

to the best direction through which to develop the device, so that we could

better fit our device to our target community. In conducting the experiments,

there were further objectives examined. With our first experiment, we aimed to

assess how well the blind participant is able to pick up facial expression cues,

without any assistive technology. The second experiment was to evaluate how

effective our feedback system is, using a 100% accuracy simulated system. The

third experiment sequesters data regarding our facial recognition, while the final

experiment gauges the comfort level with which the blind participant uses our

actual device.
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7.1 Methodology

The following subsections outline the methodology followed in assessing the effec-

tiveness and usability of our device. Before the four experiments were conducted,

participants were given 10 minutes to familiarize themselves with the device, 5

minutes with the expressions analysis system and 5 minutes with the recognition

system. Throughout the experiments, team members explained how to use the

device and allowed participants to test out the device on team members’ faces

and expressions. All participants signed consent forms digitally, and answered

the interview questions below.

• How do you describe your social interactions with other visually impaired

people? Sighted people?

• Do you currently use any assistive technologies (devices) that help you in

social interactions? If yes, what do you use? Rate how effective this device

is from 1-5 (5 being the highest). Explain your rating.

• Using a scale of 1-5 (5 being the highest), rate how important it is for you

to recognize emotional cues in your daily social interactions.

• Rate your interest, on a scale of 1-5 (5 being the highest), in a portable

device that could recognize faces and convey identities to you. Explain.

• Rate your interest, on a scale of 1-5 (5 being the highest), in a portable

device that could recognize and analyze facial expressions and convey these

cues to you. Explain.

• What would be the best way for a device to convey facial expression cues

to you, for example, via haptic (vibration) feedback, audio, beeps, chimes,
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etc.? What methods would pose significant inconveniences to you? Explain.

• On a scale of 1-5 (5 being the highest), how comfortable would you be

carrying a cane mounted with a camera which connects to a laptop in a

backpack in public? Explain.

• If you had such a device, would you wear it when interacting with other

visually impaired people? With sighted people?

7.1.1 Experiment 1: Video Without Device

The purpose of this first experiment was to create a controlled experience in which

participants collect nonverbal cues using their unassisted senses. Specifically,

the first experiment was created to assess the participants ability to recognize

expressions without any assistive technologies. In order to test this, participants

listened to a video and were asked to use a clicker to identify each time they

thought the speaker was smiling. Participants did this activity for two videos.

The video clip was chosen such that the speakers face had to be shown for the

majority of the clip and the facial expressions had to be clear and prominent.

We searched different talk shows, and news interviews for such clips. The chosen

videos were from an interview without the questions, so that the participants

could focus only on the interviewee. Each clip lasted around 5 minutes.

We established the number of smiles seen in the video by having multiple

team members watch the clips separately and identify the time points during

which the speaker presents a smile. A smile was defined to occur when all three

members unanimously agreed. The videos for experiment 1 were unaltered, but

the video clips for experiment 2 were modified so that a specific sound (chime and
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smile) was heard in sync with the predefined smiles. Participants were instructed

to click a counter every time they believed the speaker in the video to be smiling.

7.1.2 Experiment 2: Programmed Cues

The purpose of this experiment was to evaluate the usefulness of two types of

audio feedbacks for a 100% accurate expression analysis system (contrasted with

the experience involving no assistive technologies). For the second experiment,

participants simply listened to a second pair of video clips. These were the

modified clips that played audio feedback synchronized with the pre-established

smiles. Before beginning the experiment, participants were allowed to hear a

sample of the audio feedback so that they knew what to expect when the video

played. In our final design, there are multiple sounds that correspond to different

expressions that can be detected. Due to time constraints during the experiments

and the learning curve of associating particular sounds with specific expressions,

participants were only tested with smiles. Following this stage was the first

set of post-experimental questions. Participants were asked to rate/explain how

obtrusive they found the device, what new information they gained from the

device and how it may have changed the way they perceived the videos, how

satisfied they were with the device and how they would modify it. The outline

below describes the procedure of both experiments.

1. Explain this experiment to participant:

Participant will watch a video ( 5 minutes). They will wear a bluetooth

headset and every time the person in the video smiles or shows one of the

6 universal expressions, the system will tell the expression of the person in

the video.
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2. Play the video for the participant.

3. After video is over, ask participant following questions:

• On a scale of 1-5 (5 being the highest), rate how obtrusive you found

our feedback system.

• Does the feedback give you new information that you couldn’t have

otherwise conceived?

• If so, what new information did you gain and did it change the way

you perceived the video?

• On a scale of 1-5 (5 being the highest), rate how satisfied you are with

our device.

• How could we modify our device to better suit your needs?

7.1.3 Experiment 3: Recognition System Testing

This experiment was used to gauge blind participant feedback on the facial recog-

nition system of prototype. In this experiment, participants were able to use the

device to recognize team members. Three team members stood in front of the

participant and the participant used the device to recognize each member. Then,

the three team members randomly switched positions and the participant was

instructed to use the device to find where each member was located again. Par-

ticipants were then asked to respond on how useful they thought the recognition

system was and how comfortable they were with using the system in public. The

outline below describes the procedure of both experiments

1. Room setup: have a chair in the center of the room facing a row of three

chairs (in positions labeled left, middle, and right).
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2. Have the test subject sit in the lone chair in the center of the room and the

3 team members stand in front of the row of 3 chairs.

3. Have the 3 team members randomly switch positions.

4. New experiment conductor will give the following directions to the test

subject: The three team members have now switched positions. Use the

recognition device and tell me where each test conductor is seated.

5. After identifying all three team members positions, the team member will

confirm or deny his/her position.

6. Have blind participant answer post-experiment questions and audiotape

their responses:

• For the following questions, please rate your opinion on a scale from

1-5 (5 being the highest):

(a) This recognition system was useful.

(b) This recognition system improved the ease of recognizing people.

(c) I feel comfortable using this system in public.

(d) I would use this system in a group setting.

• What was the most useful part of our device?

• What was the least useful part of our device?

• How could we modify our device to better suit your needs?

• Would you use this device in a real life setting? Why or why not?

• Do you have any other feedback for us?
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7.1.4 Experiment 4: Conversation with Expression Sys-

tem

This experiment assesses how comfortable the participants are with using the de-

vice in an open, one-on-one conversation. The participant held a brief, 2 minute,

one-on-one conversation with a team member. During the conversation, the de-

vice was used to analyze the facial expressions of the team member and relay

the expression feedback to the blind participant. Due to time constraints of the

experiment and the learning curve of associating particular sounds with specific

expressions, the device only relayed feedback for smiles. They were then asked to

comment on how obtrusive they found the feedback system, what new information

they gained that they couldnt have otherwise known, how useful and comfortable

they were with the expression system and how satisfied overall they were with

the device. The outline below describes the procedure of both experiments

1. Participant will be sitting in a chair. Team FACE member will be standing

in front of another chair. Ensure that the participant and the team member

are directly facing each other.

2. Explain the experiment to the participant.

3. Participant and Team FACE member will have a natural conversation. The

camera is focused on the team member and is providing audio feedback

about expression (smile only) to the participant.

4. After conversation, ask participants the following questions and audiotape

their responses:

• For the following question please rate your opinion on a scale from
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1-5 (5 being the highest): Rate how obtrusive you found our feedback

system.

• Does the feedback give you new information that you couldn’t have

otherwise known?

• If so, what new information did you gain?

• On a scale of 1-5 (5 being the highest), rate the following statements:

(a) This expression system was useful.

(b) This system improved my ability to recognize expression.

(c) I feel comfortable using this system in public.

(d) I would use this system in a group setting.

(e) I was satisfied with the device.

• What was the most useful part of the expression system?

• What was the least useful part of the expression system?How could

we modify our device to better suit your needs?

5. Ask if the participant has any further comments or questions.

7.2 Results

7.2.1 Participant 1

The participant in our first study was born blind with a condition known as

retinopathy of prematurity. We showed the blind participant two brief videos

where we had already identified the number of smiles present, and asked her to

press the clicker each time she thought the speakers in the videos were smiling.
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The first video she pressed the clicker one time; the second video she pressed

the clicker four times. Our second experiment evaluated the effectiveness of our

audio feedback system for expression analysis through another two videos. Much

like the videos in experiment 1, the videos in experiment 2 also featured speakers

who smiled several times throughout the recording. However, unlike those in

experiment 1, the videos in experiment 2 were programmed with chime or voice

feedback that corresponded to the presence of a smile. On a scale of 1-5, with 1

being the least obtrusive, the subject rated our chime feedback with a 1 and our

voice feedback with a 2. She indicated that she had a slightly greater preference

for the chime feedback, but acknowledged that it came with a steeper learning

curve; ultimately, she said that she would be fine with either option. The subject

ranked her satisfaction of our feedback system with a 5, 5 being the highest.

She explained that the feedback allowed her to detect the presence of a face and

identify the facial expression, both of which she would not have been able to

accomplish in the absence of a conversation.

After experiment 2, we gave the participant time to familiarize herself with our

prototype. She was able to use the bump markers that we placed on the cane to

orient the camera in the direction she desired. For experiment 3, the participant

was asked to use our system to identify three members of Team FACE. In order

to recognize faces, users must give the system a series of verbal prompts, such

as “initialize baseline” and asking it, “who was recognized?.” The user can also

enable the expression analysis by asking, “what is the current expression?” The

participant had difficulty remembering the wording of the verbal prompts and

the sequence in which the prompts needed to be said. The participant also found

it hard to orient the cane in the direction of a face because the system did not
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tell her when a face was detected; she moved the camera too fast over the three

team members and, as a result, the camera and system did not have adequate

time to detect and process the faces.

When asked if she could think of any improvements or modifications for our

system, she suggested having chime feedback for expression analysis and voice

feedback for facial recognition to better separate the two functions of our system.

She also voiced concern about adjusting the camera to focus on a person taller or

shorter than the height of the white cane that we used. In a meeting situation, we

told her that she could unscrew the camera and place it on a tripod to focus on

the faces of people seated at the same table. But in other scenarios, she wanted to

see a prototype that was more versatile to accommodating different heights. She

also noted that the weight of the camera on white cane could affect the mobility

of blind users because of the redistribution of weight.

The participant wanted us to specify where our system should be used (e.g.

quiet room, party, conference, etc.). She did not think our system would be

feasible in a party setting because of the high noise level. Throughout all the

experiments, the participant stressed the importance of making our system as

discreet as possible, for her own safety and for her interactions with others. She

did not want the system to affect her societal interactions, as she expected that

others would be uncomfortable if they knew that the system was analyzing their

faces. She said, “You want to be as natural and as though you were a sighted

person. You don’t want the blindness issue to get in there.”

The subject said that it would be “cool to serve on jury” with this device

and be able to analyze the expressions on the defendants or witnesss face. She

also thought that our system had potential to be used in convicting attackers; if
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a blind individual had this system and was attacked, then she thought that the

blind individual could identify his or her alleged attacker through the system and

give this information to police.

7.2.2 Participant 2

Our second participant was born blind and had a greater preference for our facial

recognition feature. She stated multiple times throughout our entire experiment

that she really wanted the facial recognition part of our system (“I want one

of these. I’ve been wanting this for years.”) During the first experiment, the

participant clicked times for video 1 (which has smiles). She clicked times for

video 2 (which has smiles). She found it hard to tell whether the speaker in

video 1 was smiling, and she thought that the speaker in video 2 was smiling

throughout the video because “he has a smiley voice.”

In the second experiment, the subject found it surprising that individuals

could smile in the middle of phrases, as opposed to at the beginning of a phrase

like she had initially thought. She ranked the distraction of our chime feedback

a 1 (the least distracting), saying that, “I’m used to things talking over each

other. It doesn’t bother me. I don’t think you will find it to be obtrusive for

a lot of blind people.” She ranked the distraction of the voice feedback with a

2, indicating slightly more distraction than the chime feedback. She rated her

satisfaction with our feedback system with a 4, with 5 being the highest. The

participant explained that she thought “you could probably get enough info about

people’s experssions by their voice. I think the facial recognition (I’m anxious to

see that), for a lot of blind people, would be the most important thing.” When

asked what improvements or modifications she would make to our system, she
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suggested attaching the camera to something other than a cane (e.g. wrist band)

for blind individuals who do not use a cane (for example, this participant uses a

sighted guide dog).

When we told her that we wanted to see whether congenitally and non-

congenitally blind individuals had a greater preference for one of the systems,

she said, “I would think that maybe people who are blind later in life would find

that they miss facial expressions. To me, it doesn’t matter. A lot of times if I’m

looking for a particular person and they are coming down the hallway towards

me, I want to know before they are gone. I would prefer for facial recognition.

Facial expression is interesting, but I don’t know it would be something that I

would lug in a backpack. If I could get facial recognition, I would carry a hell of

a big device for that.”

The participant suggested buying canes from Whiteplace and More or Am-

butek and Revolutionary Enterprises because the canes from the NFB are typi-

cally taller than the ones many blind individuals use. During experiment 3, the

subject suggested replacing voice recognition (saying “who was recognized”) with

a button that, when pressed, would prompt the recognition feature. The partic-

ipant also recommended adding physical descriptions to the recognition system,

such as descriptions of height and eye color. The only other modification she

suggested was having the system tell her when the camera has captured a face.

When presented with multiple chime options, she said that she liked the happy

chime feedback the best. She suggested putting our system on an iPhone; the

participant stated that she would definitely be comfortable using our system in

public, and she sees herself using it in her office to recognize people when they

are coming (like sighted people can do) and to know before they leave
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When asked for improvements that we can make to our feedback system,

she recommended varying their frequency of feedback between 5 to 30 seconds

instead of having a constant stream of feedback. She also suggested having a

voice feedback that symbolizes the beginning and end of an expression (“begin

expression” and “end expression”). The participant does not think the system

would negatively impact her interaction with individuals. Rather, she thinks

that the system will allow her to tailor the way she interacts with people based

on their facial expressions; for example, if someone is happy, she would avoid

talking about upsetting issues. We found the participant thinks more in terms of

emotions rather than physical facial expressions; for example, she thinks in terms

of whether somebody is happy as opposed to if somebody is smiling.

7.2.3 Participant 3

The subject of our third experiment was also born blind. At birth, he was able

to see shadows and shapes but he slowly lost that ability between ten and twenty

years of age. Thus, he never had the ability to recognize faces or facial expressions.

After introducing the basic pieces of our device, i.e. bluetooth, camera, cane,

and laptop and explaining the basic premise of our overall experiment, the subject

was asked to perform the first section of our experiment by clicking when he

believed that the speaker in the selected video was smiling. Although there were

actually number of smiles in the first clip, the subject believed that there were

none by stating “the smile was not in the first one”. Likewise in the second clip,

the subject believed that there was only one smile when in fact, there were . It

can be noted that the participant clicked when the interviewee in the clip was

laughing, and thus the click was accurate. However whenever the interviewee in
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the clip was just speaking, our participant was not able to distinguish any smiles.

Our next section of the experiment has videos with prerecorded smile indi-

cators, either the spoken “smile” or a chime. Thus these videos were used to

simulate that of a perfectly working prototype. The participant rated both sys-

tems as having a distraction of 2 (somewhat distracting). However, he believed

that our chimes were actually more distracting than the spoken “smile”. He ex-

plained that he prefers a much shorter chime, or “ding”, instead of a sound with

longer duration. Our participant also preferred a sound that is not heard often,

so that the sound would not blend in with the environment.

When asked how satisfied the second participant was with the system, the

participant responded with “when the system with indicating “smiles”, it didn’t

seem that way to me . . . it’s not something that I would consider reliable”. This

was interesting in that a similar situation had arisen with our second subject.

Thus we can propose a hypothesis that oftentimes when the feedback from device

goes against a persons gut feeling (even if the feedback is accurate), opposition to

the device can result. This occurred twice during our experiments, in which the

participant believed that the expression feedback was “unreliable”, since their

gut feeling had told them a different story.

In the third section of the experiment, our blind subject was exposed to the

facial-recognition portion of our prototype. Three team members stood in a line

and the blind participant was told to point the camera at one of the members.

The blind participant appeared to react significantly more positively to the facial-

recognition portion of our prototype, repeating “yeah, I like this. I like this.”, as

the prototype started to recognize the members that the blind participant was

pointing the camera to. When asked if the “recognition system improved the
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ease of recognizing people”, our blind participant responded with a 4 (improved

significantly). In response to if the participant would feel comfortable using

the system in public, the participant responded with a 5 (full comfort). He also

indicated that he would feel fully comfortable using the system in a group setting.

Regarding hardware, our third participant found that focusing the camera was

the most useful part of the device. In comparison to the facial expression portion

of our prototype, the facial recognition portion received more positive reviews

from our blind participant. The participant reasoned that, “if I’m in a large

group, I’d like to be drawn towards someone I know.”

In the fourth section of the experiment, the blind participant was allowed

to experience the functionalities of our current prototype, by having a general

conversation with a team FACE member. The blind participant responded pos-

itively, rating that he would be highly comfortable using our current prototype

in public (rating of 5, the highest rating). However, he still concluded that the

facial recognition system is significantly more useful than the facial expression

system, by rating the overall expression with an average rating of 3. Our third

blind participant provided a rating of 4 for the usefulness of our overall system.

Our congenitally blind participant stated that he would prefer having facial

recognition over facial expression, thus further confirming our hypothesis that we

had generated from the blind interviews.

7.2.4 Participant 4

Our fourth participant found the feedback during videos to be obtrusive, and

explained that she was unable to pay attention. Instead of the word “smile”

he was more comfortable with hearing a chime associated with a smile being
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shown. She found it “fascinating that the guy was smiling so much” and said

the feedback provided new information to her. “Having just listened to the voice

without knowing the smile part, I wouldn’t have guessed that he was smiling so

much. So it was helpful.” The participant was satisfied with the feedback that,

though distracting, was extremely helpful. She indicated a change in the chime

would be better; a shorter chime is more effective and useful rather than a longer

chime as was used in the experiments.

In response to questions about the facial recognition aspect of the device, the

participant indicated it was useful, increase the ease of recognizing a person, and

was comfortable to use in public and a group setting. The most useful part of

our device for her was “seeing everyone run around.” The participant was not

sure if she would use such technology in general, not just during conversations.

In response to questions on expression recognition, the participant reported that

“knowing somebody is smiling or frowning is really good. I can only pick up

sometimes from their voice or their way of talking.”

In experiments with video clips, subjects did not learn anything new from

audio feedback, “I’m not sure [the feedback gave me any new information], except

that I disagreed with it. It didn’t sound to me as if the person being interviewed

was smiling. It sounded completely and totally serious.” Feedback did not change

the way subject perceived video. As such, this participant was different than

all other experiments as she distrusted the technology. The subject found the

feedback to be “puzzling” because she did not think the speaker was smiling.

She did not numerically rate satisfaction with device, but said it was “unreliable”

because it did not match what she heard in speaker’s voice. Later, upon receiving

explanation, subject revealed that she rated our system as “unreliable” because
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she thought, “smiles means happy.” Her explanation was that “[she] couldn’t

detect, from my own gut, happiness there. And that’s why I responded the way

I did.”

7.2.5 Participant 5

The subject of our fifth experiment was born blind, and thus was not ever able

to see facial expressions or recognize faces. She appeared to find that facial

recognition and facial expression recognition have equal importance commenting

that both are integral to her life.

During the first subsection of our experiment, the subject was shown two

separate clips and was asked to click when he believed that the speaker in the

selected clip was smiling. The subject commented that “the person sounds so

serious” in the first clip, despite the fact that there were several smiles. When

shown the second video, the subject only clicked once during when the interviewee

in the video was smiling, despite the fact that the interviewee had actually smiled

times.

According to our subject, “Just from the tone of voice, it just sounds like

the person is very serious”. Thus, it seems as if the subject really focused on

fluctuations in the voice to tell when the interviewee was smiling. There were

several times in the video though, where the fluctuation was not as apparent, and

thus the smile was missed by our subject.

The subject was then shown videos using first chimes, then the word “smile”,

to indicate actual smiles in the video, to simulate a 100% accurate working proto-

type. When asked if the feedback was obtrusive, the subject rated it a 1, claiming

that the simulated feedback was “not obtrusive” at all. The subject also found
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that she had gaineed new information from the feedback system, describing it as

giving her “more information as far as what the facial expression was”. Our sub-

ject was highly satisfied with out feedback system, providing a 5 on satisfaction.

Our subject suggested that we should incorporate different types of sounds for

different facial expressions, rather than chimes.

The blind subject was exposed to the facial-recognition portion of our pro-

totype in section 3 of our experiment. She also ranked the importance of the

facial-recognition portion a 5, indicating that “it would be really important.”

The subject was also very satisfied with our current prototype and found that

the chimes were not obtrusive at all, with a rating of 5. The subject was also very

comfortable with using the system in public, giving the comfort level a rating of

5. She commented that “[she] would use it [and] wouldn’t find any problem with

it.” The main concern that she had was that our prototype might be a little

too bulky for everyday use and she suggested that we should try to design a

“handheld device.” She also found no problem with using the device in a group

setting. The subject ranked our overall prototype with a 4.

7.2.6 Analysis

For some blind people, the term “smile” may not be distinct from “happiness.”

With the aid of vision, sighted individuals are aware that the physical expression

on one’s face does not always match his/her emotional state (perceived through

his/her voice/tone). Given the same directions as the other blind participants,

subject 3 instinctively assumed that smiling was synonymous with happiness.

This suggests that blind individuals are in tune with facial expressions in differing

degrees. In such case, this would ultimately present as another factor for the
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Table 7.1: User Preferences for Audio Feedback

Subject Intrusion (1-5) Satisfaction (1-5) Impressions

1 1-2 No comment Could glean facial expression

without relying solely

on conversational context

2 1-2 4 Did not know that

people could smile

while talking

3 2 - Was confused that the

speaker could smile

without necessarily

feeling happiness

4 4 3 Would not have guessed

that the speaker was

smiling as frequently

5 1 5 No comment

learning curve that comes with our device. However, we still cannot conclusively

eliminate miscommunication between subject and experimenter as the cause of

this incident. To address both possibilities, we should, henceforth, strive to be

more clear to blind users about the abilities, and especially, limitations of our

device.

Just as blind people are specific about their preferences in cane features (as

learned from our second meeting with the NFB), they are sensitive to the chimes

and noises that they are exposed to. To better improve the usability of our device,
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as suggested by subject 3 (and possibly others), we should offer a variety of brief

and distinct chime selections.

7.3 National Federation of the Blind

We again partnered with the National Federation of the Blind to obtain feedback

on the developed system in early December 2011. Five team members attended

the meeting to discuss our product with 3 NFB representatives. We brought

our entire system to the meeting the camera attached to the end of the cane

with both facial recognition and expression recognition capabilities. The NFB

representatives were extremely impressed with the product, especially the facial

recognition portion of the software. The team members were able to take pictures

of the NFB representatives, store their pictures in the database, and immediately

perform facial recognition real time. The demonstration was able to perform at

100% accuracy. It performed so well that the representatives requested the NFB

president to stop by and test our product. When the camera recognized the

presidents face, he commented that this was the only product that he has seen

that actually works! Our expression recognition software was still in the beginning

developmental stages, so that portion of the demonstration did not perform as

well as we hoped. However, the representatives understood that we were still

in our development and testing phase and were excited for us to return with a

completely working product. They also provided commentary on the design of our

hardware. Though two of the three representatives did not mind the cane being

attached on the end of the cane, the third representative preferred a detachable

camera. He expressed how difficult or awkward it would be to walk around with

a weight on the end of his cane, and having to manuver a cable that is attached
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between his cane and a backpack. Though he was against the design, the other

two representatives did not mind the extra weight and stated that the weight and

cable did not disturb their balance.

Following the meeting, the NFB representatives extended us an invitation

to attend their Research and Development (R and D) day in February 2012, to

provide a demonstration of our device to a team of engineers. Our affiliation

with the NFB has also contributed to a similar invitation from the American

Association of Visually Impaired Lawyers in July 2012.
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Chapter 8

Publications

Our first paper was submitted to The 13th International ACM SIGACCESS

Conference on Computers and Accessibility, held in Dundee, Scotland, in October

2011.

Two members traveled to the conference, which explores information and

assistive technologies for elderly people and those with disabilities. The paper

was written as a proposal to present a poster at the conference relating our

software development. The poster focuses on the algorithms and factors used to

analyze and output expressions that are recognized by the system. The poster
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also discussed the surveys, interviews, and proposed subject tests. The ACM

paper and associated poster are related in the following pages.

In the near future, we aim to submit literature based on the combined devel-

opment of the software and hardware of our assistive technology device to the

Journal of Visual Impairment and Blindness (JVIB). JVIB is an interdisciplinary

journal which records information and issues faced by the blind and visually im-

paired community. The publication is issued monthly with research articles and

news coverage. Our hope is that this will garner interest in science and technology

and the application of assistive technologies.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Humans rely on visual cues when interacting within a so-

cial context, and for those who cannot see, their lack of
sight interferes with the quality of their social interactions
[3]. Since the majority of non-verbal communication is com-
prised of facial gestures and expressions, blind individuals
are at a disadvantage when engaging in interpersonal com-
munication [3].

Since over 80% of human communication is actually car-
ried out nonverbally [1], there is an opportunity to include
image processing in assistive technologies. These missed
messages include facial expressions, and hand gestures, which
cannot be detected, and more importantly interpreted, with-
out sight. With computer vision, an assistive device used by
blind individuals can include algorithms designed to “read”
faces. The design of our prototype includes realtime feed-
back for facial recognition in addition to algorithms built for
identification of six different facial expressions.

2. ALGORITHMS

2.1 Facial Recognition
In the design of our device, fast recognition time is an im-

portant factor. A standard recognition system, under con-
trolled conditions, can achieve a recognition rate of 99.2%
in near realtime [5]. One system, developed by Krishna et
al., uses a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) algorithm
for facial recognition [3]. Our system uses a commercial so-
lution (FaceSDK; Luxand, Inc., Alexandria, VA) for face
recognition, matching images to user-built databases, and
can provide audio or haptic feedback in realtime. We are
pursuing interconnectivity with a user’s facebook account



to automatically populate the image database with the pro-
file pictures of friends.

2.2 Expression Analysis
One classic expression detector is a parametric optical

flow-based algorithm developed by Yacoob and Black in
1997. This computationally intensive algorithm tracks fa-
cial features in a sequence of images to detect the presence
of six expressions [4]. These expressions are described ac-
cording to the six universal expressions theory - happiness,
anger, sadness, disgust, surprise and fear - as developed by
Ekman and Friesen. [2]

Many traditional expression detectors, including Yacoob
and Black’s, have been too slow to be used for realtime de-
tection. In an effort to increase usefulness, our device has
been designed to overcome the previous performance limi-
tations. At the hardware level, a high speed IEEE-1394b
camera is used to capture images at a very high frame rate
while minimizing CPU load. We use commercial software
(FaceAPI; Seeing Machines Inc., Canberra, Australia) to
accurately track facial features in realtime. By analyzing
the movement of facial features, we were able to find com-
mon trends in the same expressions among different individ-
uals. We created computationally undemanding threshold-
ing algorithms to classify expressions based on the detected
trends. Using this method we have had success in detect-
ing expressions at near 30 frames per second for happiness
(Figure 1b), surprise, disgust, and anger.

3. INTERVIEWS AND SURVEYS
In addition to the hardware and software considerations,

two societal concerns arise in the design of this device. The
direct needs of the intended users must be considered, and
that includes the perceptions of the sighted community, which
may also be a concern for blind users. Our survey of over
200 sighted individuals showed agreement that there is a
need for this device, but there is a jump in discomfort at the
thought of facial analysis. Receptivity by the blind commu-
nity was evaluated by interviewing nine subjects. We found
that those who experienced blindness later in life expressed
a greater interest in emotion recognition, while individuals
with congenital blindness enthusiastically hailed both capa-
bilities. One blind individual was quoted saying, “I lost my
vision 14 years ago. I miss seeing people’s faces. To see
if they are angry, happy, or disgusted.” Interviews also sug-
gested features – such as mounting the system’s camera atop
a white cane (Figure 1a) – desired by the blind community.

4. DISCUSSION/FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Using data collected in surveys and interviews, we hope to

tailor this device to the specific needs of all who will come in
contact with it. In the next several months, we are working
to have blind users test a prototype in a controlled environ-
ment. These experiments will allow us to evaluate the sys-
tem’s accuracy and usefulness. Whereas an assistive device
to recognize people was met with predicted enthusiasm, one
that analyzes facial features raises concerns of privacy and
misinterpretations. Another issue is the effect on a user’s
standard behaviors while using the device. Combined, these
factors could lead to an overall negative effect on commu-
nication. It is these elements that increase the challenge
in developing an unobtrusive device as a social aid for the

Figure 1: (a) Our design of a camera atop a standard
white cane. (b) The expression recognition identi-
fying a smile.

blind. Our goal is to develop an effective system to provide
a blind user with the same analysis of faces that sighted in-
dividuals benefit from. As one sighted individual surveyed
wrote, “The application of the [device] would be similar to
another person looking at me and analyzing my facial ex-
pressions with his or her sight.” While we cannot restore
vision, we seek to balance communication between sighted
and blind individuals, to enhance the quality of blind indi-
viduals’ societal interactions, and to provide a device that
fulfills all needs without interfering with comfort.
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Two concerns arise in designing such a device. The perceptions of  the sighted 
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While it is agreed there is a need for this device, there is a jump in discomfort at the 
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mounted onto sunglasses was found to be inconvenient for users with limited vision. 

Users who participated in prototype evaluation suggested a mount that could 

alternatively attach to a white cane or to a digital camera tripod. The final design is 

accompanied by a Bluetooth headset to relay the device’s feedback, and a Macbook 

Pro laptop for processing power, which is carried in a lightweight mesh backpack.  !
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Chapter 9

Conclusions

While our device is functional, useful, and robust, there are still some improve-

ments that could be made in the future. In our product design research, one of

the most requested features of our device was reduced size. With the current

state of mobile computing, processors are not fast enough to perform the algo-

rithms utilized by our device in real time. But in the future, several advances

could be made to enable this.

As technology progresses and mobile processors become more powerful, our

device could potentially be driven by a smaller device. Another possibility would

be to harness the power of cloud computing. With emerging 4G technologies

such as LTE and WiMAX, the speed and reliability of wireless communication

is increasing. Current mobile devices are capable of capturing video in a high

resolution. If we can send these high resolution videos to a server across wireless

networks, we can push computation onto the cloud, enabling our device to be

delivered in a smaller form factor. Unfortunately, at this time, fast wireless

networks are only just emerging, but this could be a viable possibility for our

device in the very near future.

Another improvement suggested to us by blind users was the addition of a
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button for user input. Currently, for our device, a user must ask the device,

Computer, who was recognized? using their voice. In certain situations, this

would be socially unacceptable. Instead, we could add a button (or multiple

buttons) to our device to trigger certain commands.

Finally, for an assistive device to be adopted by a community, it cannot serve

only one function. While our device does supply face recognition and expression

analysis information, if it could provide extra information, blind users would be

much more likely to use it. Previous groups have created assistive devices for nav-

igation and object recognition for blind users. Ideally, these devices could all be

integrated with ours, creating a single device with multiple assistive capabilities.

Our prototype will allow the visually impaired to greatly improve their social

interactions with both sighted and blind people. The prototype gives the visu-

ally impaired facial recognition and expression information through a variety of

means, verbal cues and chimes. Along with providing the users with additional

information for personal use, it also provides them with information about their

safety. No other device provides this level of freedom in assessing nonverbal cues

to the visually impaired. No other device provides the real-time feedback and

control over how this information is related.

The project cannot give sight back to the visually impaired but we can give

them information about faces and expressions. This project puts the visually

impaired one step closer towards equality with sighted people in conversation.

New technologies will allow people with disabilities to improve their standard

of living and put them closer to parity with people without disabilities. Here

science, technology, and society intersect providing a better life for the visually

impaired.
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Chapter 10

Internal Review Board Documentation

10.1 Sighted Survey Consent Form

Project Title

Facial Analysis for Communicating Expressions

Why is this research being done?

This is a research project being conducted by Gemstone Team Facial Analysis

for Communicating Expressions (FACE) at the University of Maryland, College

Park. We are inviting you to participate in this research project because you are

above 18 years of age and do not experience any form of blindness. The purpose of

this research project is to make a portable camera and computer system that will

allow a blind individual to recognize faces he/she knows, as well as detect whether

the person being viewed is happy, sad, angry, surprised, fearful, or disgusted. We

are seeking suggestions from possible users of our device so that we can build an

effective device which fits all needs.

What will I be asked to do?

You are asked to fill out a brief online survey. You will be asked to express

your opinion on this project. The purpose of this survey is to understand the
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perception of the blind by the sighted community.

What about confidentiality?

We will do our best to keep your personal information confidential. To help pro-

tect your confidentiality, we will (1) keep all computer data entries on password-

protected computers, (2) keep all files in a locked team office, (3) refer to partic-

ipants by a number in our data entries and files, and (4) only allow Gemstone

Team FACE mentors and members any access to data.

If we write a report or article about this research project, your identity will

be protected to the maximum extent possible. Your information may be shared

with representatives of the University of Maryland, College Park or governmental

authorities if you or someone else is in danger or if we are required to do so by

law.

In accordance with legal requirements and/or professional standards, we will

disclose to the appropriate individuals and/or authorities information that comes

to our attention concerning neglect or potential harm to you or others.

What are the risks of this research?

There are no known risks associated with participating in this research project.

What are the benefits of this research?

The most tangible benefit of this research is the development of a wearable device

to detect faces and expressions. We hope that, in the future, other people may

benefit from our research through improved understanding of computer vision

and how it can be used to aid communications between blind persons, as well as

communication between blind and sighted persons.

Do I have to be in this research?

May I stop participating at any time?
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Your participation in this research is completely voluntary. You may choose not

to take part at all. If you decide to participate in this research, you may stop

participating at any time. If you decide not to participate in this study or if you

stop participating at any time, you will not be penalized or lose any benefits to

which you otherwise qualify.

What if I have questions?

This research is being conducted by Dr. Rama Chellappa at the University of

Maryland, College Park. If you have any questions about the research study

itself, please contact Dr. Chellappa at:

If you have questions about your rights as a research subject or wish to re-

port a research-related injury, please contact: Institutional Review Board Office,

University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland, 20742; (e-mail) irb@umd.edu;

(telephone) 301-405-0678

This research has been reviewed according to the University of Maryland,

College Park IRB procedures for research involving human subjects.

Statement of Age of Subject and Consent Your completion of the sur-

vey indicates that:

you are at least 18 years of age;,

the research has been explained to you;

your questions have been fully answered; and

you freely and voluntarily choose to participate in this research project.

Do you agree to the above terms? You must agree to proceed to the

survey questions.

1. Yes, I agree
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2. No, I do not wish to participate in this survey

10.2 Sighted Survey Questions

1. Age

2. Gender

(a) Male

(b) Female

3. Household Income

(a) $0-$19,000

(b) $20,000-$39,000

(c) $40,000-$59,000

(d) $60,000-$79,000

(e) $80,000-$99,000

(f) $100,000-$149,000

(g) $150,000+

4. Race (Select all that apply)

(a) American Indian/Alaskan Native

(b) Black or African American

(c) Asian or Pacific Islander

(d) Hispanic/Latino
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(e) White

(f) Other or Not Reported

5. Education (Highest degree obtained)

(a) Some High School

(b) High School Diploma/GED

(c) Some College

(d) Associate’s

(e) Bachelor’s

(f) Master’s

(g) Doctorate/Professional School

(h) Other

6. How often do you interact with the blind?

(a) Never

(b) Rarely

(c) Sometimes

(d) Often

7. Do you think there are any societal stigmas associated with the blind?

Explain.

8. How would you react if you saw a person carrying a cane mounted with a

camera, which connects to a laptop in a backpack?

(a) Uncomfortable
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(b) Initially Uncomfortable

(c) Neutral

(d) Intrigued

9. Please explain.

10. How do you think you would react if you knew that such a device was

analyzing your facial expressions and identifying your face?

(a) Uncomfortable

(b) Initially Uncomfortable

(c) Neutral

(d) Intrigued

11. Please explain.

12. Would such a device negatively affect any interactions you may have with

the blind? Explain.
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10.3 Blind Interview and Experiment Consent

Form
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10.4 Blind Interview Questions

10.4.1 Demographic Questions

1. Age

2. Gender

(a) Male

(b) Female

3. Household Income

(a) $0-$19,000

(b) $20,000-$39,000

(c) $40,000-$59,000

(d) $60,000-$79,000

(e) $80,000-$99,000

(f) $100,000+

(g) Prefer not to answer

4. Race (Select all that apply)

(a) American Indian/Alaskan Native

(b) Black or African American

(c) Asian or Pacific Islander

(d) Hispanic/Latino

(e) White
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(f) Other or Not Reported

5. Education (Highest degree obtained)

(a) High School Diploma/GED

(b) Associate degree

(c) Bachelor’s degree

(d) Master’s degree

(e) Doctoral degree

(f) Other

10.4.2 Interview Methodology

1. Distribute Braille consent form and ask blind subjects to carefully read it

on their own. Direct them to sign it if they give consent and collect consent

form upon completion

2. Assign participant a number and ask for participant’s name

3. Record name and assigned number in Team FACE notebook

4. Write participant’s assigned number on Braille demographic questionnaire

and give to participant to complete

5. Upon completion, collect questionnaire

6. Inform participant that the interview will begin and that you will be tape

recording the interview

7. State participant’s assigned number into tape recorder
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8. Ask the following interview questions and continue recording answers on a

tape recorder; allow participant to elaborate whenever they feel inclined to

(ask follow-up questions as necessary):

(a) How do you describe your social interactions with other blind people?

Sighted people?

(b) Do you currently use any assistive technologies (devices) that help you

in social interactions? If yes, what do you use? Rate how effective this

device is from 1-5 (5 being the highest). Explain your rating.

(c) Using a scale of 1-5 (5 being the highest), rate how important it is for

you to recognize emotional cues in your daily social interactions.

(d) Rate your interest, on a scale of 1-5 (5 being the highest), in a portable

device that could recognize faces and convey identities to you. Explain.

(e) Rate your interest, on a scale of 1-5 (5 being the highest), in a portable

device that could recognize and analyze facial expressions and convey

these cues to you. Explain.

(f) What would be the best way for a device to convey facial expression

cues to you, for example, via haptic (vibration) feedback, audio, beeps,

chimes, etc.? What methods would pose significant inconveniences to

you? Explain.

(g) On a scale of 1-5 (5 being the highest), how comfortable would you be

wearing sunglasses embedded with cameras which connect to a laptop

in a backpack in public? Explain.

(h) If you had such a device, would you wear it when interacting with

other blind people? With sighted people?
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9. Thank the participant for their cooperation and inform them that a Braille

transcript of his/her interview will be available for pick-up at the Columbia

Lighthouse within two weeks

10. Ask participant to provide feedback on the transcript once they receive it

11. Set date and time for pick-up with this participant

12. Personally deliver the Braille transcript to participant on assigned date and

time at the Columbia Lighthouse and ask participant to provide feedback-

/comments to the contact information that we have provided along with

the transcript

10.5 Blind Experiment Methodology

10.5.1 Pre-Experiment

1. Participants are given 10 minutes to familiarize themselves with the device,

5 minutes with the expressions analysis system and 5 minutes with the

recognition system.

2. FACE team members will explain how to use the device and participants

can test the device on the team members i.e. Participants can ask team

member to show different emotions to see how the device responds to the

different expressions

3. Prior to the experiments, email participants consent form and have them

send back a signed copy upon their consent (digital signature will count as

their consent)
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4. Assign participants numbers to maintain confidentiality

5. If participants have not been interviewed yet, ask the following questions

and audiotape their answers:

• How do you describe your social interactions with other visually im-

paired people? Sighted people?

• Do you currently use any assistive technologies (devices) that help you

in social interactions? If yes, what do you use? Rate how effective this

device is from 1-5 (5 being the highest). Explain your rating.

• Using a scale of 1-5 (5 being the highest), rate how important it is for

you to recognize emotional cues in your daily social interactions.

• Rate your interest, on a scale of 1-5 (5 being the highest), in a portable

device that could recognize faces and convey identities to you. Explain.

• Rate your interest, on a scale of 1-5 (5 being the highest), in a portable

device that could recognize and analyze facial expressions and convey

these cues to you. Explain.

• What would be the best way for a device to convey facial expression

cues to you, for example, via haptic (vibration) feedback, audio, beeps,

chimes, etc.? What methods would pose significant inconveniences to

you? Explain.

• On a scale of 1-5 (5 being the highest), how comfortable would you be

carrying a cane mounted with a camera which connects to a laptop in

a backpack in public? Explain.

• If you had such a device, would you wear it when interacting with

other visually impaired people? With sighted people?
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6. Show participants our prototype and explain how it works

7. Allow participants approximately 15 minutes to acquaint themselves with

the prototype (assistance can still be given during this time)

10.5.2 Experiment 1: Clicker without Device

1. Have participants sit in front of a screen

2. Inform participants that a video with individual(s) speaking will be played

(video will last around 5 minutes)

3. Instruct participants to click a counter each time they believe the speaker

in the video smiles

4. Play video and allow participants to perform the task

10.5.3 Experiment 2: Clicker with Programmed Cues

1. Explain this experiment to participant:

Participant will watch a video ( 5 minutes). They will wear a bluetooth

headset and every time the person in the video smiles or shows one of the

6 universal expressions, the system will tell the expression of the person in

the video.

2. Play the video for the participant.

3. After video is over, ask participant following questions:

• On a scale of 1-5 (5 being the highest), rate how obtrusive you found

our feedback system.
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• Does the feedback give you new information that you couldn’t have

otherwise conceived?

• If so, what new information did you gain and did it change the way

you perceived the video?

• On a scale of 1-5 (5 being the highest), rate how satisfied you are with

our device.

• How could we modify our device to better suit your needs?

10.5.4 Experiment 3: Recognition System Testing

1. Room setup: have a chair in the center of the room facing a row of three

chairs (in positions labeled left, middle, and right).

2. Have the test subject sit in the lone chair in the center of the room and the

3 team members stand in front of the row of 3 chairs.

3. Have the 3 team members randomly switch positions.

4. New experiment conductor will give the following directions to the test

subject: The three team members have now switched positions. Use the

recognition device and tell me where each test conductor is seated.

5. After identifying all three team members’ positions, the team member will

confirm or deny his/her position.

6. Have blind participant answer post-experiment questions and audiotape

their responses:

• For the following questions, please rate your opinion on a scale from

1-5 (5 being the highest):
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(a) This recognition system was useful.

(b) This recognition system improved the ease of recognizing people.

(c) I feel comfortable using this system in public.

(d) I would use this system in a group setting.

• What was the most useful part of our device?

• What was the least useful part of our device?

• How could we modify our device to better suit your needs?

• Would you use this device in a real life setting? Why or why not?

• Do you have any other feedback for us?

10.5.5 Experiment 4: One-on-one Conversation with Ex-

pression System

1. Participant will be sitting in a chair. Team FACE member will be standing

in front of another chair. Ensure that the participant and the team member

are directly facing each other.

2. Explain the experiment to the participant.

3. Participant and Team FACE member will have a natural conversation. The

camera is focused on the team member and is providing audio feedback

about expression (smile only) to the participant.

4. After conversation, ask participants the following questions and audiotape

their responses:
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• For the following question please rate your opinion on a scale from

1-5 (5 being the highest): Rate how obtrusive you found our feedback

system.

• Does the feedback give you new information that you couldn’t have

otherwise known?

• If so, what new information did you gain?

• On a scale of 1-5 (5 being the highest), rate the following statements:

(a) This expression system was useful.

(b) This system improved my ability to recognize expression.

(c) I feel comfortable using this system in public.

(d) I would use this system in a group setting.

(e) I was satisfied with the device.

• What was the most useful part of the expression system?

• What was the least useful part of the expression system?How could

we modify our device to better suit your needs?

5. Ask if the participant has any further comments or questions.
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Chapter 11

Participant Transcripts

11.1 Interview Transcripts

11.1.1 Subject 1

Team FACE Member: So I have a few quick questions that are probably the

easier ones that we can begin with. You don’t have to answer any of these if you

don’t want to. They’re just a demographic questionnaire. Can I ask your age?

Subject 1: 55.

Team FACE Member: Ok. And your gender?

Subject 1: Female.

Team FACe Member: And level of income. You can also not answer this if

you’re ok with that. We have from A through F. There are choices: A) 0 19,999

B) 20,000 39,999; C) 40,000- 59,999; D) 60,000 79,999; E) 80,000 99,999; and

F) over 100,000 a year

Subject 1: You mean household income or just mine?

Team FACE Member: I’d say household income.

Subject 1: It’s the last one-F.

Team FACE Member: Ok Great. Ethnicity? We also have A through E
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in terms of choices: A) American Indian/ Alaskan Native; B) Black or African

American; C) Asian or Pacific Islander; D) Hispanic/ Latino; E) White; F) Other

or Not reported

Subject 1: White-E.

Team FACe Member: And level of education?

Subject 1: Four years of college.

Team FACE Member: So bachelor’s degree?

Subject 1: Yes.

Team FACe Member: Ok, great. Thank you very much. And now we can

move on to the other questions. First question I have here is how do you describe

your social interactions with other visually impaired people?

Subject 1: Is this free form or do you give me choices?

Team FACE Member: Free form.

Subject 1: I’m pretty comfortable with other visually impaired people. I enjoy

interacting with visually impaired people.

Team FACE Member: Do you ever think there’s anything missing?

Subject 1: No. I think a lot of times things are missing when dealing with

sighted people more than with blind people.

Team FACE Member: Right that was the second part of the question I was

going to ask you. So how do you describe your interactions with sighted people?

Subject 1: They’re ok if it’s someone I know. But people that I don’t know,

well you miss the eye contact and they’re uncomfortable with the lack of eye con-

tact. Like in meetings and dealing with strangers. They’re sort of uncomfortable

sometimes so that’s an issue.

Team FACE Member: Let’s move on to question B. Do you currently use any
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assistive technologies or devices that help you in your social interactions?

Subject 1: Social interactions? I mean with the computer sure. But that

doesn’t really help with my social interactions. Not quite sure what you mean.

Team FACe Member: We were just wondering because the device that we’re

planning on developing is going to be used for primarily social interactions. We’re

looking to develop something that’ll analyze facial expressions.

Subject 1: No I don’t have anything like that now.

Team FACE Member: Ok, we don’t have any follow up questions for that.

Let’s move on to the next question. Using a scale of 1-5, 5 being the highest,

rate how important it is for you to recognize emotional cues in your daily social

interactions.

Subject 1: Since I’ve never had the ability to do it, you know visually. It really

doesn’t matter all that much. I’d rather have facial recognition. When people

come up to you, you only have the split second when they say, ”‘Hi (Subject 1),”’

to find out who they are. Whereas they’ve got, ”‘Oh, so-and-so is walking up to

me. That’s so-and-so.”’ But I don’t have that ability. Being able to recognize

faces and interacting them and know who they were based on just that real quick

”‘Hi (Subject 1)”’ without them telling me who they are. That would be more

important to me.

Team FACE Member: Rate your interest, on a scale of 1-5, 5 being the highest,

in a portable device that could recognize faces and convey identities to you.

Subject 1: Yes! That would be 5. That would be really cool. Then you

could interact with them. You would know who they were and maybe they’d be

somebody you’d want to talk to. And when they’re 15 feet down the hall from

you then, ”‘Oh, that was so-and-so. Darn it!”’
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Team FACE Member: Ok. Well, thank you for that. There is one more

question which I feel is a little redundant. Rate your interest, on a scale of 1-5,

5 being the highest, in a portable device that could recognize and analyze facial

expressions and convey these cues to you.

Subject 1: 2. I mean, you could tell a lot of that from somebody’s voice.

Team FACE Member: I’m sorry. That first question where we asked you

to rate how important it is for you to recognize emotional cues in your daily

interactions, did you want to give a number for that as well?

Subject 1: 3, I guess because it’s important to do it by someone’s voice but I

would give it a 2 for a machine that would do it.

Team FACE Member: Well the question is, just in general, how important it

is for you to recognize these cues?

Subject 1: I would say a 3.

Team FACE Member: What would be the best way for a device to convey

facial expression cues to you, for example, via haptic (vibration) feedback, audio,

beeps, chimes, etc.?

Subject 1: They’re so many. You could have it speak. You could have any

number of things. You could have it vibrate. In a quiet room you wouldn’t

want it to say, ”‘Someone is smiling,”’ if you’re in the middle of a meeting or

something. You could either have it be able to turn on and off. Just like a phone.

You could have it either ring or vibrate. That would be fine. Then you would

have to have tones for the vibrations.

Team FACE Member: Are there any methods that would pose significant

inconveniences to you?

Subject 1: Well certainly, if it was really noisy. If it only had an audible
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component and you couldn’t turn it off. If it was really big and you had to carry

it around. That would be inconvenient.

Team FACE Member: And what’s your feeling on having it, for example,

chime instead of straight up speaking to you?

Subject 1: But a chime is only a one thing. There wouldn’t be a lot of devi-

ation in different kinds of facial features. For speech, you have it say, ”‘Someone

is smiling, someone is frowning, someone is crying, someone is laughing,”’ with

a chime you only have one thing unless you have all sorts of different kinds of

chimes. And that would be harder to remember. There would be more of a

learning curve for the chime.

Team FACE Member: On a scale of 1-5, 5 being the highest, how comfortable

would you be carrying a cane mounted with a camera connecting to a laptop in

a backpack in public?

Subject 1: I wouldn’t mind but I don’t want to carry all that stuff. And I

don’t use a cane anyway. I use a guide dog. I mean it could be something that you

clip somewhere with belt clip. Like a camera that you clip to your pocketbook

strap or such. Like I have a GPS receiver clipped to my portable computer thing

that I carry with me. I wouldn’t be really comfortable carrying something big

like a laptop, no. I mean my shoulders are shot as it is. Not that big.

Team FACE Member: Would you give this a 1 out of a 1-5?

Subject 1: Yeah, if it was going to be that big I wouldn’t do it.

Team FACE Member: What if you took the laptop out of it, and it all ran

off of your existing cell phone.

Subject 1: That would be fine because I carry my cellphone with me all the

time anyway. And that would be a 4. I would do that
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Team FACE Member: And we have the last question If you had such a device,

would you wear it when interacting with other visually impaired people? This is

for the original question, so if there was a cane with a mounted camera connected

to a laptop in a backpack.

Subject 1: I wouldn’t carry something that big with a laptop. I probably

wouldn’t use it in interactions with visually impaired people because we tend not

to use or pay attention to facial things as much. You know we would talk about

those things. I would use it more with sighted people.

Team FACE Member: Ok.

Subject 1: And if it was small. I wouldn’t ever carry a laptop with this device.

Team FACE Member: Thank you for your cooperation.

11.1.2 Subject 2

Team FACE Member: How do you describe your social interactions with other

visually impaired people?

Subject 2: My social interactions are pretty mellow in general. Easy going.

Team FACE Member: This is with sighted people as well?

Subject 2: That’s right.

Team FACE Member: Anything else?

Subject 2: Open minded. Very social. I’m very persuasive sometimes. I just

ask for respect and equal opportunity.

Team FACE Member: Are your interactions generally on the good side? Or

the great side? Is there anything missing when you interact with either other

visually impaired individuals or sighted individuals?

Subject 2: It’s neutral with both groups. It’s not really negative or it’s not
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always extreme. There are good times and negative times. I basically think that’s

just life.

Team FACE Member: Do you currently use any assistive technologies (de-

vices) that help you in social interactions? If yes, what do you use? Rate how

effective this device is from 1-5, 5 being the highest.

Subject 2: My cane. I use a note taker. It has voice-speech. I use my talk

and screen reader.

Team FACE Member: How would you use your cane in social interactions?

Subject 2: It helps me to get around. To find obstacles in my way. To find

steps, like if you’re in the subway up on the platform. Or outside, you know,

with curves. Helps me to be mobile so I can come and go like they can. My note

taker, I have my daily planner on it. It has my medical information, it has a

phone book so I can take calls on lunch breaks or emergencies. It just helps me

to keep life organized.

Team FACE Member: For your note taker, how would you rate how effective

this device is from 1-5, 5 being the highest?

Subject 2: 5, I’m lost without that thing.

Team FACE Member: Do you use any other devices?

Subject 2: I use a talk and screen reader at work, home and school. Screen

reader reads everything on the computer screen. It enables the totally blind to

navigate the computer just like a sighted person, just without looking at the

screen. We can do internet research, Microsoft Word, word processing, spread-

sheets. It just enables us to be independent and be able to navigate a computer.

Team FACE Member: And how would you rate this device, from 1-5?

Subject 2: 5.
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Team FACE Member: Using a scale of 1-5, 5 being the highest, rate how im-

portant it is for you to recognize emotional cues in your daily social interactions.

Subject 2: 5. It could be a safety issue.

Team FACE Member: Emotional cues. For example, you could pick up on

person’s tone. Like if someone’s excited, their voice might be a little higher

pitched. Something that tells you about somebody’s emotions.

Subject 2: 4 and a half. Like say if they’re angry and you can pick up on

that, you’ll know not to say anything or not to ask too much of them. Or you’ll

just give them their space. Because if you try to interact with someone who’s

having a hard time, you might get a rude awakening. Well, you might end up

upsetting them more. You don’t want to do that. That’s the last thing you want

to do. Or you might be able to help pick them up. Who knows? I guess that’s

important, that we be able to do that. To pick up on their cues. If a stranger’s

angry, you don’t want to mess with them, you don’t know what’s in their life,

you don’t know where they’re at in their life. But if it’s somebody you know, say

like your child is upset about something, you want to be able to know that so

you could help calm your child down and help get them back on the right path.

Team FACE Member: Rate your interest, on a scale of 1-5, 5 being the highest,

in a portable device that could recognize faces and convey identities to you.

Subject 2: That would be a 5. I would be very excited if there were technology

like that. They already have devices now that can identify money, not the coins

because we can feel the coins and tell which one, but the bills. like say you had

a fifty dollar bill, you slide it in this little device and hit a button and it’ll tell

you, ”‘fifty dollars.”’ That’s very important. We need to know how much money

we have on us. That helps us keep track of our budget. We have to be able
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to survive and do all the normal things like the regular sighted people do. We

just have to do it through these devices. Without these devices, we really can’t

survive. Because we would just be in some institution behind closed doors with

the lights turned out on us. No, life is supposed to be enhanced to the maximum.

And if that means we have to have technology to help us do that then that’s

what it means. There’s no reason why anyone should be behind closed doors just

because of who they are or what disability they have.

Team FACE Member: Rate your interest, again, on a scale of 1-5, in a portable

device that could recognize and analyze facial expressions and convey these cues

to you.

Subject 2: That would be 5.

Team FACE Member: Any explanation?

Subject 2: Like I said, it’s very important. Especially if we don’t have the

visual acuity to really see the facial expressions, it’s very important that we be

able to hear. That’s our strongest sense. And we have in addition the other three

that help, that become more keen in the absence of that one sense. So in order

for us to be able to comprehend things, make good decisions and live life to the

fullest, it’s important if we can’t see it, we should be able to feel it or hear it or

experience it through a different outlet just like someone’s sight.

Team FACE Member: Our idea is that sometimes people could be very emo-

tional but remain silent.

Subject 2: You wouldn’t know. And you’d go ahead and say, ”‘Hello, how

are you doing?”’ or you ask them a question, and say they’re in a very depressed

state or they’re pissed. They’ll howl off. We got to be able to pick up on these

cues. It could be a matter of safety. Safety should be number one in everyone’s
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case.

Team FACE Member: What would be the best way for a device to convey

facial expression cues to you, for example, via haptic (vibration) feedback, audio,

beeps, chimes, etc? What methods would pose significant inconveniences to you?

Subject 2: Significant conveniences or inconveniences?

Team FACE Member: Both.

Subject 2: I’d like to have it audio announced. Say like if they have hands, and

where we can feel the different vibrations and tones. A deaf and blind wouldn’t

be able to hear it but they could feel it through those tones and vibrations. With

a combination of tones, motion, auditory.

Team FACE Member: But for you personally?

Subject 2: I’d like to have it that way too. That way I would understand.

The motion along with the auditory, it would make sense to me. Most people

nowadays have more than one way of learning things.

Team FACE Member: So with face recognition, it’ll be pretty straightforward.

You’ll want to know that person’s’name. It’ll probably be audio. It’ll say, ”‘Bob”’

to indicate that Bob is five meters away. On the other hand, with expression,

there are so many expressions that a person could convey. So how would you

want this device to give you facial information?

Subject 2: Ok. Let’s say a person is in a positive mode, a positive mood,

then a positive expression will have a higher pitched voice, will have a higher

beep when it’s describing it to you. And if it’s lower pitched, I’ll know that the

person is having a hard time in some way.

Team FACE Member: We were thinking about chimes because sometimes

noises can be interfering, so we want something that’s short and straightforward.
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But what about vibrations for expressions? What do you think? For example,

you could wear a belt with vibrators attached to them. Maybe a vibration on the

right side could mean somebody is happy and a vibration on the left side could

mean that somebody is in a negative mood. Because sometimes you don’t want

sounds like chimes going off. This is something that we want to ask you about.

Subject 2: Yeah, like if you’re going to a meeting. You got a crowd of people.

You don’t want them to hear audio things calling everybody’s name, that’ll freak

people and cause more emotions. Or maybe the belt could have a Braille display

too for those blind people who read Braille. I would like a series of buttons where

I can turn the speech off, put it in Braille mode. The option to turn Braille mode

on, or speech mode on, or speech and Braille or different beeps. Or we can put

an ear piece on. Not every totally blind person reads Braille. Some just do a lot

of auditory.

Team FACE Member: So a device with multiple options?

Subject 2: Yes.

Team FACE Member: On a scale of 1-5, how comfortable would you be

carrying a cane mounted with a camera connecting to a laptop in a backpack in

public?

Subject 2: And I’d be wearing the backpack?

Team FACE Member: Right. So how would you feel about wearing and

carrying this kind of device around in public?

Subject 2: Kind of awkward at first. But as I got used to it I wouldn’t worry

about it. I mean if it’s to enhance my life, I can’t worry about what people think.

It’s not about them all the time. Anything new is going to feel awkward until

you become used to it and become fluent in it and then its not going to be a big
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deal anymore.

Team FACE Member: At that point, you won’t mind?

Subject 2: No.

Team FACE Member: If the benefits outweigh the negatives?

Subject 2: Right.

Team FACE Member: How about if the backpack was taken out of the equa-

tion and this was running off your own cell phone which you could slide into your

pocket?

Subject 2: I would feel even more comfortable with that. That way I wouldn’t

have so much stuff to carry around.

Team FACE Member: Can you rank these? Both scenarios with the 1 through

5 scale.

Subject 2: Ok, the device connected to the cane and the backpack I’d give

that about a three. And the device that’s small like a cell phone I’d give it a 5.

The smaller the device, the more powerful the device. Everybody’s going micro

now.

Team FACE Member: If you had such a device, would you wear it when

interacting with other visually impaired people? With sighted people?

Subject 2: I’d wear it all the time. I’d show them this new piece of technology.

Whenever I learn something new I want to put the information out there. Because

the more aware, the more educated, the more we can make better decisions and

interact more appropriately with each other. We shouldn’t be looking at the

world like half blind, half sighted. This is a world we all live in. We need to get

along and respect each other. And survive together.

Team FACE Member: Thank you. This concludes the interview.
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11.1.3 Subject 3

Team FACE Member: How would you describe your social interactions with other

visually impaired people?

Subject 3: No, I hardly see other blind people. Except a blind couple who

are close friends or at places that employ blind people.

Team FACE Member: How would you describe your social interactions with

sighted people?

Subject 3: I see a whole lot of them. I have a whole family that is sighted. I

interact with people at my church. I use Metro Access a lot. I interact with the

drivers and other clients.

Team FACE Member: Do you currently use any assistive technology that help

you with social interactions?

Subject 3: I use email and Internet.

Team FACE Member: How about face-to-face?

Subject 3: I don’t think so.

Team FACE Member: How important is it to you to recognize emotional cues

in your daily interactions?

Subject 3: I lost my vision 14 years ago. I miss seeing people’s faces. To see

if they are angry, happy, or disgusted. I don’t care about the color of the person

or if they are attractive or not. It used to make a big difference to me. I want to

see if what I said upset them or made them happy or sad. Sometimes I can tell

with tones but not all the time. But anybody can fool anybody.

Team FACE Member: Can you rate on the scale of 1-5 with 5 being the

highest, how important it is to recognize facial cues?

Subject 3: 3.5
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Team FACE Member: Can you rate on the scale of 1-5 with 5 being the

highest, how interested are you in a portable device that can recognize faces and

emotions?

Subject 3: 5

Team FACE Member: What is the best way for the device to convey expres-

sion cues to you? Auditory, beeps and chimes, or vibrations?

Subject 3: Audibly. Unless I knew that certain chimes or beeps meant certain

things like a change in volume. It would be useful but I would have to learn how

to do that.

Team FACE Member: Would you like the option of switching between audi-

tory and chimes?

Subject 3: Yes.

Team FACE Member: Which methods would pose significant inconveniences

for you? For example, if you chose audio feedback is there a case where it would

distract you or interfere with your daily life?

Subject 3: Well depends on where it is coming from. Is it coming from a

portable device on me all the time or on the computer or where it is?

Team FACE Member: In this case it is a removable device. Something that

is on you.

Subject 3: When having a conversation with somebody and it keeps telling

me expressions, there should be a way to turn it off. If I am in a quiet place, I

could have earphones so only I can hear it. Places where they tell you to turn off

your cell phone.

Team FACE Member: That’s why we thought of the vibration feedback.

In this case you would be wearing a belt or other device that would vibrate
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depending on where and strength.

Subject 3: I do not like the idea of the vibrating. I don’t think that I would

enjoy experiencing that on a daily basis. I think it would be annoying but I don’t

use any devices that vibrate.

Team FACE Member: How comfortable would you be using a cane mounted

with a camera attached to a laptop in a backpack in public?

Subject 3: I don’t mind being seen with it. I think the whole way of doing it

sounds very cumbersome. If I am standing there and using it for a short amount

of time it would be fine. But if I am doing that for life it would be annoying.

Team FACE Member: Could you rate how comfortable you would be with

this device on the same scale?

Subject 3: 1 or -1. I would not like it.

Team FACE Member: How would you like it?

Subject 3: Like you said, something portable that can fit in my pockets like

a cell phone or around my waist. Something less obtrusive and fewer things to

carry and maintain. You are talking about using this thing on a regular basis

like all the time.

Team FACE Member: Yes. What if it is something that is removable and

carry with you not mounted on a cane?

Subject 3: I would not mind that.

Team FACE Member: If you had the original device, would you wear it while

interacting with visually impaired people?

Subject 3: I would not.

Team FACE Member: If you had the original device, would you wear it while

interacting with sighted people?
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Subject 3: I might...if I had a strong need to know their emotions. No, mostly

because I don’t use anything like that right now. I feel like it would make people

shy away from me because it is big and cumbersome and they think that they

are being recorded.

11.1.4 Subject 4

Team FACE Member: So I have a few quick questions that are probably the

easier ones that we can begin with. You don’t have to answer any of these if you

don’t want to. They’re just a demographic questionnaire. Can I ask your age?

Subject 4: 45.

Team FACE Member: Ok. And your gender?

Subject 4: Male.

Team FACE Member: And level of household income. You can also not

answer this if you’re ok with that. We have from A through F. There are choices

A) $0 - 19,999; B) 20,000 - 39,999; C) 40,000- 59,999; D) 60,000 - 79,999; E)

80,000 - 99,999; and F) over 100,000 a year

Subject 4: D

Team FACE Member: How about ethnicity? We also have A through E

in terms of choices: A) American Indian/ Alaskan Native; B) Black or African

American; C) Asian or Pacific Islander; D) Hispanic/ Latino; E) White; F) Other

or Not reported

Subject 4: B.

Team FACE Member: And level of education?

Subject 4: B.S. Degree.

Team FACE Member: Great, let’s move to the first question. First question I
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have here is how do you describe your social interactions with other blind people?

Subject 4: I would describe it as a very good interaction, because we can

identify with someone with same disability.

Team FACE Member: Do you ever think there’s anything missing?

Subject 4: Not really, the only thing that is missing...you guys put in your

head people’s expressions. People really rely on that a lot. If someone is really

happy or sad, you can hear it in your voice. But facial expressions are good to

help you with those kind of things as well. It’s good to know before you begin to

talk to them, what they have in their face, but everything else, they are great

Team FACE Member: So how do you describe your interactions with sighted

people?

Subject 4: It’s very good, no difficulties. Sometimes, it’s a little frustrating.

They may not understand exactly what our particular needs are because of our

sight loss, but not with everyone.

Team FACE Member: Do you mind me asking if you were blind at birth or

if you became blind later?

Subject 4: I was diagnosed with RT at age at 7 and lost majority of vision in

high school. But at least I had the opportunity to be able to put in my mind’s

eye an image, when someone is describing something to you

Team FACE Member: Do you currently use any assistive technologies or

devices that help you in your social interactions?

Subject 4: Computer is very important, JAWS, Assitive tech. works out very

nice, just can’t see myself without it, for this kind of thing anyway.

Team FACE Member: Do you carry anytihng around with you?

Subject 4: Digital recorder. You would be able to grab pen and paper to
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write things down. I would bring digital recorder for when people are trying to

share information with me

Team FACE Member: Using a scale of 1-5, 5 being the highest, rate how im-

portant it is for you to recognize emotional cues in your daily social interactions.

Subject 4: Since I don’t have anything to help me to do that right now, I

would have to say it’s not all that important, so maybe 3.

Team FACE Member: Rate your interest, on a scale of 1-5, 5 being the highest,

in a portable device that could recognize faces and convey identities to you.

Subject 4: I guess if I had something to use for facial expressions...How often

would I use it? Probably a 4.

Team FACE Member: Rate your interest, on a scale of 1-5, 5 being the

highest, in a portable device that could recognize and analyze facial expressions

and convey these cues to you.

Subject 4: 4.

Team FACE Member: What would be the best way for a device to convey

facial expression cues to you, for example, via haptic (vibration) feedback, audio,

beeps, chimes, etc.?

Subject 4: Vibrate, because if you are with some and all of a sudden you are

chiming and beeping and all sorts of stuff, so if you had a vibrating device and

it would vibrate, people would be like whats that.

Team FACE Member: What if through earplugs?

Subject 4: Then you have think about maybe a Bluetooth device, like off a

cellphone. that would be great. People would usually have a earpiece device. I

have an earpiece to speak person smiling. Person frowning to you right now, so

if I could hear it myself without having myself hear it, that would be good.
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Team FACE Member: Would you rather have sound or vibrate?

Subject 4: As long as we know what beeps mean, that would be nice. If we

could press a button and hear what person’s expression is, directly, that would

be even more helpful. If you can’t, then chimes are fine.

Team FACE Member: Do you usually bring a cane around?

Subject 4: Yes, it’s like our vision.

Team FACE Member: On a scale of 1-5, 5 being the highest, how comfortable

would you be carrying a cane mounted with a camera connecting to a laptop in

a backpack in public?

Subject 4: The smaller the item, the better off you are. They got these little

cameras which is very inobstrusive, not a problem. To convey info, you need

to connect thorugh laptop. It’s quite a bit to get information. If you ask me if

carrying it around would be worth having that information, then I would say no.

Team FACE Member: Do you think it’s useful?

Subject 4: If its not obstrusive, 3.

Team FACE Member: So you think expressions are more important?

Subject 4: Of course. You usually know who the person is - we have voice

signature. You know who the person is. Ex. I know that’s Team FACE Mem-

ber. But is (Team FACE Member) smiling, is she unhappy today? That’s more

important. People who we interact with on a day to day basis are people who

we already know. If we are interacting with a stranger, then we don’t have voice

signature, so we would want to know as much as we can about that person’s

expressions.

Team FACE Member: What would you give this out of a 1-5?

Subject 4: 1.
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Team FACE Member: What if you took the laptop out of it, and it all ran

off of your existing cell phone.

Subject 4: Oh yes! That would be terrific!

Team FACE Member: And we have the last question: If you had such a

device, would you wear it when interacting with other visually impaired people?

Subject 4: I think I could use if for everyone, not only blind, but blind as well

as sighted.

11.1.5 Subject 5

Team FACE Member: What’s your age?

Subject 5: I’ll be 59 on Tuesday.

Team FACE Member: What’s your gender?

Subject 5: Male.

Team FACE Member: Level of income?

Subject 5: I’m retired now, but before retirement $100,000+.

Team FACE Member: Ethnicity?

Subject 5: Italian-American.

Team FACE Member: Level of education?

Subject 5: Post-Masters.

Team FACE Member: How do you describe your social interactions with other

visually impaired people? Sighted people?

Subject 5: They’re pretty normal, pretty even, has nothing different at all.

Team FACE Member: Do you currently use any assistive technologies (de-

vices) that help you in social interactions? If yes, what do you use? Rate how

effective this device is from 1-5, 5 being the highest.
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Subject 5: My cell phone speaks the numbers out loud so I know who’s calling

me, I have a talking watch that tells me what time it is, I have a talking calculator,

and I’m really not computer literate yet, I’m scared to say [] I’m supposed to do

that soon; I’m not a Braille reader, but I’m an auditory listener/learner type

person, I’m also a speaker and a class teacher, so socially interacting is not an

issue at all. I also use a cane for travel obviously. I think they’re all a 5 otherwise

I wouldn’t use them. I like to maximize my stimulation in terms of sensory to

replace vision with those things, so they help me a lot.

Team FACE Member: Using a scale of 1-5, 5 being the highest, rate how im-

portant it is for you to recognize emotional cues in your daily social interactions.

Subject 5: I think it should be a 5, but since I can’t see visual cues or body

language, I probably don’t actually realize it’s a 5 although I believe it should

be a 5. But I’m pretty tuned in to people’s voice and so forth, and I’m very,

very conversant in intercommunicating so I can usually pick up if someone’s not

feeling maybe too well or vice-versa.

Team FACE Member: I watched one of your videos on YouTube and you’re

very inspirational. So you lost your vision, you weren’t born blind, right?

Subject 5: Correct.

Team FACE Member: Okay. So do you think that affects how you deem how

important emotional cues are in your daily life because you grew up being able

to recognize?

Subject 5: Yeah, that’s a great question. You know you don’t really enhance

the number of sense, you use it more. Like people think I have super-hearing, but

my hearing really isn’t that great. I have tremendous visualization in my mind;

every day I walk around 24/7. I have a mental camera in my eyes, a picture of
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everything that used to be. So I remember what people look like, and landscapes,

and colors and so forth. So I just turn on a virtual movie in my mind’s eye 24/7,

so I never see darkness.

Team FACE Member: How long has it been since you lost your sight?

Subject 5: About 26 years. My eyesight for 10 or 12 years slowly dissipated

from driving and playing sports in my early 20’s, around your age, down to my

early 30’s where I couldn’t see. So it took a long time to slowly go away, it wasn’t

an overnight thing. That’s typical of retinitis pigmentosa, by the way.

Team FACE Member: Rate your interest, on a scale of 1-5 (5 being the

highest), in a portable device that could recognize faces and convey identities to

you.

Subject 5: That’s a tough question. I deal so well with people, but if I can

recognize emotions...I’m an input kind of person the more input I get, the better

it is. Especially if I were speaking on stage for a presentation, it’d be nice to see

the smiles on people’s faces.

Team FACE Member: Right, but this question is specific only to facial recog-

nition.

Subject 5: Okay. It’s not a 5, believe it or not, I wouldn’t say it’s a 1 either.

I’d say a 3.

Team FACE Member: Rate your interest, on a scale of 1-5 (5 being the

highest), in a portable device that could recognize and analyze facial expressions

and convey these cues to you.

Subject 5: Probably the same, 3-4.

Team FACE Member: Do you rank the expressions higher than facial recog-

nition?
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Subject 5: Yes.

Team FACE Member: We were very surprised because some of the intervie-

wees we had preferred facial recognition a lot more than facial expressions.

Subject 5: Out of curiosity, were those people blind since birth?

Team FACE Member: Yes, I believe so.

Subject 5: That’s what I would’ve thought. People like me who’ve seenfor

facial recognition, that’s a curiosity of totally blind people, to know what your

faces looks like. For me, it’s more the expression of their feeling because I know

what their face looks like.

Team FACE Member: And does that go back again to because you weren’t

born blind?

Subject 5: Probably, I believe that would be the case.

Team FACE Member: What would be the best way for a device to convey

facial expression cues to you, for example, via haptic (vibration) feedback, audio,

beeps, chimes, etc.? So for example, if someone’s smiling, would you like the

device to

Subject 5: I’d rather it speak it to me than some beep or something, I feel

like I’m a robot.

Team FACE Member: Okay, so you’d rather have audio?

Subject 5: Yeah, I’d rather it be spoken, like some verbal cue, almost like a

descriptive video.

Team FACE Member: Okay, do you think that might get annoying?

Subject 5: It’s almost like, ”‘Hey, there’s a nice-looking girl, she’s got beautiful

eyes, she’s smiling, she’s holding out her hand to you.”’ That’s much better than

”‘beep, beep, beep.”’
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Team FACE Member: But would the audio distract you from conversation?

Because it’d actually be spoken to you instead of just something in the back-

ground.

Subject 5: No, I think it’d be kind of cool. It’s almost like someone giving

me a head’s up.

Team FACE Member: Okay.

Subject 5: And by the way, just as a little aside, you may want to look into

descriptive voice video for the blind. It’s really interesting. You know those

videos that have subscripts for deaf people? There are actually videos for blind

people, movies that are out there that you can get. It’d be kind of cool for you.

And you watch it, and it’s like you know when you’re in a movie and someone’s

whispering to you and people get mad? But it actually tells you what’s going

on. Like in Dumbo, Dumbo the elephant now is flying in the air and singing and

landing on the ground. As you hear the main thing, you hear the little voice

behind it describing everything, really cool.

Team FACE Member: So did you say that was descriptive voice video?

Subject 5: The NFB has those. In fact, it’s really cool for people who can

see, it’s really neat.

Team FACE Member: So for the feedback systems that I asked you about,

can you name some methods that would pose significant inconveniences to you?

Like are there any feedback methods that you absolutely wouldn’t want on the

device?

Subject 5: Personally, I’d rather it be a voice. Beeps and so forth make me

feel dehumanized, robotized, and almost like some kind of computer chip. I’m a

communicator, I want to be just like any other person, so voice cues and all to
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me would be a little like Pavlovian, a little like Pavlov ringing the bell and I’ll

salivate. I’d feel just a little puppeteered like that.

Team FACE Member: And would you want the option to be able to turn off

the voice, say you’re in a conversation and you think the voice is distracting? Do

you want the system to be ongoing, or do you want to have control over?

Subject 5: I think I should have control over it because, yeah, it’d be kind of

corny. Are most people wanting voices or beeps and sounds?

Team FACE Member: Most people want the beeps and sounds because they

thought the voice would be too distracting.

Subject 5: You know what’s interesting I’ll bet those people who said it were

blind since birth.

Team FACE Member: Yeah, you’re right. Subject 5: I hate to say it, but that

group is much more programmed. They’re more following prompts and they’re

really more follow-the-leader, follower-type people to cues because they have no

visual cue. And describing what something looks like to a person who’s blind is

sort of irrelevant because they have no reference point. You’re going to see the

people with RP (retinitis pigmentosa), my postulation would be, the people who

used to see, are going to answer like me. The people who’ve never seen would

want to be beeped at in this way, that’s just my hypothesis.

Team FACE Member: That’s really interesting. On a scale of 1-5 (5 being the

highest), how comfortable would you be carrying a cane mounted with a camera

which connects to a laptop in a backpack in public? So basically what we’re

trying to do is mount a camera on the white cane, and this camera gathers all

the input from the surroundings so facial recognition, facial expression, and then

communicates it to you through the device that you wear.
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Subject 5: So this would be my eye and tell me what it’s seeing.

Team FACE Member: Exactly.

Subject 5: That’s pretty cool. I’m pretty comfortable with myself so I’d be

very comfortable. I’d be a 5 on that. Now, I’d also have to learn how to work a

computer finally.

Team FACE Member: If you had such a device, would you wear it when

interacting with other visually impaired people? With sighted people?

Subject 5: Yeah absolutely, why not? If I decided I needed to use it, I’d use

it period.

11.1.6 Subject 6

Team FACE Member: How old are you?

Subject 6: 40.

Team FACE Member: Gender?

Subject 6: Male.

Team FACE Member: Level of income?

Subject 6: $100,000.

Team FACE Member: Ethnicity?

Subject 6: White/Caucasian.

Team FACE Member: Level of education?

Subject 6: Master’s.

Team FACE Member: How do you describe your social interactions with other

visually impaired people? Sighted people?

Subject 6: I would say they’re positive. Are you looking for more?
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Team FACE Member: No, not necessarily, but do you feel comfortable inter-

acting with sighted people?

Subject 6: Absolutely.

Team FACE Member: Just as background, were you born blind or did you

lose your sight later on in life?

Subject 6: I lost my sight when I was 19 years old.

Team FACE Member: Do you currently use any assistive technologies (de-

vices) that help you in social interactions? If yes, what do you use?

Subject 6: Yeah, I use a screen reader, specifically JWS, I use a Braille display.

For social media, I use Twitter.

Team FACE Member: Do you use the white cane to get around?

Subject 6: Yes, I do.

Team FACE Member: Can you rate how effective theses devices are from 1-5

(5 being the highest)?

Subject 6: I would say 4.

Team FACE Member: Okay, for all of them?

Subject 6: Yeah.

Team FACE Member: Always room for improvement?

Subject 6: Exactly.

Team FACE Member: Using a scale of 1-5 (5 being the highest), rate how im-

portant it is for you to recognize emotional cues in your daily social interactions.

Subject 6: I would say 4.

Team FACE Member: Rate your interest, on a scale of 1-5 (5 being the

highest), in a portable device that could recognize faces and convey identities to

you.
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Subject 6: A 3.

Team FACE Member: Can you explain why?

Subject 6: Because over the last 20 years, I’ve been able to master alterna-

tive techniques related to the way someone is breathing to help me gather that

information.

Team FACE Member: Rate your interest, on a scale of 1-5 (5 being the

highest), in a portable device that could recognize and analyze facial expressions

and convey these cues to you.

Subject 6: I would say a 2 and the only reason I would say that is because

I’ve never imagined of such a device. So to see how useful that would be may

be interesting, but you’re asking me if I’m interested in something I’ve never

thought about is like asking someone in the 70’s if he’d be interested in a cell

phone. It’s like a ”‘What?”’ So I’m not really sure how that would work. I mean,

I’d be interested in seeing how it would work and how it could function, but is

my desire that strong to have one? Not until I saw it.

Team FACE Member: Okay. So if we were able to build this device, would

being able to recognize faces or facial expressions be more important to you? Or

are both pretty much equal?

Subject 6: I would say probably the expressions would be more interesting.

Because if I knew who they were by their voice, I’d feel like their isn’t any news

that I wasn’t getting.

Team FACE Member: Okay, so you just ranked expressions lower because

you hadn’t thought about such a device existing before, right?

Subject 6: Correct.

Team FACE Member: What would be the best way for a device to convey
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facial expression cues to you, for example, via haptic (vibration) feedback, audio,

beeps, chimes, etc.?

Subject 6: I would say that the vibrations would be useful because the other

methods may interfere with the conversation.

Team FACE Member: So you think that audio, like being spoken to, beeps,

and chimes would interfere with the conversation? And would be distracting?

Subject 6: Yeah, I think that that’s what I would imagine.

Team FACE Member: So those would be inconvenient.

Subject 6: Right. You left out Braille. Braille would be another way to get

that information and wouldn’t interfere with the conversation.

Team FACE Member: Okay, thanks, that’s a great suggestion. On a scale of

1-5 (5 being the highest), how comfortable would you be carrying a cane mounted

with a camera which connects to a laptop in a backpack in public? So basically

what we’re trying to do is build a device where we mount a camera on a white

cane and the camera collects information about the surroundings, like people’s

faces, people’s facial expressions, and then sends the information to the blind

individual through, say, Braille feedback or vibration feedback.

Subject 6: I think you’d have more luck with using the cell camera technology.

Team FACE Member: Instead of a camera mounted on a cane?

Subject 6: Yeah. The iPhone and Nokia phones all have the cameras on the

front and the back and I think that that technology, if you can connect to a

laptop, be able to use...

Team FACE Member: So that would be a lot more convenient because it’s

smaller?

Subject 6: Yeah.
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Team FACE Member: Okay, the only concern we have with that was that,

when we mount a camera on a cane, the cane is pretty much relatively eye-level

to adults. But with an iPhone, for example, the blind user would have to position

the camera in order to receive the proper feedback.

Subject 6: Yeah, but you’re also assuming that I’d be standing and having

this conversation, where I think what I would like with this technology would be

more at a meeting where I was sitting down. And when I’m sitting down, I’m

not using my cane.

Team FACE Member: Okay. So the camera on a phone would be a lot more

flexible in those meeting situations.

Subject 6: Correct.

Team FACE Member: If you had such a device, would you wear it when

interacting with other visually impaired people? With sighted people? (For the

cane device instead of phone device)

Subject 6: I guess so.

Team FACE Member: And same with the phone camera?

Subject 6: Yes.

Team FACE Member: But you would prefer the phone camera?

Subject 6: Yeah.

Subject 6: Ray Kurzweil has invented optical character recognition software,

so I can take a picture with my cell phone and it will read to me what the

document is. Optical character recognition is called OCR. He’s also working on

OSR which is optical scene recognition where it would be able to tell you you’re

in a park, you’re in a restaurant, you’re in a building, you’re in a cafeteria at

a certain table. With the OSR software, he’d be able to capture the similar
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information that you wish to capture.

Team FACE Member: Okay, thank you for that contact.

Subject 6: The one thing you didn’t ask is: are people working? And that’s a

critical issue with people with disabilities. And it’s relevant because if you can’t

afford this technology, then who’s going to buy it supply and demand. So are you

working is capturing that type of information, I think that might be interesting.

11.1.7 Subject 7

Team FACE Member: What is your age? Subject 7: 64

Team FACE Member: Gender? Subject 7: Female

Team FACE Member: Level of income? Subject 7: Above $80,000

Team FACE Member: Your ethnicity? Subject 7: White

Team FACE Member: Level of education? Subject 7: I have a Master’s

Degree.

Team FACE Member: How do you describe your social interactions with

other visually impaired people? Subject 7: Easy, I don’t have any problems

communicating with people with visual impairments.

Team FACE Member: Okay, and with sighted people? Subject 7: Sometimes

a little iffy, most of the times they’re fine. You know, I’m 64 so I’ve had time to

learn how to do it. Most of the times I’m comfortable, sometimes I’m not.

Team FACE Member: Were you born blind or did you lose your sight later

in life? Subject 7: I was a preemie, so I was essentially born blind. I was blind

immediately after birth.

Team FACE Member: Do you currently use any assistive technologies (de-

vices) that help you in social interactions? If yes, what do you use? Subject 7:
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I use a cell phone, I use a Braille note to take notes, keep track of things, and

addresses and information. I’m a big email person, I use a computer. I guess

that’s all.

Team FACE Member: Could you rate how effective this device is from 1-5

(5 being the highest). Explain your rating. Subject 7: Effective for what? For

assisted living interaction? Team FACE Member: Exactly Subject 7: A cell

phone would be a 4, the Braille note would be a 3, and the computer would be

a 4.

Team FACE Member: Using a scale of 1-5 (5 being the highest), rate how

important it is for you to recognize emotional cues in your daily social interac-

tions. Subject 7: A 4 because you don’t know if someone is upset by what you’re

saying or reacting negatively. You could just make the situation worse by not

recognizing that and changing your communications accordingly.

Team FACE Member: Rate your interest, on a scale of 1-5 (5 being the

highest), in a portable device that could recognize faces and convey identities to

you. Explain. Subject 7: I don’t know if I’d like to take something like that with

me all the time, so I think I’d give it a 2.

Team FACE Member: Rate your interest, on a scale of 1-5 (5 being the

highest), in a portable device that could recognize and analyze facial expressions

and convey these cues to you. Explain. Subject 7: I would be interested to see

how it works and I think it’d be fabulous for kids. You could correlate what they

recognize with tone of voice and body language and stuff that they...I think it’d

be a great teaching device, so I think I’d give it a 4.

Team FACE Member: You said for kids? Subject 7: Yeah, I think it’d be a

good thing. I would be interested in it too, but I think it’d be a great way to
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teach blind people social skills because those are the harder things for kids to

learn.

Team FACE Member: And so you would be more interested in a device

that would convey facial expression as opposed to facial recognition information?

Subject 7: Yes.

Team FACE Member: What would be the best way for a device to convey

facial expression cues to you, for example, via haptic (vibration) feedback, audio,

beeps, chimes, etc.? What methods would pose significant inconveniences to

you? Explain. Subject 7: I think it should as unobtrusive as possible, so maybe

you could do it tactically so that people wouldn’t know that it was doing that.

Like if you had something in your hand or a watch strapped on your wrist, and

it vibrates at different ways and different spots, I think that plays the most

effective way to do it and it wouldn’t make people feel uncomfortable because

they wouldn’t know you were doing it. Team FACE Member: Okay, but for the

audios and beeps and chimes, we were envisioning an ear piece kind of device,

so those around you wouldn’t be able to hear the conversation. It’d only be the

person using the device. We just weren’t sure whether this would interrupt the

conversation. Subject 7: It would. That would be distracting.

Team FACE Member: On a scale of 1-5 (5 being the highest), how comfortable

would you be carrying a cane mounted with a camera which connects to a laptop

in a backpack in public? Explain. Subject 7: A 1, sorry. I’d give it a 1. I’m not

a cane user, I’m a dog user. You could put it on a dog’s harness. Team FACE

Member: Would you use it if it were on a dog? Subject 7: I doubt it. I would be

very interested in trying it out.

Team FACE Member: What kinds of devices would you be interested in
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seeing? Subject 7: I would be interested using something as unobtrusive as

possible. Team FACE Member: So maybe like a cell phone camera?

Subject 7: Yeah, that’d probably be a really good idea. Make it an app for

the iPhone or Droid, I think it’d be cool.

Team FACE Member: If you had such a device, like the iPhone or Droid,

would you use it with blind people or sighted people. Subject 7: With blind

people, no, I probably wouldn’t. Blind people are used to personal information

(tone of voice).

Team FACE Member: Can I just ask you if you’re currently working right

now? Subject 7: I was kind of working. I’m unemployed but I have some contract

work, so it’s not steady but occasionally I’ll be lucky enough to get some writing

assignments.

11.1.8 Subject 8

Team FACE Member: How old are you?

Subject 8: I am 66.

Team FACE Member: Gender?

Subject 8: Female

Team FACE Member: Your level of income?

Subject 8: I’m retired. [Before that] it was below $40,000.

Team FACE Member: Your ethnicity?

Subject 8: I’m White.

Team FACE Member: Your level of education?

Subject 8: I have a Master’s degree.

Team FACE Member: How do you describe your social interactions with other
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visually impaired people?

Subject 8: No problem.

Team FACE Member: And with sighted people?

Subject 8: No problem.

Team FACE Member: Do you currently use any assistive technologies (de-

vices) that help you in social interactions? If yes, what do you use? Rate how

effective this device is from 1-5 (5 being the highest).

Subject 8: No.

Team FACE Member: Do you use the white cane?

Subject 8: Yes.

Team FACE Member: And on a scale of 1-5, how effectively would you rank

this device, with 5 being the highest?

Subject 8: 5

Team FACE Member: Using a scale of 1-5 (5 being the highest), rate how

important it is for you

to recognize emotional cues in your daily social interactions.

Subject 8: A 5. I think it’s important to understand where people are coming

from, so you can have a better connection with peopleif you can sense, if you

know they’re sad, or happy, or uncertain, or troubled, or whatever.

Team FACE Member: Rate your interest, on a scale of 1-5 (5 being the

highest), in a portable device that could recognize faces and convey identities to

you. Explain.

Subject 8: Because of the kind of vision I have, I have just light perception

at this point, I don’t think that that kind of device would work for me. I mean,

I don’t know what the technology would be and so forth, so are we pretending
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that this thing could help me?

Team FACE Member: Yeah

Subject 8: So it’s as if the potential is there, and you’re asking me if I would

use it?

Team FACE Member: Exactly, if it had a facial recognition feature

Subject 8: Yeah. I think I would, yeah.

Team FACE Member: Could you rate your interest, then, 1-5?

Subject 8: I think I’d do 5.

Team FACE Member: Okay, and could you explain why again?

Subject 8: I pick up all kinds of cues right now by voice, by how people sound.

So if that person had facial, that’d be all that much better.

Team FACE Member: Rate your interest, on a scale of 1-5 (5 being the

highest), in a portable device that could recognize and analyze facial expressions

and convey these cues to you.

Subject 8: So recognize and analyze? You mean, it would say to me this

person is smiling?

Team FACE Member: Right, exactly. Or it would have a beep or audio clip

that correlates to a certain emotion.

Subject 8: So I wouldn’t see the face, but the device would clue me in.

Team FACE Member: Exactly. Even for facial recognition, if a person you

knew was approaching, then the device would ideally say, Such and such person

is approaching. And then for the facial expression feature, when you’re engaged

in a conversation, for example, if someone smiles you may hear the device say,

So and so is smiling, or you may hear an audio clip that is correlated to someone

smiling.
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Subject 8: Here’s my comment. I think that, depending on what the device

looks like, I think that a device that was very, very obvious would change the

interaction with somebody because it would be the focus of the interaction, rather

than just the two people. The other person would see that, and that would

change the interaction I think. And the fact that I’m visually impaired and, now,

basically blind of course, that’s just who I am. And so if I interact with people,

that’s who I am. So I don’t think that gets in the way for me because it’s just

me. But if there were this device that was sort of like a big TV or something else

wearing on my shoulders, then that I think would change what going on. I don’t

know.

Team FACE Member: No, I understand that. Right now, we’re trying to

mount a camera on a white cane because you always have your white cane with

you or, in most cases, the camera goes with you. And we don’t think it’d be that

obtrusive. Originally, we had one that mounted cameras on glasses for example,

but not all blind people wear glasses, and we were concerned with the weight

of the camera on the glasses. And then there was a suggestion to make a chest

mount and put a camera on that, or have a hat, but then that’s very obvious,

it’s not very discreet. So right now, we’re focusing on mounting a camera on a

white cane because we think it’d be most convenient and the most discreet.

Subject 8: And have you done any kind of mobility training? I know you’ve

worked with some visually impaired. Have you used a white cane? Do you know

how it’s used?

Team FACE Member: We’ve seen how it’s used but we, ourselves, have not

tried using it.

Subject 8: Okay, because when I use a cane, I am moving it constantly. I’m
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moving it back and forth, sometimes I’m holding it one way, sometimes another

way. Sometimes it’s slantedit just totally depends.

Team FACE Member: Right, so there’s a lot of variability.

Subject 8: So I just have questions about the type of information it’d be very

interesting to see how that could work.

Team FACE Member: Right, well that’s one of the problems that we know

the white case presents. One of the solutions we’re trying to implement is putting

some sort of marker that you can feel on the back of the cane to know when the

camera is facing forward.

Subject 8: [Approval]

Team FACE Member: So otherwise the camera could be turned in any direc-

tion. So that’s one of the things.

Subject 8: Exactly. And it wouldn’t be level unless it were on sort of a swivel

and had a weight that would always stay level to the ground, just like a compass

always points north. It would have to stay. That would be very interesting. Plus

it’s down lower, and so that’s an interesting problem.

Team FACE Member: The other feature of the white cane was that, if we

mount the camera on top of the white cane, it’s pretty much eye level with other

people or around their face.

Subject 8: The straight cane that someone uses the top of it should come

about 3 inches down from your neck. So between the shoulders, in front of the

sternum, if you want to get the right size, it’s really there. So it really depends

on the height. If you’re talking to a guy, then a girl might be up level at that

height. But a short person would be up at that tall guy’s belly button.

Team FACE Member: So we have to think about that too. When we went to
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NFB, we saw people using the white cane, and that’s why we thought that it’d

be pretty much eye-level. But I guess that could vary a lot.

Subject 8: The people at NFB they use these very long canes, and not

everybody uses those. Those are really up high and way out there in front, but

there are a lot of people that don’t use that kind. I think more people use the

kind I use, and then there are visually impaired people that have a white cane

that’s like a support cane. It’s like a cane that anybody would use, like an older

person would use for support, but it’s white because they’re visually impaired.

But they also need it for support, so it’s white. So that’d be down at the waist.

So there are a lot of different sizes. The size I use is a 50 inch. And I’m holding

it in front of me at my belly level as I use it.

Team FACE Member: That’s great information, we weren’t aware of that.

Subject 8: Yeah, so if it’s standing up, it’s only 50 inches. And I’m 5’6”’, so

I’m not short.

Team FACE Member: So could you rate your interest, on a scale of 1-5 (5

being the highest), in a portable device that could recognize and analyze facial

expressions and convey these cues to you.

Subject 8: So we have one that could recognize faces and one that could

recognize emotional facial features?

Team FACE Member: Right, ideally we’d like to combine both aspects, but

we wanted to get a sense of what was more popular.

Subject 8: So the face would be, ”‘Okay, this is my friend.”’ And the other

would be, ”‘Oh, my friend’s crying.”’

Team FACE Member: Exactly.

Subject 8: Yeah, I think it’d be interesting to know those things but, as soon
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as you start talking to somebody, you know those things.

Team FACE Member: Even with people you don’t know?

Subject 8: Well, yeah, that’s true.

Team FACE Member: Because the feature with recognizing faces would only

work for those you know because we would have to input their face photos into

the software, whereas for the facial expression, that analysis should be applicable

to anybody, not just for people you know.

Subject 8: So you’d take pictures of people smiling and call it smiling?

Team FACE Member: Something like that. The algorithm that we’re working

with, from what I understand, analyzes how much the facial expressions change.

It focuses on the eyebrows, on the corners of the mouth, that type of stuff. It’s

live, it keeps on going, it’s in real-time.

Subject 8: I think that’d be interesting. I’m not saying I’d use one, but I

think it would be fascinating to see that kind of thing.

Team FACE Member: So on a scale of 1-5, how would you rate it, with 5

being highest?

Subject 8: How would I rate it as to whether I would use it or if it’s desirable?

Team FACE Member: Yes.

Subject 8: I think it’d be a 5.

Team FACE Member: Would you be more interested in the facial recognition

or facial expression?

Subject 8: I think that the facial expression thing would probably be overall

more helpful because the other one, you’d have to take pictures of all your friends

and get them all in there.

Team FACE Member: And could you explain why you rated the facial ex-
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pression analysis feature a 5?

Subject 8: Because it would be useful in any situation, you could use it

whether with the people you know or without, whereas the other one would just

tell you that that’s John walking up. This one, if you know this guy, if he’s going

to say hello and you know who he is...you could figure that out because you know

it. He’s going to say hello and you know who he is. And if it’s one that gives

you the emotion, you can then see how this friend is doing. And, of course, you

could do that with anybody.

Team FACE Member: Just to clarify, are you completely blind?

Subject 8: I have light perception. When you go for an eye exam and you

have 20/20, then that’s perfect. If you get to 20/200, that means you’re legally

blind, but it depends. If people get up close enough, you can see whether they’re

smiling or recognizable. And from then you go to count fingers, you know the

doctor will hold up and see how many fingers do I have, and how many feet the

doctor’s holding this up in front of you. So you go from that to counting fingers

and then the next one would be hand motions. The doctor would say, ”‘Can you

see my hand moving?”’ And that’s hand motions. And then the next one is light

perception where you can tell if the lights are on or off. And, of course, after

that it’s no light perception. Those are the variations. I never had perfect vision,

but I had enough vision where they didn’t know, when I was a kid, that I had a

problem until I couldn’t see the blackboard in school. So I must have had really

good vision back then, not perfect. And it has gradually diminished, so now I’m

to where it’s light perception. And sometimes I can’t tell. If I come in from a

sunny day, I can’t tell if the light is on or off inside. And unless I get up close to

a lamp, I can’t always tell if the light is on.
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Team FACE Member: So can you see general shapes?

Subject 8: No, I can’t see that anymore. So I wouldn’t be a candidate for

any of these things I’m sure. Because I think if you have anybody who’s going

to test these things, they’ve got to have enough vision to be able to. Unless it’s

all auditory, so it really depends on what you end up working on.

Team FACE Member: Yeah, well that was my next question. I was wondering

what would be the best way for a device to convey facial expression cues to you,

for example, via haptic (vibration) feedback, audio, beeps, chimes, etc.?

Subject 8: I don’t know, but I think it would need to be something that

wasn’t distracting, that could give you the information and not take away from

the interaction. And not be observed by the other person.

Team FACE Member: So ideally, the user would be wearing an earpiece, so

all the audio (if audio was chosen) would be streamed in through the earpiece.

For facial recognition, the only option is audio, but for facial expression, there

are a number of options. There could be, for example, vibration. A previous

team made a haptic feedback belt, which is a belt that has vibrations in different

areas. So, for example, we could program if someone were happy, then the belt

would vibrate on the left side.

Subject 8: Now I think that would be good, I think that’s what I would prefer.

Team FACE Member: As opposed to audio, or beeps and chimes?

Subject 8: Yes. I wouldn’t want anything to disturb my audio, that’s where

I get most of my input. I wouldn’t want anything covering up what I’m already

getting, so I think the vibration thing or buzzer around the waist would be great.

Team FACE Member: Okay, so for vibration, would you be more interested

in a belt around your waist or maybe a wristband, or do you have any ideas?
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Because we want it to be comfortable.

Subject 8: Well for the wristband, you could have front and back sides, or

maybe it could be different kinds of vibrations, such as steady beats or pulsing.

It’d have to be something that was not too obvious. I think the belt would be

good, except it may get hot in summer. And it’d be bulky, it could make your

clothes bulky. But this wrist thing might work.

Team FACE Member: On a scale of 1-5 (5 being the highest), how comfortable

would you be carrying a cane mounted with a camera which connects to a laptop

in a backpack in public?

Subject 8: Well, I wear a backpack anyways when I go to yoga class, I put my

yoga mat in it. Or if I’m heading somewhere, wearing a backpack is no big deal.

It would depend on how heavy it is, how hot it is, that sort of thing. But I’m

telling you, that whole cane-camera thing makes no sense to me because of the

way you have to move the cane around. In order not to fall in a ditch and to find

what you’re doing, the cane is constantly moving. And you’re going to take great

pictures of the treetops. It’s not going to be steady, it’s totally moving. And it’s

slanted. You may see people standing around with their canes up around their

head if they’re standing and talking to you, maybe that’s what you’re thinking

of. But if you’re walking, it’s different. So if you’re talking about stationary stuff,

it’s a possibility.

Team FACE Member: Right now we’re just focusing on stationary.

Subject 8: Oh okay.

Team FACE Member: Yeah, moving would present a lot of obstacles. And

ideally, we’d like to get around to moving, but what we had pictured was when

you’re holding your white cane and someone enters the room, then the camera
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would be able to pick up who it was and recognize them. And when you’re

involved in a conversation, ideally, that’d be stationary too. So the only problem

that we’re dealing with is whether the camera is facing forward now and the

height level. Right now, we’re not so much focused on whether the camera can

pick up things while the camera is moving around because that’s the next step.

Subject 8: That’s interesting. I should tell you that I worked for almost 20

years as a rehab teacher with Department for the Blind in Virginia and I didn’t

teach mobility, you had to be sighted to teach that but I took mobility training

with a cane, and nobody in my agency ever used those tall canes that are as tall

as your head. And this was a state agency. I mean, I know they exist, but if

you’re...it depends on the kind of people you’re working with. If you’re talking

aboutjust like there are all kinds of people, there are all kinds of blind people, and

some are out there. They’ll ride the subways and they’re out there by themselves

and very independent. And the National Federation of the Blind is made up of

those kinds of people who are professionals and out there at their cocktail parties.

And they probably might use that kind of thing. So there are lots of people that

use these canes that I’m talking about that are no higher than your shoulders,

kind of to right below where your sternum is and your breastbone starts, about

3 inches down from there is the ideal height. And then you have the ones that

are down low, like support canes.

Team FACE Member: So would you have any other ideas of how to mount a

camera?

Subject 8: The only thing I can think of would be a lovely pendant around

the neck. But still that’s too low. It might work for a tall guy, but is he going to

wear a necklace? What about a short woman or a shorter person? I don’t know.
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I know they have these things like goggles you wear around your head.

Team FACE Member: But would people actually wear that out into the

public?

Subject 8: No, that’s just it. In a way, that puts you in a separate category.

And when you’re trying to socially connect with people, what you don’t want is

to make yourself different. You’re already different enough because you’ve got

your cane and you can’t see them. So you don’t want to add to that so, of course,

that’s why I don’t think that really worked years ago.

Team FACE Member: There was a suggestion of using a camera on a cell

phone and, I know that’s a good idea but, again, there’s the problem of finding

just the right height of where to place the camera to get maximum input.

Subject 8: Yeah

Team FACE Member: But that would be one of the smaller options and the

more discreet option.

Subject 8: Yeah, but they’d have to hold that camera up. And, again, that’s

a little odd. I know, maybe people have their cameras in their hands all the time

(on their phones, I mean) because I know people text all the time. But what

if they have it pointed towards the person they’re talking to, it might make the

other person a little nervous. Like, ”‘Why are you taking a picture of me?”’

Team FACE Member: So I know you express a lot of concern about the white

cane because of the height, so could you just rank, on a scale of 1-5 (5 being the

highest again) whether you would use this sort of device in public?

Subject 8: Yeah, I think it’d be interesting to try it. Because I’m not a real

tech person, I have doubts about that sort of thing, but I think it’d be interesting

to try.
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Team FACE Member: So what would be your rating?

Subject 8: If I wanted one of these?

Team FACE Member: Yeah

Subject 8: I think I’d give it a 5 as to the possibilities could be really good

and they could be terrible. But why not think that they’d be good? So I’d say

a 5.

Team FACE Member: Would you be comfortable switching over to a taller

cane or not really because you’re already used to your cane?

Subject 8: Oh no, I wouldn’t use a taller cane.

Team FACE Member: And do you think most people are like that if they are

already used to their cane?

Subject 8: Most people who have trained with the cane that comes up just to

the sternumI don’t know whether people would switch. I’ve never seen anybody

use those long canes. I think you should talk to some mobility instructors, not

just the NFB people. Because that’s one kind of person, a professional. And their

view is different. And because I worked in the field for 20 years and I worked with

a lot of blind people who have got mobility training, and I never saw anyone use

those tall canes, and I worked with the population from 18-100that’s why I think

you should talk to somebody who’s training people to use the cane in the field

of just the average person. That person is called the orientation and mobility

instructor. You could call wherever the Maryland agency is closest to you. Just

explain your situation to them and see if you could talk to them, and it’s called

O and M, ask to speak to an O and M person about some questions that you

have.

Team FACE Member: If you had such a device, would you wear it when
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interacting with other visually impaired people?

Subject 8: I would say that 99% of my friends are sighted and, at this point

in my life (now that I’m retired), the blind people that I’m friends with are at

a distance because we’ve moved. And so it’s all by email or phone. So there’s

really nobody that I get together with now that can’t see.

Team FACE Member: So would you wear it with or around sighted people?

Subject 8: Oh yeah. And I’d love to try it if it’s a wrist thing.

11.1.9 Subject 9

Team FACE Member: So I have a few quick questions that are probably the

easier ones that we can begin with. You don’t have to answer any of these if you

don’t want to. They’re just a demographic questionnaire. Can I ask your age?

Subject 9: 61

Team FACE Member: Ok. And your gender?

Subject 9: Male

Team FACE Member: And level of household income. You can also not

answer this if you’re not ok with that. We have from A through F. There are

choices A) $0 - 19,999; B) 20,000 - 39,999; C) 40,000- 59,999; D) 60,000 - 79,999;

E) 80,000 - 99,999; and F) over 100,000 a year

Subject 9: D.

Team FACE Member: How about ethnicity? We also have A through E

in terms of choices A) American Indian/ Alaskan Native; B) Black or African

American; C) Asian or Pacific Islander; D) Hispanic/ Latino; E) White; F) Other

or Not reported

Subject 9: E.
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Team FACE Member: And level of education?

Subject 9: Two years of college.

Team FACE Member: First question I have here is how do you describe your

social interactions with other blind people?

Subject 9: Once the person who is blind is confident in themselves in their

abilities to communicate with other people, it’s fine.

Team FACE Member: What about with other sighted people?

Subject 9: Same thing.

Team FACE Member: Do you ever think there’s anything missing when in-

teracting with sighted people?

Subject 9: Not really. You can feel their voice and body flow. For instance,

you and I are talking on the phone right now and facial expressions doesn’t mean

a thing to me and doesn’t mean a thing to you. You hear it in a person’s voice.

I don’t say I’m on the phone on all the time talking to people. But, I don’t have

to see their facial expressions to feel the warmth. You can I guess, but go on.

Team FACE Member: Do you currently use any assistive technologies or

devices that help you in your social interactions?

Subject 9: No, not really. Nope.

Team FACE Member: Using a scale of 1-5, 5 being the highest, rate how

important it is for you to recognize emotional cues in your daily social interactions

- face-to-face.

Subject 9: Probably a 1 or a 2. Cause I’ve been doing it for such a long time.

I haven’t needed it in such a long time that it doesn’t matter. I guess I’m hearing

their voice, hearing how people talk. So I can recognize emotional cues that way

too.
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Team FACE Member: Rate your interest, on a scale of 1-5, 5 being the highest,

in a portable device that could recognize faces and convey identities to you.

Subject 9: Probably a 1 or a 2.

Team FACE Member: Do you mind me asking if you were blind at birth or

if you became blind later?

Subject 9: I became blind in my late 20s.

Team FACE Member: Would you rather have a device that would let you

help you recognize who people are or give you feedback on expressions.

Subject 9: Give feedback on expressions

Team FACE Member: Is their a reason for that?

Subject 9: It doesn’t really matter to me what a person looks like or who the

person is. I try to portray that in some speeches I do the fact that I’m very lucky

to be blind because I can’t judge you on the color of your skin, on your height, on

your weight, from the clothes that you wear, and its just from my heart to your

heart. So that’s really what it is. You may say look at that guy over there; he’s

gorgeous. And he may be the biggest jerk in the world. So visual world is not as

important. You get a lot of feedback from vision, but you get a lot of feedback

from being blind too. You just gotta use the things you have to do the things

that you need to do.

Team FACE Member: What would be the best way for a device to convey

facial expression cues to you, for example, via haptic (vibration) feedback, audio,

beeps, chimes, etc.?

Subject 9: I guess if there was a device, I guess telling me smiling and frowning

would be most useful compared to beeps and bumps.

Team FACE Member: Okay, so you think audio is best right?
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Subject 9: Yup.

Team FACE Member: Do you think the audio would distract you from normal

conversation?

Subject 9: Nope. For me, nope.

Team FACE Member: How would you rate our device?

Subject 9: I don’t know. I’m not sure I would want cameras on my cane.

Team FACE Member: Do you think you would use it more if we made the

device smaller?

Subject 9: Probably Yes.

Team FACE Member: Would you want the option of turning voice on or off

during a conversation?

Subject 9: Yes, defintely.

Team FACE Member: And we have the last question: If you had such a

device, would you wear it when interacting with other visually impaired people?

Subject 9: I don’t know, I couldn’t tell you that. You could make it so small

and put in a cellphone and that would work.

11.2 Experiment Transcripts

11.2.1 Subject 1

Kailin Hsu: Alright, so just for our records, this is (Subject 1) and this is October

7th, 2011. Okay, so for the first experiment, we’ll be playing a video for you and

we’ll ask you to identify when you think the speaker in the video is smiling, using

a clicker. So you won’t be using anything...

Subject 1: Okay.
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Kailin: No device. It’s just you, your own hearing - so no assistive devices.

So every time you think that the individual in the video is smiling, just press the

clicker. Okay, and do you have the clicker?

Subject 1: Where’s the clicker?

Kailin: We’ll give it to you in one second.

Subject 1: Oh, that’s a computer, ok.

Lydia Lei: Here’s the clicker. So the button is...

Subject 1: There we go and the button is there?

Lydia: Nope, on the top. So it’s right here, where your thumb is.

Subject 1: Oh.

Hayato Unno: Yup, so that’s what...

Subject 1: Oh.

Kailin: Ok, so can we reset it?

Hayato: Now we need to reset it.

Lydia: Yup I’m going to reset it.

Subject 1: I’m sorry.

Kailin: No, no, no. It’s ok, we wanted you to test it out.

Subject 1: I wanted to see...

Lydia: Did you want to try it more?

Subject 1: No, I know how it works

Kailin: Do you have any questions regarding this experiment?

Subject 1: No.

Kailin: Ok, so just click when you think there’s a smile.

Subject 1: Ok.

Lydia: I’m going to put your thumb on top...
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Subject 1: ∗ singing ∗ Smiling faces, sometimes they don’t tell the truth.

Lydia: So your thumb is on top of the clicker.

Subject 1: Yeah, got it.

Kailin: Hayato’s going to give you a really brief intro to what the video’s

saying.

Hayato: So you’re going to be listening to a video clip of an interview. The

person being interviewed is actually a natural photographer. He likes to take

pictures of animals in the wild. So, that’s just a brief, I guess, intro to what

you’re going to be listening to.

Subject 1: Oh, ok.

Hayato: Yeah, so you’re only interested in trying to figure out whether the

person who is being interviewed is smiling.

Subject 1: Oh boy! Ok.

Hayato: Don’t worry about the interviewer.

Lydia: Yeah, don’t worry about the guy asking the questions, just the guy...

Kailin: Alright, are we ready?

Subject 1: Yeah.

Kailin: Alright, we’ll play the video now.

(Video 1)

Lydia: Can you hear it? Is the volume too soft?

Subject 1: Hmm.

Lydia: Let’s turn it up a little bit.

Hayato: Yeah, we should adjust...

Subject 1: Mmmm.

Hayato: We’re just adjusting the volume right now. Is that fine?
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Lydia: Is this ok? This volume level?

Subject 1: I think.

Lydia: Okay, let me start over then.

Lydia: Let’s try plugging it in to the computer.

Subject 1: Oh, there you go.

Lydia: Let me see if this helps.

Subject 1: I wonder if it’s on the...

Hayato: I’m sorry, we’re having a little technical difficulty.

Subject 1: Okay. Due to technical difficulties...

Kailin: Was that the max volume on the laptop?

Lydia: Yeah.

Kailin: Okay.

Subject 1: Okay.

Lydia: We can just bring it closer.

Subject 1: There you go.

Kailin: Is this good for you?

Subject 1: It’s better.

(Video 1)

Kailin: Ok. Great, so that was the first video clip .

Subject 1: Okay.

Kailin: And for consistency purposes, we’ll be playing another, different,

video.

Subject 1: Alright.

Kailin: And we’ll ask you to do the same thing as before.

Subject 1: Same thing, okay, sure.
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Kailin: Are you ready?

Subject 1: Yeah.

Kailin: Ok.

(Video 2)

Kailin: Alright, so that’s the end of video two.

Subject 1: Okay.

Kailin: So...

Lydia: Can I take the clicker from you?

Subject 1: Sure, uh huh.

Kailin: Ok.

Subject 1: That’s neat.

Kailin: So, the purpose of those two, er, that first experiment was to see how

many smiles you could pick up without using any assistive devices.

Subject 1: Right.

Kailin: And then to compare how you felt during this experiment, the exper-

iment that you just performed to how you will feel in the next experiment where

we’ll be giving you a bluetooth to wear in your ear.

Subject 1: Ok.

Kailin: Ok?

Subject 1: Yes.

Kailin: So this brings us to the second experiment. Do you guys have the

bluetooth? Ok. We’ll be playing two more videos for you.

Subject 1: Ok.

Kailin: But this time, they’ll be two separate videos.

Subject 1: Alright.
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Kailin: And we’ll be giving you your bluetooth device.

Subject 1: Ok.

Kailin: So, the bluetooth will tell you when the person is smiling.

Subject 1: Hmmm.

Kailin: Right now...∗ to team members ∗ Are we going to play samples of the

sound or no? We don’t have to. Ok..so...alright... Do you want to give (Subject

1) this bluetooth? ∗ to Subject 1∗ We’ll show you how to use it.

Subject 1: Hmm.

Alvin Hua: So this is the bluetooth. So you put that over your ear, that

flimsy part that you feel right now.

Subject 1: Oh okay, yeah.

Alvin: Yeah.

Kailin: Actually, (Subject 1), I just found out that the chimes are actually

embedded within the video. So they’re actually not transferred through the

bluetooth yet. So you won’t need it for this.

Subject 1: Oh, okay.

Kailin: But, ideally, when our system is finished...

Subject 1: Yes.

Kailin: You will be using the bluetooth. And the sounds that you hear

through the video will be transferred to you through the bluetooth.

Subject 1: Okay.

Kailin: Okay.

Subject 1: Alright.

Kailin: Sorry about that confusion.

Subject 1: No problem.
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Kailin: So, for this experiment, we just...we have one video where you’ll hear

chimes corresponding to an expression.

Subject 1: Oh, ok.

Kailin: So, in our system, we have six expressions. So, we have smiling,

frowning, surprise, disgust, anger, and...what’s the...

Jia Zaidi: Fifth one? Fear.

Kailin: And fear. But, for the purposes of this experiment, because we have

a time constraint, we’re only going to be testing smiling. And because there’s a

learning curve...

Subject 1: Ok.

Kailin: ...For you to see which chime goes with which expression.

Subject 1: Mmmm.

Kailin: So, the chimes you hear in the video are corresponding to the times

when the interviewee is smiling.

Subject 1: Oh, ok.

Kailin: Ok? So, for these experiments, you will not need to do anything when

the videos are playing. We’ll just ask you a series of follow up questions.

Subject 1: Alright.

Kailin: To gather feedback on our system.

Subject 1: Sure.

Kailin: Ok, so do you have any questions?

Subject 1: No.

Kailin: Okay, we’ll play the first video.

Subject 1: This is fun!

Lydia: So this is with the chimes.
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Subject 1: Alright. Hmm.

(Video with chimes)

Kailin: Okay. So that was the first video.

Subject 1: Alright.

Kailin: And those were the chimes.

Subject 1: Yes.

Kailin: So, in the second video, instead of hearing chimes when the interviewee

is smiling, you’re going to hear the system actually say, ”‘Smile.”’

Subject 1: Alright.

Kailin: Okay, so, after this experiment, we’re just going to ask you how you

liked the feedback systems.

Subject 1: Sure.

Kailin: Okay?

Subject 1: Okay.

Kailin: So, start playing the second video.

Subject 1: Mmhmm.

(Video with ”‘Smile”’)

Kailin: Okay, so that was the end of the second video. So, now we’re going

to begin the post-experiment questions.

Subject 1: Okay.

Kailin: So, on a scale from 1 5, 5 being the highest, like 5 being the most

obtrusive, rate how obtrusive you found our feedback system. So you can talk

about, so on a scale from 1 5, how obtrusive did you find our chime feedback?

Subject 1: Um 1.
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Kailin: 1? Okay, so it wasn’t obtrusive to you at all.

Subject 1: No.

Kailin: What about the second one? Where it actually said smile?

Subject 1: 2

Kailin: Okay, so you would prefer the chimes?

Subject 1: Probably, if I learned what they were. But you know, I kinda, its

hard to say. Cause either one works, so I’m not...either way, really.

Kailin: Okay, does the feedback give you new information that you couldn’t

otherwise conceived?

Subject 1: Yeah, definitely.

Kailin: Okay, like what types of information?

Subject 1: Well it just tell me that the person, that there is a face, and that

he’s smiling or whatever the expression. And, I wouldn’t necessarily know that

otherwise,

Kailin: Okay, great.

Subject 1: Unless they were laughing or something.

Kailin: Right, And those gives you clues about those expression?

Subject 1: Yeah, or just the conversation. But say there was no conversation,

there would be no way I’d know, you know?

Kailin: On a scale from 1-5, 5 being the highest again, rate how satisified

youa re with the feedback system.

Subject 1: 5 being the highest? How satisified? 5.

Kailin: 5? Great, do you have any improvements, or suggestions for improve-

ments that we could make to the feedback system?

Subject 1: Not that I can think of.
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Kailin: Great, that’s awesome. And this is kind of related to the other ques-

tions, but are there any other modifications, not necessarily improvements, that

we can make to our feedback system to better suite your needs?

Subject 1: I can’t think of any.

Kailin: Okay, so it’s basically just the learning curve that’s more of a concern

for the chime feedback system?

Subject 1: Yeah.

Kailin: Okay, Do you have any concerns for the feedback system that actually

says the expression?

Subject 1: No.

Kailin: So it’s just the increase in obtrusiveness? The slight increase in ob-

trusiveness?

Subject 1: Mm, I mean. Either one is good, and it just depends on, I guess,

preference, I would think.

Kailin: Do you think hearing the feedback would distract you in a conversa-

tion?

Subject 1: I don’t know.

Kailin: Like a one-on-one conversation?

Subject 1: I’m not sure on that one.

Kailin: Okay, actually that’s what we’ll test later on, so we’ll get your feedback

on that.

Subject 1: Alright.

Kailin: So for experiment 3, we’d like you to play around with the device

first. So, basically for this experiment, when the device sees a new person, you

can ask it to record and remember that person for the future.
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Subject 1: Hah.

Kailin: So yeah, these are ideally good for your friends, good for acquaintances

you meet. But the system won’t work on any random person because you don’t

have their information stored in your current database.

Subject 1: Oh, ok.

Kailin: We’ve already programmed the device to recognize three team face

members, so three of us, who will stand in front of you. So someone’s going

to stand, we’re all going to stand in a row in front of you, someone to the left,

someone directly in front, and someone to the right. And we’ll ask you to use

the device to locate where we are. And then we’re going to shuffle and see if you

can identy our new positions.

Subject 1: Cool, alright. Hey this is cool!

Kailin: So right now, we’re going to give you the device. So because this

white cane is a little tall, we’re going to ask if you can stand up.

Subject 1: Oh yeah, sure. If you can sit this up against the wall or something.

Hayato: So if you want to feel around a little bit. Our camera is on top.

Hayato: So right here, there’s some, do you feel that bump right there?

Kailin: So the bump is to help you, because the lense is exposed in our camera.

Subject 1: Oh, so its like a focal point.

Hayalto: It’s where the front of the camera is pointing. So if you want, the

bigger bump indicates the back of the cane.

Subject 1: Oh ok, that makes sense.

Kailin: So the orientation makes sense to you?

Kailin: Yeah.

Subject 1: Great.
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Hayato: It’s not connected yet. So now we’re going to give the Bluetooth

back.

Subject 1: Oh okay. There we go. Yeah, I got it.

Hayato: Great. And now we’re going to attach the camera to the computer.

So there’s going to be a cord like coming out of the back, so...

Subject 1: That’s going to be interesting. How would they work something,

where eventually, to where you’re out somewhere and you don’t have a computer?

That would be interesting.

Alvin: Probably off of your phone.

Hayato: So that’s something we’re still working on.

Subject 1: I’m just curious.

Hayato: Right now, you have it pointing backwards.

Subject 1: Oh, wait a minute. Oh, there we go.

Hayato: So now its pointing forward.

Subject 1: It is?

Kailin: Pointing forwards in relation to where Hayato is, and Jia. They’re

standing right in front of you now and the camera is pointing directly at their

faces. Just to give you a sense of where it’s pointing.

Hayato: We apologize that the cane is kind of tall.

Subject 1: Oh well, hey, I understand. That was just kind of confusing because

to me, that would be this way. Pointing this way.

Jia: It is pointing that way for now.

Hayato: Right now it’s pointing to your left. That’s correct. Its pointing at

me

Subject 1: Right, that’s what I thought. Alrighty.
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Jia; Now its pointing at me, standing right in front of you

Hayato: So it’s actually not on yet.

Subject 1: Alrighty. This is cool

Kailin: Its still booting up.

Alvin: Can we fix the Bluetooth for you? Its not quite on right.

Subject 1: Oh, sorry.

Kailin: Oh no, it’s okay.

Subject 1: Oh, oh okay. Don’t know. Just trying to do...

Hayato: So, Alvin is our technical person today.

Alvin: So, I’m going to start the system, you should hear a welcome. There

you go.

Kailin: So right now, we have sound coming out of the speakers, like it was

in the first two experiments. But right now we’re trying to transfer the sound

through the Bluetooth.

Subject 1: Yeah, to start out, we’ll have to turn it down first. And then

adjust it. Cool.

Lydia: What kind of computer do you have at home, (Subject 1)?

Subject 1: PC. Desktop. There we go.

Hayato: Is that too loud?

Alvin: No, is this too loud?

Subject 1: There we go. That’s fine. Cool.

Hayato: Except we can’t hear it. Should we use speaker?

Kailin: Well, we can try it through Bluetooth first. Because right now, (Sub-

ject 1) is just recognizing faces, right? Okay, so do you have the face recognition

stuff set up?
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Subject 1: Okay, it says, ”‘Welcome.”’

Alvin: We can’t hear it.

Kailin: Okay, so we’re going to run a couple of tests first just to see if the

camera recognizes these faces. So right now, it’s not really an experiment, it’s

just for you to play around with the device to get yourself more familiar with it.

So try pointing, not yet. Okay, wait one more second. The system is still loading.

Alvin: Yep.

Kailin: Ok. So try, Hayato’s standing, ok, if you turn a little to...there you

go. Hayato’s standing right in front of you, so try to position...ok, a little more

to your left.

Hayato: Hi.

Kailin: Ok, there you go, so it should be picking up Hayato’s face soon.

Alvin: So to first start it, you must say, ”‘Initialize baseline.”’

Kailin: So, (Subject 1) you have to say, ”‘Initialize baseline.”’

Alvin: When you hear it play back to you, then you know that... did you

hear it play back to you?

Subject 1: It said, ”‘Initialize baseline.”’

Alvin: Alright good, now to try responding...ok...it lost you. Alright, now try.

Jia: Does it make a sound?

Subject 1: ”‘Who was recognized? No one. Smile.”’

Kailin: Oh, so it said, ”‘Smile?”’ Ok so that’s the expression part.

Alvin: Um, right now our face recognition is not really working.

Subject 1: Oh ok.

Alvin: So you’re going to get a lot of ”‘no ones.”’

Subject 1: Yeah. Hi no one!
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Kailin: But ideally, it should be able to identify someone and say that person’s

name, and like if you...so Hayato smile. Do you hear that?

Subject 1: Not yet.

Alvin: Try pointing away for a sec. Ok, now go back.

Kailin: You heard it the first time right?

Subject 1: I did hear it the first time.

Kailin: Ok. It’s not supposed to be like this.

Subject 1: I hear ya. But that’s why, that’s why we’re doing this.

Kailin: Yeah.

Subject 1: That’s exactly why we’re doing this.

Alvin: Ok, say who is recognized.

Subject 1: I don’t know. Somebody.

Alvin: What did it say?

Subject 1: It just said, ”‘Who was recognized?”’

Alvin: And did it say anything after that?

Kailin: Did it say anything after that?

Subject 1: What is the current expression?

Alvin: Who was recognized?

Subject 1: It said, ”‘Who was recognized?”’ and ”‘What is the current ex-

pression?”’

Kailin: Alright.

Subject 1: Oh, something, ”‘Hioto,”’ or something.

Kailin: Hayato?

Hayato: Oh. How did it say my name?

Kailin: Great, so it identified Hayato.
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Subject 1: Oh cool.

Hayato: It said my name wrong. but that’s ok.

Kailin: Alright, so let’s try Jia. Are you on the system? Ok so try directing

your camera towards Jia. Jia talk.

Jia: I’m right here

Kailin: There you go.

Alvin: A little to the left.

Jia: There we go.

Alvin: It’s not picking up her face yet. There you go.

Lydia: Do you hear anything (Subject 1)?

Subject 1: Not yet.

Alvin: Say, ”‘Who was recognized?”’

Jia: Go ahead and ask the system who was recognized and it will respond to

you. So you can try.

Subject 1: Who was recognized? Jia.

All: Nice.

Kailin: So you actually have to talk to the system to prompt it.

Subject 1: Oh I didn’t know.

Kailin: Sorry, we didn’t give very clear instructions about that.

Alvin: But in the future, you will not have to talk to the system. It will tell

you when it recognizes a face.

Subject 1: That’s almost like this GPS system that you’ve got too.

Alvin: Right.

Kailin: Yea, ok. so should we try some....

Subject 1: Let’s try expression. Smile.
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All: Nice.

Kailin: Right, she’s smiling. Ok, should we test someone else or go directly

into the experiment?

Hayato: Let’s play around some more but maybe this time...

Jia: Well, does it show angry yet?

Kailin: I don’t know.

Jia: Try making an angry face.

Kailin: We’re going to try making different faces. So you’re just going to ask

the system, ”‘What is the current expression?”’ and the system will tell you.

Subject 1: I don’t know when I’m supposed to do that.

Jia: You can ask now.

Lydia: Whenever.

Subject 1: What is the current expression? Who was recognized? Surprise.

All: Yup, there we go.

Jia: You can ask again.

Subject 1: Who was recognized? No one. What is the current expression?

Lydia: Did it say anything?

Subject 1: What is the current expression?

Alvin: Actually, that doesn’t do anything.

Subject 1: Surprise.

Alvin: It’s just when the expression changes. It’ll tell you automatically.

Jia: Oh it tells. Ok.

Subject 1: Surprise.

Lydia: So it keeps changing.

Alvin: So it keeps changing. You don’t have to ask the expression.
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Subject 1: Smile. Smile.

Jia: I tried surprise. Ok, I’ll try again.

Subject 1: Smile.

Kailin: Open your mouth really wide.

Lydia: Raise your eyebrows.

Subject 1: Surprise.

All: There you go.

Kailin: Ok. Can you try frown?

Lydia: Try angry.

Jia: Not really. I’ve been trying angry.

Alvin: Anybody’s expression can be recognized, just not your face.

JIa: You try. You have a better angry face. So Hayato’s going to try and

make a angry face.

Hayato: I don’t really have a good angry face.

Alvin: That’s ok.

Subject 1: Who was recognized? No one. What is his expression?

Kailin: It’s supposed to be angry.

Jia: Maybe try changing from neutral to angry?

Alvin: It’s saying you’re neutral right now. And now it’s saying your surprised

and neutral.

Hayato: How about a smile?

Alvin: Smile. Actually now it’s saying you’re disgusted.

Kailin: Do you hear all the feedback?

Subject 1: No.

Kailin: Ok.
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Hayato: Would it be easier if we played the sound on speaker so everybody

can hear?

Kailin: Ok, so right now we’re just going to switch off the bluetooth and put

it on speakers so that we’re able to hear what the system is saying to you.

Alvin: But you should keep the bluetooth on so you can give commands.

Kailin: Is that really loud? Alright, Alvin’s just working on transferring the

sound.

Alvin: So, initialize baseline.

Subject 1: Intitialize baseline.

System: Initialize baseline.

Alvin: So you can say things...so to start the expression and facial recognition

you have to say initialize baseline.

Subject 1: Initialize baseline.

System: Intialize baseline.

Alvin: You can also say as you know, what is the current expression?

Subject 1: What is the current expression?

Alvin: And who was recognized?

System: What is the current expression? Smile.

Subject 1: Ok. Who was...?

Alvin: Who was recognized.

Subject 1: Who was recognized?

System: Who was recognized? No one.

Alvin: Right. You can also change the expression feedback mode. So you

can either use chimes or words. And we’re gonna add another one called ono-

matopoeia.
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Subject 1: Oh.

Alvin: And that’s just like, when you smile it’s going to say, ”‘yay.”’ So you

can say that command: ”‘I want to change the expression feedback mode.”’

Subject 1: Change the expression feedback mode.

Alvin: I think you have to say, ”‘I want to...”’

Subject 1: I want to change the expression feedback mode.

System: I want to change the expression feedback mode. Change to words or

chimes?

Subject 1: Chimes.

Alvin: For that you have to say, ”‘Change mode to chimes.”’

Subject 1: Change mode to chimes.

System: Change mode to chimes. Mode changed to chimes.

Alvin: And now you should hear that chime you heard earlier whenever he

smiles and Jia smiles.

Hayato: I’m standing right here and Jia’s standing right in front of you.

Jia: Over here.

Subject 1: Oh, yup. Got it.

Alvin: Yup.

Jia: I did.

Lydia: Oh.

Alvin: Ok, and that’s all we really have right now.

Subject 1: Ok.

Kailin: Ok, so I guess our face recognition system isn’t working? Ok, so I’m

sorry but we won’t be able to..huh?

Jia: It is on me so she could try locating me.
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Kailin: Ok.

Jia: I could be one of the three people.

Jia: So we have 3 positions in front of you, set up for us to be standing in, to

the front, left, and center. Now you know how to ask system to ask person...Now

you can try alternating between three positions and find where I am. Someone

else will tell you we have changed positions and you will be able to use the device.

Kailin: You have to move the camera relatively slowly so that you will have

a chance to pick up Jia’s face.

Jia: For the first time, I am right in front of you, Lydia is on the right, Hayato

is on the left

Alvin: After you initialize baseline, the system running. Ideally, when a face

is up, you will be able to tell who is recognized. But right now I will tell you

which is recognized.

Subject 1: Which face is recognized?

Jia: We will switch, and Alvin will tell you.

Alvin: Try pointing to the right...a little bit, a little to the left. Stop right

now. Can you move a little closer?

Kailin: Okay, it’s not picking the face up.

Alvin: You can ask it now

Subject 1: Which face is recognized? ”‘Which face is recognized? Hayato.”’

Kailin: Hayato is standing directly in front of you, can you find where Jia is

standing?

Alvin: You want to ask it, ”‘Who was recognized?”’...Hayato...that is a fault

of our system....go to the right a little bit.

Subject 1: Which face is recognized?
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Kailin: Ideally, whenever the system identifies a face, the system will tell you

who was recognized. After that the system will tell you who the actual person

was.

Alvin: Say, ”‘Initialize baseline,”’ one more time

Subject 1: Initialize baseline. Who was recognized?

Alvin: If you say, ”‘Initialize baseline,”’ it will start recognition. A repeat

cancels recognition. Say it again. Start again.

Subject 1: Initialize baseline. Who was recognized? ”‘No one.”’

Kailin: What do you think was the least useful part of our device? If the

facial recognition part was working.

Subject 1: I don’t know. I guess the least useful...hmm...’Cause you know

what I think, I think it’s kind of neat. I think if you had it set to the two voices,

I mean, you know, like the recognizing of the face and expression that might

be distracting. I think it’s better to use it with, you know, the tones for the

expression and the identifying of the face with words, that’s what I think.

Kailin: That’s really good feedback.

Subject 1: I think that would be wisest.

Kailin: Ok, yeah, that’s great. Do you...Are there any modifications you

would make to our device to better suit your needs besides the one you just

mentioned?

Subject 1: Well, I’m thinking...See my thing is sometimes..is...You know I’m

not sure, is this...if this is supposed to be in a room where I’m identifying a face,

that’s one thing. If I’m out on a city street and I meet someone, usually I guess

they would identify themselves, ”‘hello”’ or whatever but suppose it’s somebody

I don’t know and they’re trying to be helpful, what I’m thinking is, ”‘What is
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their expression? And are they really going to be useful or are they going to be

damaging?”’ I’m thinking of the fact that really, you got to kinda get a sense

of, you know, is this person safe or should I steer clear of them. Yeah, that’s

self-defense. If you’re going to use your cane, that could damage the equipment.

Kailin: Yeah, that’s true.

Subject 1: So I’m like, you know...Because number one, the cane is going to

be shorter so how am I going to aim for a higher face?

Kailin: Right, that could be used when you’re sitting down.

Subject 1: Yeah, see that would be...I would have to keep my cane the way I

have it unfolded, you know. Or I could fold it and kind of move it around. You

know, that would work.

Kailin: Ok, so there are there canes that that don’t fold and there are canes

that fold?

Subject 1: Right.

Kailin: Ok, give me one second. So...

Subject 1: So the thing is when you are going to put this thing away, this

contraption away, it’s got to be enough that you can put it in your pocket or you

can put it somewhere where it’s not going to be damaged if you fold the cane.

You know, that’s another thing - the durability.

Jia: Well if you like, you can look - the camera actually screws off the top.

So, this is just the camera, so you’d be able to remove it and that would fit into

your pocket. So this is just the camera.

Subject 1: I gotcha.

Jia: And you can even put it onto a tripod so if you’re sitting down and you

don’t want to have your cane standing straight next to you, you can always place
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it onto the table or screw it onto a tripod.

Subject 1: Very seldom do I ever fold my cane, but when I do, it’s in a

situation where I’m not too concerned about who’s what and whatever...Oh, this

is neat!

Jia: That’s a protective case for the top. So if you accidentally drop the cane,

it won’t exactly hurt the camera as much if it wasn’t protected.

Kailin: (Subject 1)...

Subject 1: How does this deal in the weather situation?

Jia: Well it’s made of plastic, it has vents on the side. This is the camera.

Subject 1: Yea, it’s warm, uh huh.

Jia: And this, the thing you are holding in your hand, that’s plastic so it

covers it and protects it from water, protects it from damage, and it also has

vents on the side .

Subject 1: Yes.

Jia: So it keeps it from heating up too much.

Subject 1: I gotcha.

Jia: So we’ve tried to make it weather friendly.

Subject 1: Yeah.

Jia: Uh, accident friendly.

Subject 1: Yeah, that’s what I’m thinking about. Just see because, you know,

sometimes I have fallen and I have crashed and one time I broke my wrist and

had the cane in my hand and that’s the one I broke and, and so that could have

been dangerous to that poor camera. It could mess up something I had on that

cane that it was used for lighting you know having light when I was out on the

street. You know, it had a flashlight thing that got damaged so, I mean, like,
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and I never got another one of those again so...Because, see, and the other thing

is see the weight is going to affect a person’s movement around, so if they’re used

to a lighter cane and then the weight is put on there, they need to get used to

walking around with it.

Jia: Did you feel it was substantially heavier than canes you’re used to using?

Subject 1: Well see, I didn’t try to travel with that cane so there was no way

I could’ve figured it out and since it’s attached to a computer, you know. But I

would think that it might affect...so you’d have to get used to it, you’d really have

to get used to walking around with something like this. I’m wondering if there

was any other way to maybe mount something um that might not necessarily be

on your cane and you’re walking...I mean it might be a good thing to be on a

cane, but I’m kind of thinking...I’m just wondering if it would be versatile enough

if you could mount it, say...Of course you don’t want people thinking ”‘Oh she’s

got a special piece of equipment, let me steal it.”’

Lydia: Right.

Subject 1: So that might not be a good thing, so I don’t know, you know,

’cause you’re dealing with walking around out in traffic. Gotta pay attention to

traffic.

Jia: Right.

Subject 1: You gotta pay attention to...Even in a building, you gotta pay

attention if you’re walking around. You gotta pay attention to where things are,

elevators and various things and if you’re in a crowd, you gotta know what you’re

doing. So I’m looking at all sorts of situations where you would carry this. If it’s

only designed for being in a quieter place than in a room, then that needs to be

stated. If it’s designed also for travel that needs to be stated. If it’s designed for
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a room thing than you wouldn’t need to necessarily have it on a cane, so that’s

where I’m coming from.

Lydia: So if we specified those different uses, would you use it in a real life

setting?

Subject 1: Yeah, I mean, but you’d have to...but how do you use it in situ-

ations, various situations, or is it only designed for a certain set of situations?

That’s where I’m coming from.

Lydia: That’s a good point.

Jia: Well, our...When we initially designed it, what we were trying to focus

on was, let’s say you walk into a party and you want to know who’s standing

in front of you. You want to ask the device to tell you whether they’re happy

with the conversation, so if they’re smiling. Then also, in a meeting, we thought

maybe ...

Subject 1: Well, in a party, put it to you this way, you’ve got a number of

people in there. I’ve been to alumni things, let me put it that way, you know

how loud it gets in there? You got people shouting, because you got hundreds of

people in there. You know the volume gets so loud as far as people talking and

everything. ’Cause, I know I was at this one and there were like three hundred

people in there and it was a huge gathering and it was like we were loud. ’Cause

I mean it was so loud, I had to shout to talk to somebody. So its like, it was

kinda neat, but people had to identify themselves. And then we would talk and

everything but it was kinda like in some situations its like a different thing.

Lydia: Right so this really wouldn’t work in a party setting, I guess?

Subject 1: No.

Lydia: Or if you’re not even able to hear the person you’re talking to, I guess.
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Subject 1: Or if you hear them, but it’s like you’ve got everyone else’s voices

too. So you’ve got all these people talking. So you got to pay attention to them

and pay attention to this too. I’m not sure that would [work]...In a meeting

situation, that’s one thing. But in something like that...Thats why I question

about the travel too. If you’re in a quiet country area, or a rural area, or a quiet

area of a city, or in a building, you might be okay. But I do a lot of traveling in

cities. I travel on the trains. The trains are underground a lot of times. Where

is this (the device) going to work? So you know, there are a lot of questions.

Lydia: Ok. Do you have any other feedback for us?

Subject 1: I can’t think of any.

Lydia: Ok, that’s fine. Kailin went to go put more money in the meter, so

I’m going to take over for the last experiment. We’re about to start experiment

number 4. To make you more comfortable with the device in a natural setting,

we’re going to let you use the device during a one-on-one, face-to-face conversa-

tion. We’ll have a relaxed conversation about various topics, and we’d like you to

evaluate our system while we’re speaking and give us any feedback you may have

about our device. And we will be using chimes in this experiment to indicate

expressions instead of words.Ok, so you’re going to have this conversation with

Jia, who is sitting to your left. So you guys can go ahead and face each other.

We’re going to point the camera at Jia so that the camera will be analyzing Jia’s

expressions.

Subject 1: Ok. That sounds neat.

Hayato: This time, the camera will be mounted on a tripod.

Subject 1: So it’s almost like I’m interviewing somebody, like for a job.

Lydia: Yea, correct. Something like that.
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Subject 1: Now that would be an ideal thing. You know, say you’re inter-

viewing somebody.

Jia: Right. And since you have a Bluetooth, you’d be able to hear feedback

about whether or not they’re smiling, if they seem enthusiastic. And they won’t

know that you’re actually able to see all of this.

Subject 1: Aha! You got it.

Lydia: (Subject 1), are you comfortable? Would you like us to turn your chair

a little bit?

Subject 1: Alright. There we go.

Alvin: Ok. Let’s set up a little bit. So you will have chime outputs.

Subject 1: Sounds good to me. Let’s roll.

Hayato: This is really cool. We never thought of using our device in this kind

of situation - in like an interview.

Subject 1: Yeah, I’m thinking job interview. Like talking to a lawyer, or you

know...

Hayato: In a situation where you really want to get to know who you’re

talking to.

Alvin: Change mode to chimes

Subject 1: Change mode to chimes. (Prompts system to repeat commands)

You know what would be ideal? If there was a button mode or something where

you could change the modes, where you didn’t have to pump in all those com-

mands, so that nobody would know that I was carrying [the device]. Otherwise,

I’d have to explain, ”‘I have this piece of equipment, and it’s supposed to monitor

people’s faces.”’ I don’t want to do that because they might be afraid to have an

expression go a certain way. And some people don’t like being recorded.
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Lydia: Right. So the good thing about our device is that it doesn’t actually

record video, but it just has a live stream of video.

Subject 1: No. But what I’m trying to say is that if they know that you’re

watching their face.

Jia: I think it is picking up words from our conversation, and taking them to

be commands.

Subject 1: I’m sorry.

Alvin: It’s not your fault. Change mode to chimes. (System continues to

repeat commands in the background). Initialize baseline.

Lydia: So you guys can begin your one-on-one conversation.

Jia: So you can ask me to smile, so you can hear the chimes. Just to review.

Subject 1: Smile.

Jia: Now you can ask it what expression it shows.

(system doesn’t work)

Subject 1: Hmmm. See, that’s not useful.

(Jia and Alvin try to fix the system)

Subject 1: What I’m trying to say is, if you’re in an interview, you don’t want

to be talking to the machine and saying, ”‘What expression?”’ or ”‘Who’s the

person?”’

Jia: Well, when you’re in a conversation, what we’re also trying to make our

device do is to have it continuously give you feedback like it did in the second

experiment. As you were listening to the clip, it would also say, ”‘smile,”’ or

make the chime noise whenever the smile came up without you having to ask it.

Subject 1: Let’s say I didn’t know a person, and the person introduces himself.

That would automatically feed into the system. See what I’m trying to say?
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Instead of you trying to worry about setting all of this up, with the baseline, just

[have the system] pick it up. I mean, I know I’m kind of strange, but that’s what

I’m thinking. So when the person introduces himself, and I introduce myself and

I say, ”‘How do you do?”’ and whatever, then it’s picked up that that person is

whoever that person’s name is. And then we could go to the interview, but they

don’t know that that’s what’s going on. You don’t want them to know. You

don’t want the other guy to know that you’ve got some kind of weird device.

You really don’t. I mean that’s safety. You want to be as natural and as though

you were a sighted person. You don’t want the blindness issue to get in there.

That’s why I’m saying [your idea] is a great thing, but you’ve got to work it

in such a way that nobody’s going to know that I have a device until later or

something. For example, I could go out into a group and they say, ”‘How do you

recognize facial expressions?”’ Or say you talk to a bunch of kids in a school and

they say, ”‘Can you recognize facial expressions?”’ And you say, ”‘Oh yeah, I got

this device,”’ and then I show them. But for normal circumstances, you don’t

want that. Because if somebody did attack you, then you could go to court. And

you could say, ”‘Yeah, I know this person’s face because I had this device. They

didn’t know that I had it.”’ And then it could be used for a lineup. And maybe

I could tell if that was the person. See where I’m coming from? There are a lot

of uses for this thing, but you don’t want the other guy to know. Maybe that’s

a strange idea, but that’s what I’m thinking. You don’t want the other guy to

know because then they’ll try to make their expressions the way you want it.

Jia: Yes. You don’t want them to give you the wrong kind of impression.

Subject 1: So if the person’s not suited for whatever [position], you’ll know.

But they don’t until you say, ”‘I’m sorry, but I don’t think you would be suited
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for this particular position.”’ Because I interview people for network marketing

stuff. I’m into business that way. So it’s like I introduce them to something, and

I say, ”‘Take this card and check this site out.”’ Or I might say, ”‘Let’s watch the

video together,”’ and then I would ask them what they liked about the video. I

want to know honestly what their expression is, but I don’t want them to know.

Jia: Right. You want the very genuine expression

Subject 1: Right. Am I making sense?

Jia: Of course you are.

Alvin: Initialize baseline.

Subject 1: I’ve got all the time in the world. I could work for hours on this.

Kailin: (Subject 1), can I ask you if you were born blind or if you lost your

sight later in life?

Subject 1: I was a premie, so they thought it was oxygen that caused the

blindness, but now they think it’s the incubators and lights.

Jia: Do you know of anyone else with the same history, who said that maybe

incubators could cause blindness?

Subject 1: Well, there are a number of people all over the place who have that

kind of blindness. It’s called retinopathy of prematurity, so I guess you would

have to ask if they were born blind. Really, I don’t know what it’s like to see at

all.

Jia: Because one thing we we’re interested in finding was that if expression

or recognition seemed more important to people who have congenital blindness

or who became blind later in life.

Subject 1: I’m thinking that it might be either one, or the group who has

seen before but, then again, who’s to say? You have to ask. That’d be one of the
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questions have you ever seen before and would this be beneficial more so to you

or someone who smiled?

System: Smile, smile, smile...

Alvin: Works now.

Subject 1: Interviews...Let’s say somebody is a blind lawyer, we have a lot of

those, and they’re doing deposition. Think about those court cases, and they sit

there. They’ll ask a certain question and later on they’ll ask the same questions

but framed in a different way to try and see if the person will give the same

answer. And they keep doing it. I transcribed one one time and it was horrible.

It was like they won’t leave this person alone. They keep asking it. And this

poor woman was like...It was a case dealing with the federal government versus

a certain person (mentally ill). It was a case where they wanted to make it so

that the mentally ill are in the least restrictive environment. And so it was like

it was [] hospital versus...I was typing this deposition and it was just crazy. I

worked overtime on a Saturday on this. I would never want to be in a court case

for a lawsuit or some kind of problem. Maybe as a witness or jury I would love it.

That would be another thing! If you’re in a jury, of course you don’t want them

knowing you’ve got this machine because you can’t have a cell phone or something

going off but, what would be neat is that if you sit there and recognize that this

person in this case, the defendant or something, has a certain expression when

they’re up there on the stand. Or the witness. You would be able to probably

get an idea of if this person is guilty or not guilty. So consider that one. It would

make us better able to serve on the jury, that would be cool.
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11.2.2 Subject 2

Kailin: And just for our bookkeeping purposes, this is (Subject 2) and it is Friday,

October 14th, at 2PM. We just went through introductions. Thank you again

for participating in our experiments. Before we begin today, I just want to go

over what our device consists of so that you know what you’re using. There are

3 pieces to our device a Bluetooth to wear on your ear to obtain feedback (and

give controls), a camera mounted on a white cane, and a laptop to power the

system. The camera allows you to identify the people who are in front of you and

the expressions they have on their faces. The Bluetooth will emit a sound when a

person is in front of you and will convey certain expressions, like whether they’re

smiling or frowning. We will be asking you to participate in four experiments

today. In our first two experiments, you won’t be using the device, but you will

be for the last two. We’ll let you play around with the device during experiments

three and four so you can become more familiar with it and its different features.

For the first experiment, we will be playing two videos for you. We will ask

you to identify when you think the speaker is smiling. There’s a pen in front of

you, and we’ll just ask you that whenever you think the speaker is smiling that

you just click the pen. So the video is an interview. There is the interviewer and

the interviewee. We would like you to focus only on the interviewee and when

the interviewee is smiling. Do you have any questions?

Subject 2: No.

Hayato: The person being interviewed is a nature photographer. He likes to

take pictures of wild animals. That’s just the background.

Subject 2: What’s the purpose of the pen clicking? Can’t I just say, ”‘Oh,

he’s smiling.”’?
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Kailin: Just so that we can hear when you think he is smiling. Because if you

say that you might miss another smile...

Subject 2: So is there going to be more than one smile?

Hayato: That’s for you to decide. You can click as many times as you want.

(Video 1)

Carol: So that was the first video.

Subject 2: Ok. I thought he might have been at first, but it was sort of hard

to tell.

Kailin: So should we put that down as possibly one?

Subject 2: He was possibly smiling when he was talking, but it wasn’t clear-

cut that he was smiling.

Kailin: Ok. For consistency purposes, we’re going to play another video.

We’re going to ask you to do the same thing as before. Ok. Start video 2.

(Video 2)

Subject 2 (during video): He’s still smiling (after hearing continuous laughter).

They’re both smiling (referring to interviewer and interviewee in video).

Carol: So that was video 2.

Subject 2: He has sort of a smiley voice anyway, doesn’t he? He’s sort of a

happy person anyway, so I would think that other than the part where they were

laughing, he’s sort of a smiley person anyway.

Kailin: Ok. So you think he has a smile on his face the whole time pretty

much?

Subject 2: He has a pleasant expression a lot of the time. He’s probably sort

of a smiley kind of person anyway.
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Kailin: Ok. So that was the end of the first experiment. And the purpose of

this experiment was to see how many smiles you could pick out without using any

assistive devices, and then to compare how you felt during the last experiment to

how you will feel in the next experiment where you will be hearing exactly when

the interviewee is smiling. Ok. So for experiment 2, there are already sounds

embedded in the video to indicate when the interviewee is smiling. So we’ll be

playing two more videos again. For the first video, you’ll be hearing chimes that

correspond to when the person is smiling. And in the second video, you’ll be

hearing a voice that says smile when the person is smiling. You don’t need to do

anything during this experiment.

Subject 2: I just find out how well I did.

Kailin: Exactly. Actually, these are two different videos.

Subject 2: Oh shoot. Haha, I wanted to hear the same one!

Kailin: Oh, and just to let you know. For our system, we are working with

six expressions. But for the purposes of this experiment and due to our time

constraint, we’re only working on smiles. And because with chimes, there would

be a larger learning curve.

Carol: Ok. So this is the video with the chimes.

(Video with chimes)

Subject 2: When it chimed like three separate times, were those three separate

smiles? Do people do that?

Hayato: When people are talking, their lips are constantly moving. So what

our system would do is that whenever the face forms the shape of a smile, it’ll

beep.

Subject 2: He could have just been saying a word that looked like a smile.
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Hayato: That’s possible. Yes.

Subject 2: Hmmm. Ok.

Kailin: So that was the chimes. In the next video, you’ll hear the voice

feedback.

(Video with ”‘Smile”’)

Subect 2: It’s funny, his smiles are coming in middle of phrases. What is

the lag time between when he says smile because people don’t normally smile in

between phrases, do they?

Andrew: Sometimes they do, cause there is a slight pause when you talk.

Sometimes you smile when you talk about something passionate

Subject 2: Normally, people start smiling before they start talking, don’t you?

Rosie: During the video so he is actually smiling in between phrases. So the

smiles that you are hearing, he is actually also smiling in the video.

Hayato: There is a lag time but it’s pretty much a matter of miliseconds.

Subject 2: I didn’t know people did that, huh. Okay.

Kailin: On a scale of 1-5, 5 being most obtrusive, rate how obtrusive our

chime system, 1 being the least and 5 being the most obtrusive...and our voice

system

Subject 2: 1 - I didn’t find it obtrusive at all. I’m used to things like that.

I’m used to things talking over each other. It doesn’t bother me. I don’t think

you will find it to be obtrusive for a lot of blind people

Kailin: So you don’t think it would interfere in your daily conversations at

all?

Subject 2: It might a little bit. I would say 1 for the chimes and 2 for the

voice.
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Kailin: Does the feedback system give you new information you would not

otherwise of conceived?

Subjct 2: Yeah, I didn’t know people smiled in the middle of when they are

talking. That was surprising to me.

Kailin: On a scale of 1-5, rate how satisfied you were with feedback system,

5 being the highest.

Subject 2: I personally think that you could probably get enough info about

people’s experssions by their voice. I think the facial recognition (I’m anxious

to see that), for a lot of blind people, would be the most important thing. For

the expressions, it certainly was what I expected, so I was certaintly satisfied. I

would say 4, it did what you said it would do.

Kailin: Are there any improvements you suggest?

Subject 2: For expression recognition, no, but for those of us who don’t use

canes, the camera part would need to be attached to something else. Like on

wrist, or wristband.

Kailin: We have another prototype where the camera would be connected to

straps of a backpack.

Subject 2: Ok, so the laptop thing would be in the backpack. That would be

fine.

Kailin: Out of curiosity, are you congentially blind?

Subject 2: Yes.

Kailin: So we are trying to see if one of the groups (congenitally versus non-

congenitally) would have preference for expression or recognition, or vice versa.

Subject 2: I would think that maybe people who are blind later in life would

find that they miss facial expressions. To me, it doesn’t matter. A lot of times if
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I’m lookiing for a particular person and they are coming down the hallway towards

me, I want to know before they are gone. I would prefer for facial recognition.

Facial expression is interesting, but I don’t know it would be something that I

would lug in a backpack. If I could get facial recognition, I would carry a hell of

a big device for that.

Kailin: We will start with experiment 3 soon, but we will give you the oppor-

tunity to play with the device. Andrew will introduce you to the device.

Andrew: So a little disclaimer, the device isnt perfect. We still need to work

on it. I am about to hand you the cane.

Subject 2: Oh god. I always lose those.

Kailin: There is an opening on the lens, so try to stay away from the lens

opening.

Subject 2: How tall is this thing?

Andrew: It is really tall, I would say it’s about um

Subject 2: This isn’t really a blind person’s.

Kailin: It is, we got it from NFB.

Subject 2: Oh god, that’s the problem.

Andrew: Use the button to align the cane, it indicates where the front of the

camera is. We also have a bluetooth device that you can wear on your ear.

Subject 2: Does it matter which ear?

Andrew: Let me see, Got it? Let me turn the device on. You will hear

everything through the computer speakers for now.

Subject 2: What is the range does this thing have? How close does a person

need to be?

Andrew: Right now, you have to be fairly close, but we are trying to work on
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making that better.

Kailin: (Subject 2), where would you recommend getting a white cane?

Subject 2: Well, a place called Whiteplace and Moore or Ambutek and Revo-

lutionary Enterprises. NFB uses canes that are way too long. That’s ridiculous.

Andrew: To demo the device really quickly, Carol, can you start speaking?

If you point device at Carol, try it. It was supposed to give you some feedback.

Now if you ask the computer who was recognized, the computer should tell you,

”‘Carol was recognized.”’

Subject 2: Do we just ask computer, ”‘Who was recognized?”’

System: Carol.

Subject 2: Ok, let’s go! Who was recognized? ∗ repeatedly - testing on Carol

∗

System: Smile.

Kailin: But it’s telling you that Carol’s smiling at you.

Subject 2: How do you put people in? I’m more interested in facial recogni-

tion.

Andrew: So right now, we actually don’t have an easy way to add people to

the system. But what you would do would be to say something like, ”‘Save image

for recognition,”’ or ”‘for future recognition.”’ And then it would save that image

into a folder.

Subject 2: So you would have to get the cooperation of that person?

Andrew: Right.

Subject 2: At first, and, ”‘Hey, can I take your picture so I can know who

you are next time?”’

Andrew: Yeah, they would have to cooperate.
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Subject 2: Yeah, that’s fine. So then you would have a database of all the

people you want it to recognize.

Andrew: Yeah, exactly.

Subject 2: I want one.

Andrw: So the problem we’re having right now is going from speech to text.

It’s a lot easier for the computer...

Subject 2: Well, why can’t there be a button on here that I could press instead

of saying, ”‘Who was recognized?”’ Wouldn’t it be better just to have a button?

Kailin: That’s a really good idea.

Subject 2: So you could get rid of the voice recognition. Especially if you’re

in a crowded neighborhood.

Andrew: Yeah, that’s a great idea. Like I said, it’s not perfect.

Subject 2: ”‘Who was recognized?”’

System: Smile.

Lydia: Well, at least we know expression is working. (tries different expres-

sions)

Subject 2: Who was recognized? (repeatedly)

(system gives wrong answers)

Alvin: I think the bluetooth might not be working.

Subject 2: I went to do a presentation once with a wireless network and the

wireless network wasn’t working. So we talked a lot.

Lydia: What kinds of presentations do you do?

Subject 2: It was about the Library of Congress’ program where you can

download books. There’s about 25,000 books on there now, so we were talking

about how to do that.
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Lydia: Is that available to the public?

Subject 2: No, only blind people. You have to be blind or handicapped. You

can go to the library!

Lydia: Oh, that’s true.

Alvin: Let’s see if the recognition is working. So Lydia, can you...

Lydia: (Subject 2), do you want to direct that at me?

Alvin: Okay, it captured the face now, so, ”‘Who was recognized?”’ Interest-

ing. ”‘Who was recognized?”’ No, it’s not catching anything.

System: No one.

Andrew: We got the bluetooth working again. ”‘Who was recognized?”’

System: No one.

Andrew: ”‘Who was recognized?”’

System: Carol.

Subject 2: You know, it might be nice...my husband was suggesting it this

morning - to add to the facial recognition - it might be nice to add a description.

You know, is this person so and so. Is he or she tall, thin, well, thin’s a subjective

word, blonde hair, blue eyes. You know, it might be interesting

Lydia: Just to know.

Subject 2: Just to know, like so and so is a roly-poly. Really, the facial

recognition is a big ”‘I want that.”’ Actually the police have that, there’s an

iPhone app. The app - it’s like $ 3000. The police are using it to identify

criminals in a criminal database or something. So if they can do it, we can have

it too.

Andrew: Okay, so I’m going to add more people to the database.

Subject 2: Okay.
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Andrew: And then, hopefully, the recognition will get better. Pretty much

the only command that we really need is, ”‘Who was recognized?”’

Subject 2: And what it really needs to tell me to do is tell me when the focus

is done. Especially if your laptop is in the backpack, you won’t know. How is

that going to work? Because laptops usually don’t work when they’re closed

Andrew: We can change the settings on the laptop.

Alvin: ”‘Who was recognized?”’

Andrew: Okay, add more people to the database

Lydia: (Subject 2), during this time, we actually have a couple other chime

options that we’d like to play for you.

Subject 2: Okay.

Lydia: This is just a time for us to get feedback on what type of chime you

prefer in our system.

Subject 2: Okay.

Lydia: It’s now currently being set up.

Subject 2: Yeah the one that I heard before sounded a little like the chime

on my GPS. That isn’t my favorite sound. It’s okay, it does its job. But I’d like

a more pleasant sound.

Lydia: Do you actually want to know what sound that was?

Subject 2: Huh?

Lydia: That chime was actually my voice. Yeah, because we couldn’t find a

chime online so we decided to record one...

Subject 2: Oh there’s plenty online, like Microsoft sounds - just get one of

the sounds from Microsoft.

Lydia: That’s actually...we were actually going to look into that.
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Jia: Well, what we’ve been trying to do so far is come up with chimes that

correspond to happiness, sadness, anger, and surprise, and make them as intuitive

as possible.

Subject 2: Okay.

Jia: So that’s where the difficulty was, finding chimes that were similar, yet

different enough that you could pick out which expression they were for.

Subject 2: Right.

Jia: So we’ve been trying a few different instruments.

Subject 2: Okay.

Jia: We’re looking into Microsoft sounds and we have some of those samples

to show you.

Subject 2: Okay.

Carol: It’s playing all of them at once! So, this is one possible sound.

(Sound 1)

Subject 2: Okay, certainly unobtrusive.

(Sound 2)

Subject 2: Oh that’s a happy sound. I like that.

(More sounds)

Subject 2: See a lot of them are pretty similar.

(More sounds)

Subject 2: Maybe...there was one that was a definite happy one.

Kailin: That’s the second one.

(Play sounds again)

Subject 2: Yes, that one is a good one for the smile. But maybe one’s that

go down in pitch like ∗ demo ∗ could be a frown or an unhappy ∗ demo ∗ could
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be for angry, like a buzz noise ∗ demo ∗ could be for surprise. You know? You

could create a sound....

Gems member: Yeah I think we tried.

Subject 2: Are they just wavefiles?

Jia: Yeah.

Lydia: Thank you for your feedback.

Subject 2: Sure, I give feedback all the time.

Andrew: I think we could probably start the next experiment now.

Kailin: Alright, so I’ll explain experiment 3, who’s participating?

Andrew: Hayato - we have pictures of Hayato. Hayato, Lydia, and Carol.

Kailin: Okay. So for experiment 3 we’re going to be testing out the facial

recognition system. And we’ve already programmed the device to recognize Hay-

ato, Lydia, and Carol.

Carol. So we’re going to ask these three Team FACE members to stand in

front of you in a row. One will stand to the left, one will stand in the center, and

one will stand to the right. And then we’ll ask you to use the device to locate

them as they go through a series of shifts. Okay, so they’re all lined up right

now, so we’ll give you the device. And you can locate where team member is.

Do you want to have (Subject 2) stand right in front of Carol because Carol’s in

the center right now?

(Side conversations to position (Subject 2), (Subject 2) jokingly directing a

dog)

Jia: So we have three of them right in front...so for the first one we’ll go ahead

and test. So Carol’s right in front of you.

Subject 2: Who was recognized?
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System: ”‘Who was recognized?”’ No one.

Alvin: It doesn’t have a face yet. Try now.

Andrew: Well what we can do is tell you when the face is found because

that’s what the system should do. That’s a function that we should have so we’ll

provide it.

Subject 2: Okay

Jia: Okay so there has been a face that’s been recognized. You can go ahead

and ask.

Subject 2: Who was recognized? (repeats 2 times)

Alvin: Who was recognized? (repeats)

System: ”‘Who was recognized?”’ Carol.

Subject 2: Who was recognized?

System: ”‘Who was recognized?”’ No one.

Subject 2: Who was recognized?

Alvin: You need to speak into the bluetooth.

System: ”‘Who was recognized?”’ No one.

Andrew: Yeah, the recognition system is very dependent on what kind of

lighting, so the ones we have for Hayato aren’t the best

Jia: And he recently got a haircut, so...

Subject 2 ∗ to Jia ∗: Are you there?

Jia: No, I’m not in it.

Andrew ∗ to Lydia ∗: Move a little bit to the right

Subject 2: Who was recognized?

System: ”‘Who was recognized?”’ Jia.

Lydia: Wrong person.
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Subject 2: Huh.

Team FACE member: Okay, the face is found.

Subject 2: Who was recognized?

System: ”‘What was recognized?”’ Jia.

Subject 2: How accurate have you found this to be?

Andrew: Okay, so if we take pictures today with these settings as people look

right now, and they were to stand in the exact same spot where the pictures were

taken, it would be perfect.

Subject 2: Yeah but they could have had on...

Andrew: Exactly, and that’s kind of the trouble we’ve been running into

Subject 2: And can you solve this problem?

Andrew: Yeah, definitely. It’s a solvable problem, it just requires more time

on our part to refine our algorithms. There’s tons of research in this area, we

just have to pick the right method for this application.

Subject 2: I want one of these. To walk around the streets, you know? I

really would volunteer to do this.

Member: Great!

Subject 2: I want one of these. I’ve been wanting this for years.

Hayato: When the system gets better, we’ll definitely let you know

Subject 2: Fine, fine. You know, you ought to put in on an iPhone. Why

don’t you make an iPhone app?

Andrew: Well, okay, so one of the problems we faced with the iPhone is

that it doesn’t have enough computation power to get...eventually they’ll get

good enough to run it but, right now, we need a laptop. Yeah so it’s just a

technological limitation. But in a few years, that should be solvable.
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Subject 2: Cool.

Kailin: (Subject 2), would you feel comfortable using this system in public?

Subject 2: Hell yeah!

Kailin: Okay, and in what setting do you see yourself using this in?

Subject 2: In my office.

Kailin: Okay.

Subject 2: If I’m looking for stuff and if somebody says, ”‘Hi, X,”’ it’s not

like a sighted person where you can see so-and-so coming towards you and you’ve

got like twenty feet to recognize that’s so-and-so coming towards you. I don’t get

that. I just get, ”‘Hi, X.”’ And by the time the brain kicks in, I think, ”‘That’s

so-and-so,”’ they’re gone. And I’m thinking, ”‘I’m not sure, I think that’s so-

and-so.”’ But I don’t want to call out to them in case it was somebody else. I’ll

make a fool of myself. So yeah, I want it at work.

Subject 2: The frequency might be a variable thing like do you want it feed-

back every 5 seconds or 30 seconds? 15 seconds?

Alvin: Ideally we’d want to give you feedback whenever the expression changes

Subject 2: Right, but if somebody’s smiling continuously for twenty seconds,

like when you’re talking about something fun, you don’t want it to be like, ”‘Smile.

Smile. Smile. Smile.”’

Alvin: If he’s continously smiling, it’ll only tell you, ”‘Begin smile.”’

Subject 2: Well, it didn’t before.

Jia: Both the beginning and the end, so when it changes back to neutral face

it’ll -

Subject 2: But it said, ”‘Smile. Smile. Smile,”’ before.

Alvin: Yeah, that’s a problem.
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Jia: Well, we’re trying to change it so that it only -

Subject 2: Or maybe it could say, ”‘Begin smile,”’ and, ”‘End smile,”’ ”‘Begin

frown,”’ and, ”‘End frown,”’ or something and that way you would be getting

feedback in between but you would know when it began and when it ended.

Hayato: Do you think hearing this feedback would change the way you would

interact with, say, someone like me?

Subject 2: Hmm, that’s a question...I don’t think so. It might be nice to

know, I mean, if someone’s frowning, I might not come up to them and say,

”’Hey, how are you?”’ you know. ”‘Isn’t it a great day?”’ you know, and maybe

if someone was smiling I wouldn’t come up to them and say, ”’Oh god, today’s

a crappy day.”’ You’d maybe want to tailor what you say and how you say it to

the way they’re looking. Maybe that would sort of tailor how I’d interact with

them. But I don’t know, I’ve never had this before, so I don’t know.

Hayato: A question that I have is do you think in terms of like smiles or do

you think in terms of whether somebody is just happy. Do you understand what

I-

Subject 2: Yeah yeah. I don’t really think about the physical facial expres-

sions, so that doesn’t really matter to me. In fact, whether somebody’s happy or

not would be more of what I’d be looking at.

Hayato: Ok.

Kailin: Alright do you have any more questions for (Subject 2)?

Hayato: No.

Kailin: Ok, do you, (Subject 2)? We have nine minutes left, so we want to

start wrapping things up, but do you have anymore general feedback for us about

the device?
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Subject 2: I don’t think so.

Kailin: Ok.

Subject 2: But I’d certainly be interested in continuing with the testing if you

are looking for testers.

Kailin: Yeah definitely. Probably in the spring sometime when we have ev-

erything close to finalized.

Subject 2: You’ve got my contact information.

Kailin: Great. Thanks so much. So, we have some monetary compensation

for you for coming all the way from where you came from.

Subject 2: You can just hand it to my cab driver.

Kailin: Hold on sorry, we’re just getting it.

Hayato: So, thanks for coming. Here’s 40 dollars.

Subject 2: Oh thank you very much.

Kailin: Thank you so much for...

Hayato: We promise this is 40 dollars.

Kailin: Thank you so much for taking your time.

Subject 2: What I can do...

Hayato: Yeah, (Subject 1) had one of those.

Subject 2: Yeah, I love this thing. Of course, I have one on my iPhone also,

but...

Hayato: Oh.

Subject 2: If you’re going to be blind, now is a pretty good time.

Hayato: So we’ll definitely work on the facial recognition system.

Subject 2: I wonder how many faces you can put in. I mean, how much room

on a hardrive does each face picture take up? I mean, like if you had a 20 gig
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hardrive, you can have more than that, but if you did, I’m wondering how many

faces.

Andrew: Oh, you can store tons of faces.

Alvin: Yeah, it depends on the algorithm you’re using as well.

Hayato: Yeah. Today we really just wanted to get an understanding of po-

tential users.

Subject 2: Actually there’s a new thing on iOS 5 on the iPhone where you can

take a picture and it’ll tell you whether the face is centered on the viewfinder. So

a blind person could take a picture and if they could get it from the iPhone into

this the laptop or whatever, and that way you could take a picture of a person

that you wanted to add to the database.

Andrew: Yeah. One thing that was actually suggested to us was to look at

people’s Facebook pages.

Subject 2: Oh.

Andrew: And use that. I don’t know if-

Subject 2: See, I don’t use Facebook.

Andrew: Ok. Yeah, so-

Subject 2: I don’t do facebook.

Andrew: I think that’s what some of the...Who told us that?

All: It was NFB. ∗ laughter ∗

Subject 2: That’s fine.

Jia: But if the users that...If there’s a person who uses Facebook who you

interact with, it would still be possible to find their pictures on Facebook. So

you wouldn’t have to take that many pictures of them because there’s essentially

a ready made database of pictures.
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Subject 2: Right, right.

Kailin: Ok, thanks so much (Subject 2).

11.2.3 Subject 3

Hayato: Hi. My name is Hayato, and I’m a member of Team FACE. Thanks

again for participating in our experiments. Before we begin today, I just want to

go over what our device consists of so that you know what you’re using. There

are 3 pieces to our device a Bluetooth to wear on your ear to obtain feedback

(and give controls), a camera mounted on a cane, and a laptop to power the

system. The camera allows you to identify people who are in front of you and

the expressions they have on their faces. Do you have any questions so far?

Subject 3: Yeah, I just want to be clear. This system has a two-fold pur-

poseyou can recognize people’s faces, and it also tells you what their expressions

are?

Hayato: Right. That’s correct.

Doug: It compares the face to a set of images that we have stored locally on

the computer here. And so you already have a picture of someone that you know

and it will compare the picture on the camera to your set of pictures, and if it

recognizes them, it’ll tell you, ”‘Doug is here”’ or, ”‘Hayato is here.”’

Subject 3: Ok.

Rosie: Another piece of the device, in addition to the camera and the cane,

is the Bluetooth. The Bluetooth will emit a sound when a person is in front

of you and will convey certain facial expressions, like whether they’re smiling

or frowning. As for the experiments, we will be asking you to participate in

four experiments today. In our first two experiments, you won’t be using the
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device, but you will be for the last two. We’ll let you play around with the device

during experiments three and four so you can become more familiar with it and

its different features. Is that ok?

Subject 3: Ok.

Hayato: For the first experiment, we’re going to play a video for you. We’re

going to ask you to identify when you think the speaker is smiling using a clicker.

Rosie will explain how to use the clicker.

Subject 3: How will I know that? If they’re smiling? It’s just guessing right?

Rosie: You’ll have to base it off of their voice and your intuition. So every

time you think that the individual in the video is smiling, just press the clicker

like this.

Rosie: Yea, exactly. That’s perfect.

Subject 3: Will I be prompted to indicate when I hear a smile?

Carol: No. Whenever you think that the speaker is smiling, you just give it

a click.

Rosie: There are no right or wrong answers.

Subject 3: So what if I don’t hear a smile?

Rosie: Then you don’t have to click. If you don’t hear a smile during the

entire video, you don’t have to click at all.

Hayato: So just a little background on what the video is about. It’s actually

an interview. The interviewee is a renowned photographer who takes pictures of

wild animals. So that’s going to be the general topic of the conversation. And

you will only be clicking when you believe that the interviewee is smiling. So,

not the interviewer. Does that make sense?

Subject 3: Now, the photographer is the one conducting the interview?
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Hayato: No.

Doug: He is the subject of the video.

Subject 3: Oh. He’s the subject of the video. Just wanted to make sure

(Carol conducts sound/volume check)

Hayato: Ok. We’re going to start the video now. Just pay attention and click

away.

Subject: Ok.

(Video 1)

Hayato: Ok. That was our first video. For consistency purposes, we’re going

to play another video. It’s of the same interview. And you will do the same as

before - click when you think the speaker is smiling. Are you ready?

Subject 3: Sure. I’m ready.

(Video 2)

Hayato: So now you have finished the first experiment. The purpose of this

experiment was to see how many smiles you could pick up without using any

assistive devices.

Subject 3: Ok. I guess it’s already done, but...so I was supposed to click each

time I heard one? Because I did hear a couple, but I thought you were supposed

to do it just once. Right?

(Note: subject 3 misunderstood the directions. Only thought he was supposed

to click once total per clip even though he heard multiple instances of potential

smiling.)
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Rosie: Oh, why don’t we redo it? We can repeat the experiments. So basically,

click every time you think you hear a smile. So if I’m smiling right now, you click.

And then I talk and talk, but if I smile again, you click again.

Subject 3: Oh! Ok.

Carol: So we’ll restart from clip 1.

(Video 1)

Subject 3: The smile was not in the first one.

Rosie: Ok. We’ll just do the second one.

Subject 3: Yea, the second one.

(Video 2 plays)

Hayato: Again, the purpose of this experiment was to see how many smiles you

could pick up without using any assistive devices. So now, we’re going to compare

how you felt during this experiment to how you feel in this next experiment where

you will be given feedback.

Doug: Can I see the clicker? Thank you.

Carol: For this experiment, you won’t have to do any clicking. You just have

to listen, and we’ll ask you some questions concerning your feedback afterwards.

Subject 3: Ok.

Carol: This one is the one with chimes. So, you’ll hear a chime whenever the

person is smiling.

(Video with chimes)

Hayato: Ok. So now we’re going to play another video. Now, the feedback is

the word ”‘smile”’ instead of a chime.

(Video 4 plays)
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Hayato: So now that we’ve played the videos for you, with and without

feedback, we have several post experimental questions.

Subject 3: Ok.

Hayato: So the first question is on a scale of 1-5 (5 being the highest), rate

how obtrusive you found our feedback system.

Subject 3: Intrusive?

Doug: Was it distracting from the audio content? If you were to hear smile

going on in your ear while you were talking to someone, would it be obtrusive to

you? Like the whoop sound would that be annoying? Would it make it hard to

listen to someone else while also having that whoop or smile going on.

Hayato: So if it was really distracting, you would give it a five. And if you

didn’t mind it at all, you would say one.

Subject 3: Well, it was kind of distracting. I’d say at least a two.

Hayato: Did the feedback give you any new information that you couldn’t

have otherwise conceived? Did you learn anything about the audio content from

the feedback?

Subject 3: I’m not so sure it did, except that I disagreed with it. It didn’t

sound to me as if the person being interviewed was smiling. It sounded completely

and totally serious. It did not sound as if [he was smiling]. Total seriousness is

what I got.

Hayato: Ok. Did the feedback change the way you perceived the video?

Subject 3: No. It was puzzling because it didn’t appear to me that the person

was smiling.

Hayato: So again, on a scale of 1-5 (5 being the highest), rate how satisfied

you are with our device or the system.
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Subject 3: It is difficult to conclude something. Hmmm.

Carol: So if you had a device like this, would you be willing to use it? Or did

you like how the feedback conveyed the expressions?

Subject 3: I don’t think it’s reliable.

Hayato: Would you like to expand on that?

Subject 3: I feel sort of uncomfortable talking about something that I’m just

basing on my intuition and gut feeling. But back to the same thing that I said

earlier, when the system was indicating ”‘smiles,”’ it didn’t seem that way to me

and I disagreed with it. It’s not something that I would consider reliable.

Hayato: With that said, how can we modify our device or system to better

suit your needs?

Subject 3: Again, I’m in areas that I’m uncertain about, but the indicators

could be changed, you know, like the beeps. In my mind, the beeps were more

distracting than just the actual word ”‘smile.”’ And I had thought that one of the

conductors here used the word ”‘chime”’ and I thought, well ok, I have a pretty

decent idea of what a chime sounds like. But when that ”‘bwoop”’ or whatever

it was

Doug: I suppose chime is a little bit of a misnomer for it. It was computer

generated, and that’s why it didn’t necessarily sound like a wind chime.

Subject 3: I would possibly change it to maybe a ”‘ding”’ or something like

that.

Hayato: Yea, we have some of those. We just didn’t implement them into

the videos, but if you’d like to hear them and comment on them, that would be

great.

Subject 3: Yeah, I was checking for something in my pocket to give you an
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idea of what I like to hear. (subject 3 plays musical chime on one of his assistive

devices) Something like that. Just one note. This is a pedometer. So when I

walk and the music is on, it can become annoying. Just one chime or note, you

know?

(Carol searches for the other chime options on computer)

Hayato (while waiting): Going back to what you said about our system and

how it recognizes smiles, we were careful not to say, ”‘happy”’ because smiles

don’t always translate to happiness. But what we’re trying to do is to make a

system that will tell you know when the person is actually smiling. And from

there, it depends on how the user uses that information and incorporates it into

in his or her interactions.

Subject 3: Based on what you just said, I thought, or in my mind, smiles mean

happy. And that’s what I was basing what I said on. Because the person being

interviewed, it sounded like a straighter-head interview, and I couldn’t detect

from my own gut, happiness there, and that’s why responded the way I did.

Hayato ∗ to Carol∗: Ready?

Carol: So these are some of the other sounds that we have.

(Carol plays chime options)

Subject 3: That’s better.

Hayato: So we’re also planning to have our system eventually be able to

recognize an array of expressions, not emotions. So that includes when the person

is frowning or making an angry face. So that’s why you heard some lower pitched

chimes. And those are potential indicators for negative expressions.

Subject 3: Ok.

Doug: So, would you say that some of the other chimes or tones would be
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more helpful, or less intrusive?

Subject 3: Yeah. You should keep in mind that I’m just one person. All blind

people don’t think alike. Most of us hear an array of beeps and sounds during the

day, whether we’re at home or whether we’re in our work atmosphere because in

the technology that we utilize, there are often times beeps, bleeps, bells, whistles.

So if there are some sounds that we hear all day, and we go to an experiment like

this and that sound is played, it might tend to be distracting. I don’t use that

much technology, but I hear things when I turn on my computer. I hear beeps

and bleeps when I’m on the internet. Even the rings in the elevator. When you

hear it all day, it can become distracting. I don’t know how you would determine

this, but get a sound that you think that a person doesn’t normally hear a lot.

(Carol’s phone vibrates in the background)

Subject 3: That sounds like a phone is vibrating.

Carol: Yep. That’s my phone. (Carol apologizes and steps out of the room)

Subject 3: Vibrating phones are necessary but they are annoying. I generally

like bells or alarm sounds. I like clocks. I have too many of those. It’s just

something that I like. I don’t know why. I’ve got my alarm set on both my cell

phones. I have three alarm clocks and a watch. It’s a gentle sound. It’s not loud

or threatening. Maybe that’s unique with me. I don’t know.

Hayato: Ok. So that concludes the first half of our experiments. The second

half will involve our actual system so the cane and the camera itself. So before

we get started on the last two experiments, we’re going to give you some time

to play around with it and familiarize yourself with it. Doug, you want to take

over?

(Doug and Alvin help the subject 3 learn how to use the system)
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Doug: So we have the cane here. It’s actually pretty tall. You can feel it.

And up at the top, here, this is the camera. And then you can feel behind it -

there’s a wire that goes to the computer. And we have the laptop here in front

of you with speakers. That’s what we’re going to be playing the sounds off of.

Subject 3: Ok.

Doug: This is the Bluetooth headset. Are you familiar with Bluetooth head-

sets and how they work?

Subject 3: No, but I think they’re wireless right?

Doug: Yea, they’re wireless. And so this right here, that’s an earpiece. Would

you mind putting that in your ear? There we go. Is that ok? Is everything

comfortable?

Subject 3: Yeah.

Doug: Alright. There are a few commands that we can use with the system.

The first one is, ”‘Who is recognized?”’ The camera isn’t pointed to anyone right

now, so that’s why it just said, ”‘no one.”’ So if I turn and point the camera at

me, and I say, ”‘Who is recognized?”’ (Doug demonstrates, and system answers

correctly) So it recognized me. Does that make sense? So the camera is pointed

at me right now. (Doug repeats the command, and the system says Doug’s name

once again.) So now I’m going to point the camera at Hayato, and I’m going to

say, ”‘Who was recognized?”’ (Doug demonstrates, and system says ”‘no one”’

at first, but on the second attempt says, ”‘Hunto”’) Oh, that’s just the way the

system says Hayato.

Subject 3: Is this device in my ear supposed to be used in anyway?

Doug: That’s actually the microphone. That’s how the device hears what

you’re saying, it’s through that Bluetooth headset. And it’s actually picking up
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my voice too, and that’s why it’s recognizing. Ok, I’m going to hand the cane

back to you.

Hayato: So now, we’re going to let you practice directing the device.

Doug: If you don’t mind standing up, I can show you a little bit better.

Subject 3: Yea, that’s probably more practical.

(Subject 3 learns/practices aiming the camera at Hayato with the help of

Doug’s instructions)

Doug: Does this make sense?

Subject 3: Yeah, I guess I would learn. More practice would make the pointing

more accurate.

Doug: Oh yes, definitely. And I’m sure with five minutes everything won’t be

perfect. But we just want to get a general sense of where we can improve things

with the device.

Doug ∗ to Hayato∗: Do you want to the talk about the next experiments?

Hayato: So the third experiment is going to be kind of like a game. We’re

going to have three conductors - me, Harrison, and Doug. So we’re going to stand

here in a line. First, you’re going to go down the line and point the camera at us

it’s going to tell you who we are. And then, we’re going to shuffle ourselves, and

you’re going to have to use the device to figure out where each of us is standing.

And then afterwards, we’ll ask you a few questions.

Subject 3: Alright.

Hayato: Alvin’s going to assist you with using the device.

Alvin: Ok. In the future, our system will tell you when a face is recognized.

But right now, we don’t have that feature, so I’m going to be that feature for

you.
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(First part of experiment 3 takes place)

Subject 3: Ok. So should I point to someone?

Alvin: Yea. Can you turn to the left a little bit? A little more

Subject 3: Really?

Doug: There you go. Now Hayato is in the frame.

Alvin: Can you bring it a little closer? You can now ask the system, Who is

recognized?

Subject 3: Who is recognized?

(system correctly identifies Hayato)

Doug: There you go.

Subject 3: Hmmm

Doug: Now if you want to point it at me.

Alvin: Ok. To the left. Try now.

Subject 3: Who is recognized?

(System incorrectly recognized Doug as Hayato, even after multiple attempts)

Subject 3: It likes you.

Doug: Yea, it likes Hayato more than it likes me I guess. Ok, let’s try Harrison.

(Subject 3 aims the camera at Harrison with Alvin’s guidance)

Subject 3: Who was recognized?

(system correctly identifies Harrison)

Alvin: There we go!

Doug: I guess it just doesn’t like me.

Hayato: Obviously, we’re still working to improve the system.

Subject 3: Yeah, I like this. I like this.

Hayato: So now, we’re going to get started with the ”‘game.”’ We’re going to
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shuffle ourselves and stop talking.

(Second part of experiment 3 takes place)

(Alvin provides assistance to help subject aim camera.)

(System correctly identifies Harrison.) (System incorrectly identifies Doug as

Hayato) (System correctly identifies Hayato)

Hayato: So, we got two out of three.

Doug: Yeah, I was in the middle. Again, it didn’t like me.

(Subject 3 laughs)

Doug: The other two were correct. Harrison was to your right. I was in the

center, and Hayato (or ”‘Hunto”’) was on your left.

Subject 3: So two out of three.

Doug: We’re still improving things. Things improve from week to week. We

have a few questions we want to ask you about this system.

Alvin: You can take the Bluetooth off now.

Doug: Yea, I can take the cane. You can sit down again.

Hayato: We’re going to save the questions until after the fourth experiment.

(Laptop with script ran out of batteries. We had to delay questions until we

got another laptop ready)

Hayato: So that was the face recognition part of the system. Now, we’re

going to play around a little bit more with the expression recognition system.

This relates to the first two experiments that we did, but that was in more

of a controlled setting. This time, we’re going to use it in more of a natural

setting. We’re going to mount the camera onto a tripod and point it at my face.

Meanwhile, we’ll have a one-on-one conversation. We can talk about anything

you want. Hopefully, the system will pick up on my expressions and, it will give
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you feedback via the speakers. After this, we’ll ask you the post-experimental

questions.

(Alvin mounts camera and Hayato sits in front of subject 3)

Subject 3: I’m very good at talking about mundane things.

Hayato: Haha. Me too.

Subject 3: So is the system working now?

Hayato: No. He’s still setting it up. Alright. Alvin just gave me the okay

signal, so we can begin talking. Ok.

(System beeps)

Hayato: So that beep right there indicates a smile.

Hayato: How was the metro ride?

Subject 3: It was comfortable. Now I hear something in your voice, which I

didn’t hear in the voice in the [video] experiments.

Hayato: What did you hear?

Subject 3: Happiness.

Hayato: Do you have any hobbies, (Subject 3)?

Subject 3: Hmmm. Not really. Maybe I’ll start collecting alarm clocks be-

cause I like the sound. So I’ll just fill my house with alarm clocks and let them

go off at the same time to amuse myself.

Hayato: Haha. Are these beeps distracting?

Subject 3: No, not really. Like I said, they could be for some people. I guess

if I had an extremely gruesome day at work, I’d probably prefer to hear a bell. I

thought it missed a smile there for a second.

Hayato: Sometimes, there’s a lag. So, just like with the face recognition

system, we’re also working to improve this one. We’re kind of running short on
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time right now, so we’re going to end the conversation there. Now I’m going to

ask you the post-experiment questions.

Subject 3: Ok.

Hayato: These first questions will be about the face recognition system. For

the following questions, I’m going to ask you to rate your opinion on a scale of

1-5 (5 being the highest). This recognition system was useful.

Subject 3: 4.

Hayato: This recognition system improved the ease of recognizing people.

Subject 3: Same number. 4.

Hayato: I would feel comfortable using this system in public.

Subject 3: 5.

Hayato: Ok. And just so you know, when we finalize this product, the laptop

will be transported in a backpack. And it will be connected to the camera on the

cane and you will receive feedback and give commands via the Bluetooth headset.

Subject 3: Ok.

Hayato: Next question. I would use this system in a group setting.

Subject 3: Very useful. 5.

Hayato: What was the most useful part of our device?

Subject 3: Focusing the camera.

Hayato: What was the least useful part of our device?

Subject 3: I’m not sure if there was a least. I don’t have an answer for that.

Hayato: How can we modify our device to better suit your needs?

Subject 3: Umm, maybe the indicators.

Hayato: Just a reminder we’re still talking about just the face recognition

system.
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Subject 3: Oh, ok. I’m not certain as to what kind of improvements...which

is why...if you noticed I gave it very high ratings.

Hayato: You said you would use this device in a real life setting.

Subject 3: Yes, it would be very useful.

Hayato: Do you have any specific reasons?

Subject 3: Well I’m a social person. I like to mingle with people, and if I’m

in a large group, I’d like to be drawn towards someone I know. I’m not going to

know everybody in a crowded place, [but I’d like to find] people from my area or

network.

Hayato: Do you have any other feedback for us concerning the face recognition

system?

Subject 3: No, I don’t think so.

Hayato: Ok. So now we’re going to shift focus to the very last experiment,

where you and I had our conversation. So this is about the expression recognition

system. Once again, I’m going to ask you to rate on a scale of 1-5 (5 being the

highest). Rate how obtrusive you found our feedback system.

Subject 3: 2.

Hayato: Does the feedback give you new information that you couldn’t have

otherwise known?

Subject 3: Perhaps, but it’s hard to be specific.

Hayato: Again, I guess you had some trouble trusting the beeps. Would you

say that was the case this time?

Subject 3: I’m getting used to it.

Hayato: Ok. On a scale of 1-5, rate the following statement: I would feel

comfortable using this system in public. 5 meaning that you would be very
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comfortable.

Subject 3: 5.

Hayato: Rate the following statement: This expression recognition system

was useful.

Subject 3: I’ll just comment before I give a rating. I’m not so sure about the

facial expression recognition. I’d say, perhaps a 3.

Hayato: Rate the statement I would use this system in a group setting.

Subject 3: 3.

Hayato: Rate how satisfied you are with our device.

Subject 3: Overall, a 4.

Hayato: How can we modify our device to better suit your needs?

Subject 3: Maybe tweak the facial [expression] analysis.

Hayato: So it would be safe for me to say that, at this point, you would prefer

the face recognition system over the expression analysis system?

Subject 3: Yes.

Hayato: If you don’t mind me asking, what was the nature of your blindness?

Subject 3: Sure. I was blind at birth.

Hayato: I ask this because we’re interested in seeing whether people who lost

sight after birth have a preference for either system and vice versa.

Subject 3: Interesting.

Hayato: So do you have any other questions or comments for us?

Subject 3: Question. In order to recognize faces, don’t you have to program

data into the system about the person - how he looks or something? Like it was

recognizing Doug or Harrison, did you put data in there about them or what?

Did you put a copy of how they look in the machine or what? How does that
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work?

Doug: I can explain that one. We do have pictures pre-compiled, already

stored in memory on the computer. And in the future, what we’re hoping to do

is integrate our system with facebook so that you could pull somebody’s public

profile picture off of Facebook and use that to recognize them.

Subject 3: Ok. That’s more practical. I was just wondering.

Doug: Ideally, you could either do that. Or say you have family members

who don’t have facebook you could use the system to take a picture of them

before-hand and use that picture, in the future, to recognize them. If you went

up to a stranger, you wouldn’t be able to know who they are. So yes, to answer

your question, there is already information about each of us stored in the system.

Subject 3: Ok. That’s it.

Hayato: Ok. Thanks for coming again, (Subject 3).

11.2.4 Subject 4

Note: The computer abruptly stopped recording halfway through the

experiment. It stopped around the 25th minute, while the experiment

lasted approximately 1 hour.

Hayato: Hello. My name is Hayato, and I’m a member of Team FACE.

Thanks again for participating in our experiments. Before we begin today, I just

want to go over what our device consists of so that you know what you’re using.

There are 3 pieces to our device a Bluetooth to wear on your ear to obtain

feedback (and give controls), a camera mounted on a cane, and a laptop to power

the system. The camera allows you to identify people who are in front of you and

the expressions they have on their faces. The Bluetooth will emit a sound when a
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person is in front of you and will convey certain expressions, like whether they’re

smiling or frowning. We will be asking you to participate in four experiments

today. In our first two experiments, you won’t be using the device, but you will

be for the last two. We’ll let you play around with the device during experiments

three and four so you can become more familiar with it and its different features.

For the first experiment, we will be playing a video for you. We will ask you to

identify when you think the speaker in the video is smiling using a clicker.

(Alvin hands the subject the clicker and allows her to practice clicking it.)

(Hayato gives background information about the topic discussed in the videos.)

Hayato: So every time you think the person being interviewed in the video is

smiling, just press the clicker. Disregard the expressions of the interviewer in the

video.

(Sound/volume check)

(Subject 4 is ready.)

(Video 1)

Hayato: Ok. So that was the first video. For consistency purposes, we will

play a second video (but a part of the same interview), and we will ask you to

do the same as before click when you think the interviewee is smiling.

(Video 2)

Hayato: Now, you have finished the first experiment. The purpose of this

experiment was to see how many smiles you could pick up without using any

assistive devices, and then to compare how you felt during this experiment to

how you will feel in the next experiment where we’ll you’ll be given feedback via

speakers.
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Subject 4: Ok.

Hayato: So this brings us to the second experiment. We’ll be playing two

more videos (same interview), but this time you’ll receive feedback as to when

the interviewee is actually smiling. In the first video of this second experiment,

you will hear a bleep-like sound when the person is smiling. You just have to sit

back and listen.

(Video with chimes)

Hayato: So that was the third video. For the fourth and final video, instead

of hearing a bleep, you will hear the word smile in the background whenever the

person is smiling. After this video, we’ll ask you a series of post-experimental

questions.

Subject 4: Ok.

(Video with ”‘Smile”’)

Hayato: Ok. So now, I’m going to ask you a series of post-experimental

questions. On a scale of 1 to 5 (5 being the highest), rate how obtrusive you

found our feedback system.

Subject 4: With the smile or the beep?

Hayato: Both.

Subject 4: I found it fascinating, in one way, that the guy was smiling so much.

But as far as being obtrusive, I’d have to say...you can’t quite pay attention, so

I’d say maybe 4.

Hayato: Ok. And just to be clear, the system tells you when the person

is actually smiling, but smiling doesn’t always translate into happiness. So the
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second question: Does the feedback system give you new information that you

could not have otherwise conceived?

Subject 4: This is a yes or no question right?

Hayato: Yeah.

Subject 4: I’d say yes.

Hayato: And if so, what new information did you gain and did it change the

way you perceived the video?

Subject 4: Having just listened to the voice without knowing the smile part,

I wouldn’t have guessed that he was smiling so much. So it was helpful.

Hayato: Can you explain how it was helpful to you?

Subject 4: It clued me into what his facial expression was, which I wouldn’t

have gotten otherwise.

Hayato: Ok. On a scale of 1 to 5 (5 being the highest), rate how satisfied you

are with this system.

Subject 4: I’d say a 3. It balances out in that it’s helpful but it’s still dis-

turbing.

Hayato: How can we modify this system to better suit your needs?

Subject 4: I don’t know. And I don’t know whether it’s better to have the

”‘smile”’ or the beep. Maybe less of a ”‘whoop”’ and more of like...something

like an email in your box.

Doug: Like a ding?

Subject 4: Yeah. I think that ”‘whoop”’...it kind of cuts out part of the actual

conversation, so I was missing some of it. And I actually wasn’t paying attention

to the content.

Hayato: Ok. So that concludes the first half of the experiments. In the
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second half, the experiments will involve the actual system itself. The first two

experiments were meant to mimic what our actual system does.

(Doug begins to set up the system and explains in detail its hardware com-

ponents.)

Doug: Are you familiar with Bluetooth headsets at all?

Subject 4: No.

Doug: Bluetooth is wireless technology, and so there’s a microphone and

speaker.

(Doug shows the Bluetooth headset to the subject and explains how it works.)

Subject 4: I wear a hearing aid, so I’ll take this out. It’ll be fine.

Hayato: In these experiments, wearing the Bluetooth won’t be necessary. We

just wanted to show you that it would be included in our final system.

Subject 4: Let me try it this anyway. I’d be curious to hear what it sounds

like.

(Doug continues to set up face recognition system.)

Subject 4: Did you folks do research on what types of canes to use? Or did

you just pick this one particular cane?

Hayato: We didn’t do too much research about it. What happened was that

we had a meeting with the National Federation of the Blind in Baltimore, and

they gave us this cane to work with. And we went along with it because it’s

pretty tall, and it’s level with most people’s faces. But we’ve come to realize that

it’s not the most widely used [type] of cane out there.

Subject 4: Right.

(While still waiting for system to start up, Hayato talks to the subject about

Dr. Tang’s approach to mounting the camera on backpack straps. Hayato also
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discusses the major pros (convenience) and cons (difficulty in leveling camera

with another person’s face) of such an approach.)

(Doug explains the commands for using the face recognition system.)

(Doug assists subject in playing around with the face recognition system.

Significant technical difficulties occur. System does not recognize Hayato, Doug,

or Harrison.)

AUDIO RECORDING ABRUPTLY STOPS AFTER APPROXI-

MATELY 25 MINUTES.

11.2.5 Subject 5

Carol: So for our records, this is (Subject 5) and today is November 18, 2011.

And so thank you again (Subject 5) for participating in our experiments. Before

we begin today, I just want to go over what our device consists of so that you

know what you’re using. There are three pieces to our device: a bluetooth for

you to wear on your ear to obtain feedback and for you to give commands to the

computer, so it’ll know what to do, a camera mounted to a cane, and a laptop in

a backpack to power the system. The camera allows you to identify people who

are in front of you and the expressions that they have on their faces. The blue

tooth will emit a sound when a person is in front of you and will convey certain

expressions like when they’re smiling or if they’re frowning. Right now our device

can do smiling and surprise. Alright so we’ll be asking you to participate in four

experiments today. In the first two experiments you won’t be using the device

but you will for the last two And we’ll allow you to play around with the device

before the experiments, the last two experiments so you’ll be more familiar with

it and the different features that our device has. So for the first experiment,we’ll
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be playing a video for you and we’ll ask you to identify when you think the person

is smiling, using a clicker and Doug will give you the clicker.

Doug: Which hand would you prefer, right or left?

Subject 5: Left.

Doug: Ok, this is the clicker and then underneath your thumb is a button

and you can press it right now to see how it works. So every time you hear a

smile, you’ll want to click, or think that the person, uh, subject in the video is

smiling.

Subject 5: Ok.

Doug: I’m just going to reset it really quick.

Carol: So everytime, like Doug said, everytime you think the individual is

smiling. And so for consistency purposes, we’ll be playing two videos for you and

you’ll be doing the same thing.

Carol: So this is the first video, so do you have any questions before we start?

So click every single time you think that the person is smiling.

Subject 5: Ok.

Doug: Just so you know beforehand, this is an interviewer with an interviewee

and we’re more concerned with the interviewee, so the person answering the

questions.

Subject 5: Ok.

(Video 1)

Subject 5: The person sounds so serious.

(Continue Video 1)
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Carol: Alright so that was the first video and then we’ll be playing the second

video.

Doug: I’m going to start the second video now.

Carol: So when you think the interviewer is smiling, click the clicker.

Subject 5: Just from the tone of voice, it just sounds like the person is very

serious. And I just figured the person would have had a serious expression on

their face. I don’t know if I got it right. Did I do it right, or not?

Doug: Oh are we allowed to...oh not yet, but we can tell you after the second

video.

Subject 5: Oh.

Doug: Ok, I’m starting the second video now.

(Video 2)

Doug: Can I see the clicker? Just to record, there was one click.

Carol: So that was the end of the first experiment and the purpose of that

experiment was to see how many smiles you picked up without using any assis-

tive devices. And later on, we’ll ask you to compare how you felt during this

experiment, to how you will feel in the next experiment we will be giving you the

sounds for when the person is smiling. So this is the second experiment and for

experiment two, we’ll be playing two more videos but this time you’ll be able to

hear when....you’ll know when the person is smiling. So we’re going to show you,

or play samples of what to expect when you’re watching the videos.

Subject 5: Ok.

Carol: So um, you’ll hear this sound when you hear a smile.

Doug: I don’t have that sound.

Carol: Oh, I don’t think it, wait is it the same sound?
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Doug: Oh, it’s actually still on your flash drive.

Esmaeel: Here we go I have it

Carol: So basically this will be the sound you hear whenever the person is

smiling.

Doug: Uhhh.

Carol: You can just play from a different video....

Doug: Oh ok. So these are the chimes and they’re more of a ...dont think of

windchime.

Carol: So those ”‘doo-doots”’ are what you’re going to hear.

Subject 5: Oh! That doesn’t sound like a chime!

Carol: Haha yeah, we used the wrong word!

Doug: It’s more of a....it’s like a computer-generated sound

Subject 5: Wow, I sure blew that one!

Carol: But yeah, so that would be the sound you’d hear. But for the second

video, for the sound, you’ll hear someone saying smile.

Doug: Yea so here’s the second clip that you heard before with the smile

added.

Subject 5: Ok.

Carol: So you’ll hear ”‘smile”’ every time the person is smiling.

(Play ”‘Smile”’ noise)

Doug: Ok so that’s an example.

Carol: So then, during these videos when you’re watching them, you don’t

have to do anything, we’re just going to ask you a series of post experiment ques-

tions afterwards to get your feedback on the system. Do you have any questions?

Subject 5: Ok.
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Carol: So you don’t have to do anything for these videos, just listen.

(Video with chimes)

Doug: Ok, now we’re going to play another video with the smile noise.

Subject 5: Ok.

(Video with ”‘Smile”’)

Doug: Ok.

Carol: So now we have post experiment questions for you. So on a scale of 1-5,

5 being the highest, rate how obtrusive you found our device. So, the feedback

system would be the smile, the person saying smile or the sound.

Subject 5: I think both of them were pretty effective, I think.

Carol: How obtrusive did you find it, so was it annoying or was it...

Subject 5: No, I didn’t find it annoying. You mean as far as, ask the question

again. I’m sorry

Carol: On a scale of 1-5, 5 being the highest, rate how obtrusive you found

our feedback

Subject 5: Oh obtrusive, obtrusive. Um..,

Carol: So 5 being very obtrusive and 1 being not very.

Subject 5: No not.

Carol: So, 1?

Subject 5: Yeah.

Carol: Does the feedback give you any new information that you could not

have otherwise conceived?

Subject 5: Yes.
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Carol: If so, what new information did you gain and did it change the way

you perceived the video?

Subject 5: Well, I think it did in the sense that when I did the first one I only

clicked it one time and this gave me more information as far as what the facial

expression was.

Carol: And on a scale of 1-5, 5 being the highest, rate how satisfied you are

with the feedback system.

Subject 5: I’d give it 5.

Carol: And how could we modify our device to better suit your needs.

Subject 5: Basically different type sounds for different facial expressions would

be good.

Carol: Now we’re going to move on to experiment 3. You’re going to have

some time to play with our device-the cane.

Subject 5: Okay.

Carol: And to familiarize yourself with it.

Doug: Esmaeel, are we ready over there?

Esmaeel: I think we’re going to have to go with just the expressions.

Doug: Just expressions today? Okay.

Esmaeel: Yea we’re having from trouble with the face recognition.

Carol: So, we’re not going to do experiment three?

Doug: Yea, we can skip experiment three. Okay, but she still needs to be

familiarized the with the device, the features.

Subject 5: I mean I can come back, that’s not a problem.

Carol: Cause I think our...

Esmaeel: Harrison can just show how it works.
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Carol: If you could stand up.

Subject 5: Okay.

Carol: Here is the cane, and feel the button right here. That is how you know

the camera is facing forwards.

Melissa: So the camera is mounted to the top of the cane.

Subject 5: Okay.

Carol: Alvin will tell you how to use the cane.

Alvin: So do you know which way it’s pointing?

Doug: There’s a dot there.

Subject 5: The button is straight ahead, so...Oh, ok it was like at a diagonal.

Sorry about that.

Carol: It’s fine. Sorry. So what are the commands?

Esmaeel: So you can ask, ”‘Who was last recognized?”’ and it will tell you

who the last person seen was. And then there’s options for changing from chimes

to words. What else do we have? That’s basically it and the expressions are

output automatically. So, its loading.

Carol: You can sit back down while we’re waiting.

Subject 5: Ok.

Esmaeel: Sorry, it works with Harrison and that’s all we need. Ok let’s turn

on the sound.

Alvin: We’re ready if you wanna stand up again.

Subject 5: Okay.

Alvin: So you can ask the computer, ”‘Who was recognized?”’

Subject 5: What am I looking at?

Esmaeel: You can just ask, ”‘Computer, who was recognized?”’
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Subject 5: Computer, who was recognized?

Esmaeel: (louder) Computer, who was recognized?

Computer: ”‘Computer, who was recognized? Harrison.”’

Esmaeel: So...Computer, who was recognized?

Computer: ”‘Computer who was recognized? Harrison.”’

Esmaeel: So it says Harrison’s name. And if you try it on for example Alvin,

it actually won’t recognize Alvin.

Subject 5: Computer, who was recognized? Computer, who was recognized?

Esmaeel: Computer! Can you try it on me? Turn it towards me. A lit-

tle further towards me. Computer, who was recognized? Computer, who was

recognized?

Computer: ”‘Computer, who was recognized?”’ No one.

Carol: So it doesn’t recognize anyone other than Harrison at this point.

Subject 5: Ok.

Esmaeel: But it recognizes that I’m not Harrison and that’s what we’re trying

to show right now.

Carol: So if you point it at Alvin who is right in front of you right now.

Esmaeel: So if Alvin smiles...

Computer: Smile.

Esmaeel: And we can try it again

Computer: Smile.

Esmaeel: And the smile works on multiple people, so I can stand in front.

Subject 5: So is the button here just to line it up?

Esmaeel: Right, just to guide you.

Subject 5: Ok.
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Computer: Smile, smile.

Esmaeel: There we go. If we enable the other expressions as well, we could

get surprise if I raise my eyebrows, or if I open my mouth it will say I’m surprised

and it will do the same thing for virtually anybody else. And that’s how it works!

Carol: So I think because our recognition isn’t working today, we’re going to

skip experiment three where you would be recognizing a person. So we’re going

to carry on to experiment four.

Doug: In experiment four we use the tripod.

Michelle: Oh, do we?

Doug: Yeah.

Carol: And so we’re going to be using the tripod instead of the cane.

Doug: Things are always a work in progress.

Esmaeel: The cable came out of the camera.

Doug: We should really invest in the screw top one.

Carol: So we’re setting up the camera right now.

Subject 5: I’m going to get my phone out now, in case metro access does call.

Carol: It’s 2:35 right now.

Michelle: So how long does this experiment take?

Doug: 5-10 minutes.

Michelle: 5-10 minutes, ok.

Doug: Can you turn it up by 1 or 2 notches Esmaeel-the volume.

Esmaeel: Yeah.

Michelle: Alright so for experiment 4, this is the experiment where we’re

going to use some of the expression analysis and to make you more comfortable

with the device in a natural setting, we’re going to let you use the device in a
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one-on-one face conversation.

Subject 5: Ok.

Michelle: We’ll have a one-on-one conservation on various topics. We’d like

you to analyze our system while we’re speaking and give us any feedback about

our device. We’ll be using the chimes for this experiment instead of the words.

So do we need to change that? Would you prefer the chimes of the words?

Computer: ”‘Computer change feedback.”’

Subject 5: It doesn’t matter. Either one.

Alvin: Change to chimes. Computer change to chimes. Change feedback to

chimes.

Computer: ”‘Change mode to chimes.”’ Mode changed to chimes.

Michelle: Now when I smile...

Computer: ∗ Smile sound ∗

Michelle: It will use a chime. So now the camera is pointed at me so it is

going to evaluate my expressions as we’re talking.

Subject 5: Ok.

Michelle: Okay. Ok so how about you just tell me a little bit about yourself.

Subject 5: Well I like to sing, I have three children who are grown and five

grandchildren 6 and under.

Michelle: That’s a lot of kids...hahaha. Um so what is your favorite childhood

memory?

Subject 5: My favorite childhood memory...Going to the park with my granny

and going on the swings and the playground. They had these swings like animals,

wooden animals that you could sit on and that was fun.

Michelle: What do you like to do for fun, I know you said you like to sing....but
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anything else?

Subject 5: Yeah. I like to sing, I like to read, I like to listen to music a lot,

go out to eat with friends.

Michelle: Um so you can ask me any questions as well. Like anything you

wanna know about me?

Subject 5: Well.

Michelle: Or any of us here?

Subject 5: What is your major?

Michelle: I’m a mechanical engineering major.

Subject 5: So why did you decide to come up with a device like this? And an

experiment like this?

Michelle: Well we really wanted to come up with something that would benefit

people in society and we saw a definite need in improving I guess communication

and helping out blind people. We’d really like to get your feedback and integrate

you guys into the process as well so we make sure we make a device that’s exactly

what you guys wants as well.

Subject 5: Bravo!! I give you an A+, everybody here. So with your major, is

it a 4 year degree?

Michelle: Yup, 4 years and we’re all seniors so one last semester.

Subject 5: I’m trying to think of what else to ask...haha. So what are your

ambitions and goals for after you graduate and get a job

Michelle: Um.

Subject 5: What do you see ahead for you?

Michelle: Well I’m planning to go to graduate school and get my PhD in mi-

crorobotics for medical applications and then I see myself as a research professor
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at a university like this. So I basically want to stay in school for the rest of my

life...hahah. So now you said you had how many children?

Subject 5: I have three, I have Justin’s my oldest, he was born in ’80, Lauren

was born in ’82, and Michael was born in ’83. And they’re all in the computer

field and my grandbabies are all 6 and under. The oldest, she’s in first grade,

and then Sophia, she’s gonna be 4 in December, and she’s learning to draw and

write her letters and Samuel, he’s two, gonna be 2 in December. and Michael and

Lizzie have two. And their oldest’s name is Caleb and he’s two, and the youngest

is 8 months old and his name is Cole. And I’m going to be there this weekend.

So I’ll get to watch babies and get on the floor and play and take them treats.

It’s more fun to be a grandma because you can relax and just enjoy and when

its time to go you, go, go home.

Michelle: Alright thank you and now I’m going to ask you a couple of post

experiment questions.

Subject 5: Ok.

Michelle: Alright! Um so for the following questions we’re going to ask you

to rate your option on a scale of 1 to 5, whith 5 being the highest, and rate how

obtrusive the feedback system is, with 5 being the highest.

Subject 5: I think it’s efficient as far as telling me when somebody is smiling.

Michelle: So how obtrusive did you find the chimes? Very obtrusive, not

obtrusive at all...or somewhere in the middle?

Subject 5: Oh so, how obtrusive, that was the question?

Michelle: Yes.

Subject 5: Oh I was going to opposite way in my head. I wanna make sure I

get it right. Yeah, a 1.
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Michelle: Does the feedback give you new information that you could not

have otherwise known?

Subject 5: I’m gonna say yes. I mean sometimes you can tell when someone

is smiling from their tone of voice. But sometimes you can miss it.

Michelle: If so, what new information did you gain?

Subject 5: I believe that it showed me that the person was smiling more than

I may have realized. I think its good to have the feedback because it gives you

more insight into facial expressions.

Michelle: Alright, on a scale from 1-5, 5 being the highest, please rate the

following comments. I would feel comfortable using this system in public.

Subject 5: Yes I would.

Michelle: So on a scale of 1-5, 5 meaning you take it with you every single

time you go out, 1 being you always leave it at home.

Subject 5: I’d give it a 5. I’m wondering though is you know because every-

thing is small, would it be possible to come up with a hand held device that you

could have a small camera attached to?

Doug: I think in the future, potentially yes, but as of now..so. The computing

power isn’t enough to do it in real time.

Subject 5: Gotcha.

Esmaeel: Computers are moving in that direction though, so soon enough.

Smart phones now are moving towards computers so in the next 5 to 10 years...we’re

getting there.

Michelle: So as of now, the system is the camera on top of the cane that you

were holding earlier and then that links to a laptop that you would conceivably

carry in your backpack, would be the whole system as it stands today.
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Subject 5: Gotcha. Would it be able to recognize objects other than people’s

faces.

Doug: That’s something. We’re actually the continuation of a team. There

was an undergraduate team before us and that was their main focus, that and

also navigation. So their system was actually able to identify dollar bills versus

twenty dollar bills and if you marked like a pencil, with a bot or striped pattern,

you could recognize that pattern against the background, so if you drop your

pencil, it would be able to recognize your pencil on the ground and direct you to

it. But that’s actually not the focus of our...

Subject 5: Oh, I know its not, I was just sort of asking you know in the future

if it would be possible to combine all those things.

Doug: Oh yes, it’s definitely possible.

Esmaeel: Actually one of our mentors, that’s his goal. So he’s trying to get all

of these research projects like this he wants to package them and combine object

recognition, navigation system and the social aides that are facial recognition and

expression recognition all into one package.

Subject 5: That would be awesome! And that would be neat too if you could

use it when you would walk with the cane and it would still take the pictures.

Esmaeel: And recognize things?

Subject 5: Yeah.

Michelle: Alright so on a scale of 1-5, how comfortable would you be using

this system in public?

Subject 5: I would use it, I wouldn’t find any problem with it, I’d give it a 5.

Michelle: Alright. Again, on a scale from 1-5: the recognition system was

useful? I mean the recognition system that at least could tell Harrison versus
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not-Harrison for now. Eventually on most days it can actually tell people apart.

So how useful would you find that on a scale 1-5.

Subject 5: On a scale of 1-5, I would say a 5. That would be really important.

Michelle: Alright, so the expression system improved the ease of recognizing

people.

Subject 5: Say that again.

Doug: Oh, Michelle, we didn’t do this one, we just did the expressions.

Michelle: Yeah, sorry.

Doug: That was related to the experiment that we skipped.

Subject 5: But yeah I can still see the relevance of it and how important it

would be to have recognized different people and stuff.

Michelle: Ok again on a scale of 1-5, I would use this system in a group

setting.

Subject 5: Yes, 5.

Michelle: Alright, again on a scale of 1-5, rate how satisfied you are with our

device.

Subject 5: Well because of the thing not being able to recognize who the

people were, you know as far as the separation goes, I would give it a 4.

Michelle: What was the most useful part of the expression system?

Subject 5: I’d say being able to tell the facial expressions - whether they were

smiling. I thought that was important.

Michelle: What was the least useful part of the expression system?

Subject 5: (pause)

Michelle: Was the anything you didn’t like about it?

Subject 5: No I can’t think of anything. The chimes or the words, I could
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have used either one.

Doug: Did you like the chimes in the expression system versus that ”‘bloop”’

sound?

Subject 5: I liked the chime better.

Doug: Ok that’s what a lot of people have been saying?

Michelle: How could we modify our device to better suit your needs?

Subject 5: Just for this particular experiment, you’d have to make sure that,

you’d have to have some sort of computer set up to be able to operate it out

right? Would it have to be hooked up to a laptop or some thing? So that you

could use it if you were going somewhere?

Michelle: Yeah.

Subject 5: I’m asking that you know if you were navigating with it or if you

were at a particular location you’d have to be hooked up to a laptop and would

you have to take a laptop with you in order to be able to use that.

Michelle: For right now, yes you would have to carry the laptop, but you

wouldn’t have to have it open or anything, it could run closed in a backpack so

you kind of set it and forget it kind of thing. Just put it in your bag and you

could carry it around. But in the future hopefully, it would be on a much smaller

device like a cell phone or something.

Subject 5: Yeah, I hear you. I mean, I would use it, but you know if I had

it that would be a lot of things to carry like all together. The computer, the

cane, the folding cane, but I guess you wouldn’t use it until you got to your final

destination so if the cane collapsed, or does it collapse at all?

Michelle: The one we have right now doesn’t but um the way the camera is

actually mounted on top of the cane, the mount can be put on any cane so you
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could put it on your foldable cane and use it that way.

Subject 5: Oh, alright!

Michelle: But for right now it can’t do that, but in the future.

Subject 5: I would say have some kind of a cane that collapsed so you could

put everything in the backpack and carry it to the destination that you’re going.

Michelle: Also the camera right now can also mount itself on a standard

tripod like you can go to the store and just buy a tripod for a digital camera and

it can also be mounted on there. So if you were like in a meeting setting you

could just take it out and put it on tripod and have it there instead of putting it

on a big five-foot cane.

Subject 5: Gotcha.

Michelle: Alright so do you have any further comments of questions?

Subject 5: I can’t think of any. I really enjoyed myself.

Michelle: Alright, thank you.
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